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          Windsor House 

By Email Only          Homes England – 6th Floor 
           50 Victoria Street 

London 
SW1H 0TL 

 
 
 
Dear  
 
RE: Request for Information – RFI3061 
 
Thank you for the request for information made on behalf of your client, we have processed the request in 
accordance with the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (EIR). 
 
Please see the link below which will direct you to the EIR legislation: 
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2004/3391/contents/made 
 
For clarification, you requested the following information:  
 
1.1 Please provide a copy of those sections of the submitted business case for the Harlow and Gilston Garden Town 
Sustainable Transport Improvements bid that refer to the requirement for and the delivery, cost and funding of the 
additional road crossing over the River Stort i.e. what the Harlow and Gilston Garden Town Infrastructure 
DeliveryPlan Final Report dated April 2019 (the "IDP") refers to as "the Second Stort Crossing (TR20)". 
 
1.2 Please also provide any further information received following that submission from the applicant or any 
associated parties in relation to that business in case in relation to the requirement for and the delivery, cost and 
funding of the additional road crossing over the River Stort. 
 
Response 
 
We can confirm that we do hold information that falls within the scope of your request.  
 
Please find enclosed to this response Annex A which contains the EIR information held which is in scope of your 
request. Please note that we rely on Regulation 13(1), Regulation 12(4)(e) and Regulation 12(5)(e) of the EIR to 
withhold some information from disclosure.  
 
Regulation 13(1) – Personal Information 
 
We have redacted and are withholding information on the grounds that in constitutes third party personal data and 
therefore engages section 13(1) of the EIR.  
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To disclose personal data, such as names, contact details, addresses and email addresses could lead to the 
identification of third parties and would breach one or more of the data protection principles. Once it is established  
that the information is personal data of a third party and release would breach one or more of the data protection 
principles, then the exception is engaged. 
 
Regulation 12(4)(e) – Internal Communications 
 
We are withholding some information in accordance with Regulation 12(4)(e), as information falls under the 
definition of internal communication and to disclose would be likely to prejudice the Homes England’s private 
thinking space, we therefore we rely on this exception.  
 
This regulation is a class-based exception and we have considered the public interest in disclosing the internal 
communication held.  Homes England has carried out a public interest test to assess whether it is in the wider public 
interest for the information to be disclosed, we have summarised our finding below; 
 
Arguments in favour of disclosure: 
 

• Homes England acknowledges there is a general public interest in promoting accountability, transparency, 
public understanding and involvement in how Homes England undertakes its work and how it spends public 
money; and  

• Homes England understand and promotes a presumption in favour of disclosure regarding environmental 
information in accordance with Regulation 12(2). 
 

Arguments in favour of withholding: 
 

• Releasing the information at this moment in time would be likely to prejudice the Agency’s private thinking 
space. To disclose internal communication whilst contracts for the grant funding are being negotiated would 
not be in the public interest. Homes England has a duty to maintain a level of protection for internal 
deliberation. 

• Releasing information based on incomplete information could lead to poorer outcomes which would not be 
an effective use of public money;  

• The consequences of releasing internal communication could damage our relationships with partners and 
put these potential funding allocations at risk. This would not be in the public interest as this could put 
potential homes in jeopardy and undermine our decision-making process; and  

• Homes England has been unable to identify a wider public interest in disclosing the information requested. 
 
Having considered the arguments for and against disclosure of the information, we have concluded that at this time, 
the balance of the public interest favours non-disclosure. 
 
Regulation 12(5)(e) - Confidentiality of commercial or industrial information 
 
We are withholding some information in accordance with Regulation 12(5)(e), as to disclose the information would 
be likely to prejudice the confidentiality of commercial information held and prejudice the commercial interest of 
both Homes England and third parties.  
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This regulation is a class-based exception and we have considered the public interest in disclosing some of the 
information held.  Homes England has carried out a public interest test to assess whether it is in the wider public 
interest for the information to be disclosed, we have summarised our finding below; 
 
Arguments in favour of disclosure: 
 

• Homes England acknowledges there is a general public interest in promoting accountability, transparency, 
public understanding and involvement in how Homes England undertakes its work and how it spends public 
money; 

• Homes England understand and promotes a presumption in favour of disclosure regarding environmental 
information in accordance with Regulation 12(2). 

 
Further to our arguments we have also taken into the consideration the arguments that you provided in your 
correspondence dated 23 July 2020. We have referenced these below for completeness; 
 

(a) First, there is an explicit presumption in favour of disclosure of environmental information. This 
presumption must be interpreted in the spirit of the 1998 Aarhus Convention which seeks to increase the 
quality and extent of public involvement in and scrutiny of decisions on the environment. 
 

(b) Second, there is a compelling public interest in promoting accountability, transparency and public 
understanding and involvement in how Homes England spends public money. 

 
(c) Third, disclosure of the information requested would help promote effective public participation in 

environmental decision-making and thereby promote the objectives of the 1998 Aarhus Convention by 
ensuring that: (i) the public properly understand the costs, benefits and financial drivers for an 
infrastructure delivery proposal which will have significant effects on the environment; and (ii) the public 
can meaningfully engage with questions around deliverability and therefore make an informed 
assessment of the likelihood of accrual of public benefits from the river crossing infrastructure, relative to 
harm on the environment. 

Arguments in favour of withholding: 
 

• Releasing information that forms part of a competitive process before a contractual agreement has been 
concluded would be likely to compromise that process; 

• Releasing the information could reveal financial information of third parties which may in turn affect their 
commercial interests; 

• Releasing information, prior to a contractual agreement being concluded, in a competitive market would be 
likely to distort competition, making it a less competitive process, which would not be in the public interest; 

• Releasing the information would be likely to negatively impact the future of our competitive application 
process as interested parties may feel unable to provide all the information requested for fear of disclosure, 
which would impact the ability of Government officials and ministers to make effective, informed decisions; 

• Release of the information could lead to lobbying that could impact the impartiality of third parties 
concerned (or give rise to concerns on the part of others that impartiality could be adversely affected). It is 
essential that during negotiations third parties can make decisions based on the information provided and 
also be seen to do so; 
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• Any decision based on incomplete information could lead to poorer outcomes which would not be an 

effective use of public money;  
• Disclosure would result in local authorities being deterred from including commercially sensitive information 

in future applications for grant funding. This will mean that Homes England would potentially have to 
evaluate applications that are less comprehensive than would otherwise have been the case, meaning that 
Homes England’s ability to undertake due diligence on the applications will be impaired. This will result in 
decision makers not taking all relevant information into account, meaning the decisions will be less robust 
and less likely to deliver value for money; 

• The consequences of releasing information that is part of wider ongoing negotiations of a contractual nature 
could damage our relationships with partners and put these potential funding allocations at risk. This would 
not be in the public interest as this could put potential homes in jeopardy; and 

• Homes England has been unable to identify a wider public interest in disclosing the information requested. 
 
Having considered the arguments for and against disclosure of the information, we have concluded that at this time, 
the balance of the public interest favours non-disclosure. 
 
Discretionary Disclosure 
 
Some of the information contained within both Annex A is being disclosed as a discretionary disclosure. We believe 
that by disclosing the information it will provide further insight and we are disclosing the information in order to 
promote transparency and to provide assistance. 
 
Right to Appeal 
 
If you are not happy with the information that has been provided or the way in which your request has been handled 
you may request an internal review by writing to; 
 
The Information Governance Team 
Homes England – 6th Floor 
Windsor House 
50 Victoria Street 
London 
SW1H 0TL 
 
Or by email to infogov@homesengland.gov.uk  
 
You may also complain to the Information Commissioner however, the Information Commissioner does usually 
expect the internal review procedure to be exhausted in the first instance.  
 
The Information Commissioner's details can be found via the following link:  
 
https://ico.org.uk/ 
 
Please note that the contents of your request and this response are also subject to the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 and the Environmental Information Regulations 2004.  Homes England may be required to disclose your 
request and our response accordingly. 
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Yours sincerely, 
The Information Governance Team 
For Homes England 

 





Project Summary

What is the name of the scheme

Harlow and Gilston Garden Town: Stort Crossings and Sustainable Transport Corridor

Please provide an Executive Summary for your proposal

The Harlow Gilston Garden Town (HGGT) was granted Garden Town (GT) status by the Ministry of Housing Communities and Local
Government (MHCLG) in 2017. The HGGT development includes 23,000 homes that are planned across strategic sites and
connected to Harlow Town Centre by Sustainable Transport Corridors (STC). The GT Vision sets out the need for a sustainable
movement with ambitious but achievable mode share targets of 60% of all journeys within and to/from the GT Community to be
made by sustainable modes. This is to address the current transport issues in the area that restrict growth and to encourage housing
and employment growth based on sustainable principles.
The HIF funding support is for providing the critical infrastructure links that will connect Gilston Area (GA) development to the STC
corridor and help deliver the homes that are planned within the development. The GA development is planned across 7 villages with a
total of 10,000 homes that is envisaged be delivered by 2040 with the HIF support.
Obtaining HIF funding would allow the delivery of infrastructure that achieves 60% sustainable mode share for the GA and supports
the shift towards 50% sustainable mode share across the whole GT area. This would ensure that there is no network capacity
constraint on the amount of new development that can be delivered. The developer contributions from the GA will result in creation
of a rolling infrastructure fund that will fund further STC links and will help to unlock further homes across GT. Given the strategic
location of the HGGT within the UK Innovation Corridor and major planned employment growth within Harlow, the STC and GT
growth provides an opportunity to support economic growth and the delivery of housing that will be hinged on sustainable
development principles.
The HGGT brings together two County Councils (Essex and Hertfordshire) and East Herts, Harlow and Epping Forest Districts to
deliver the GT Vision. The GA site is owned by Places for People (PfP) for Villages 1- 6 and Village 7 is owned by Briggens Estate. An
Outline Planning Application is being submitted for Villages 1-6 and Village 7 in April/May 2019.
Various options for the HIF funding have been assessed as part of this bid. The infrastructure for the scheme is formed of interlinked
elements which achieve the mode share targets only if the critical connections are delivered upfront. The HIF funding also helps fund
certain elements of the scheme that are currently unfunded. The various elements of infrastructure that support the delivery of the
entire 10,000 homes within GA, is presented within the full HIF option in the bid.
The delivery of the infrastructure is envisaged to be led by PfP (Master Developers for Villages 1- 6), ECC and HCC. All of them have
extensive experience to lead the delivery and have undertaken technical and design work and cost and programme planning. A clear
programme for planning approvals has been established with the developers which includes a multi-stage consent process than
ensures continual progress can be made in an efficient and effective manner in order to accelerate delivery of housing. A detailed
implementation plan is in place to accelerate the delivery of infrastructure and the dependant housing within GA. PfP and the
Councils have identified the contract management approach to streamline the delivery process. The Gross Development Value that
can be achieved from the housing makes it viable for the developers to fund other elements of linked infrastructure alongside HIF
funded elements, making the whole scheme both viable and sustainable.
The delivery of the proposed HIF Funded Infrastructure will be overseen by the Harlow Gilston Garden Town Board (HGGTB). The
HGGT is in the process of establishing an Infrastructure Delivery Board (as part of the overall governance board structure) which will
oversee performance against programme and project delivery. The HGGT Board (through its Infrastructure Delivery Board) will have
responsibility for reporting on the agreed assurance and performance framework for the HIF funded infrastructure programmes. A
MOU has been developed to confirm the on-going relationships between the parties in the delivery of the HIF programmes and
projects.
The risks related to scheme are low as there is clarity on both planning and delivery of the infrastructure. The Core Programme team
of Herts and Essex County Councils, the GT Authorities and PfP will operate a structured approach to risk management from the
outset that will identify and capture mutual risks and then report back to the STC Programme Board which will comprise senior
representatives of each partner.
Overall, the HIF funding support will enable housing delivery within GA and wider GT which will support economic growth within the
region. This will be an exemplar scheme that will demonstrate how growth can be achieved based on sustainable principles.
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Please provide an overview of the project, including your project scope for the infrastructure and for the wider project

The Harlow Gilston Garden Town (HGGT) was granted Garden Town (GT) status by the Ministry of Housing Communities and Local
Government (MHCLG) in 2017. Nationally, the GT programme will contribute to the delivery of 155,000 new homes across England.
HGGT covers sites within Harlow, Epping Forest and East Hertfordshire Districts. Some 23,000 homes are planned for the Harlow
and Gilston Garden Town. Housing will be delivered within the Harlow Urban Area and four separate Garden Communities as set out
below and in Appendix A:
Gilston Area, East Hertfordshire (10,000 homes)
East of Harlow, Harlow and Epping Forest Districts (3,350 homes)
Latton Priory, Epping Forest District (1,050 homes)
Water Lane Area, Epping Forest District (2,500 homes)
The investment from the HIF will directly unlock housing in the Gilston Area, which is made up of seven villages which will deliver
10,000 homes (outlined in Appendix B). The scale of growth that is set to come forward at the Gilston Area development will act as a
catalyst for growth across the wider GT. Therefore it is critical that the supporting infrastructure that will allow this development to
come forward is delivered at the right time and in the right sequence to maximise the wider benefits.
The GT Vision (set out in Appendix C) sets out the need for a Sustainable Movement with ambitious but achievable mode share
targets of 60% of all journeys within and to/from the GT Community to be made by sustainable modes. In order to achieve the target
mode share and accommodate the high levels of growth set to come forward in the area, infrastructure will need to be delivered in
the early stages of the development. The infrastructure that is required to support the development is a series of Sustainable
Transport Corridors (STC) and critical connections to the STC, illustrated in Appendix D.
The STC programme comprises the elements of infrastructure Items 1-13 and these can also been seen on the infrastructure plan set
out in Appendix D.
The individual infrastructure Items 1, 2 (a, b, c) and 3 have a total cost of £171,180,000 and this is the infrastructure that is proposed
to be funded using the HIF. These pieces of infrastructure are required in order to achieve the 60% sustainable mode share for the
Gilston Area and helps to achieve the shift towards 50% sustainable mode share across the whole GT. Together the achievement of
these targets will ensure that the total growth of the GT can be accommodated. The HIF funding addresses the market failures
outlined in Section 2.5 of the bid which result from funding gaps (i.e. externality of upfront funding requirement) and co-ordination
issues.
The HIF monies will be used to fund currently unfunded items such as, Item 3, the STC link from Burnt Mill roundabout through the
Town Centre, and ‘forward fund’ the strategic River Crossings (Items 1 and 2). This will allow the developers to fund and accelerate
delivery of the remaining infrastructure (Items 4 to 9) that are critical for the Gilston Area development to be delivered in its entirety
of seven villages and to be linked with the wider STCs. By unlocking all seven villages within the Gilston Area, this will allow a policy
compliant development of 10,000 homes to come forward. The recovery of developer financial contributions to the HIF forward
funded River Crossings (items 1 and 2) secured through S106 agreements will allow the creation of the GT ‘rolling infrastructure
fund’. This rolling infrastructure fund will then be used in conjunction with other financial contributions secured from developers
across the GT to ‘forward fund’ other pieces of sustainable infrastructure. These are Items 11, 12 and 13 (in Appendix B) that will
complete the STC network connecting all development sites in the wider GT, existing neighbourhoods, the Town Centre and places of
work including the Enterprise Zone, Princess Alexandra Hospital and the relocated Public Health England facility.
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Site Details

How many housing sites will the funding bring forward?

1

Please provide a list of the housing sites that the funding will bring forward, including the amount of units to be delivered on
each site, the lower tier or unitary authority the site is in and the current land ownership

Site name No of
units

Local authority Current ownership Planning status Planning reference

Gilston Area 10000 East Hertfordshire Villages 1-6- Places for
People and Village 7 -
Freehold Ownership of
Briggens Estate 1
Limited

Outline n/a

Commentary

There is a PPA between the Councils, PfP and Briggens Estate and includes submission of an outline planning application for
8,500 homes at Villages 1-6 (PfP) and for 1,500 homes at Village 7 (Briggens Estate) in April/May 2019.

Please provide site boundaries for all housing sites

(see final page of document)

Please attach scheme plan(s) for your proposal - these should include plans of housing sites and infrastructure

Filename Description

Appendix D- Wider Infrastructure Mapdocx.pdf Wider Infrastructure Map

Ref 1.2.4 Site Boundary V7.pdf Site Boundary Village 7

Ref 1.2.4 Site Boundary V1-6.pdf Site Boundary Villages 1-6

Appendix B- Gilston Housing Map.pdf Gilston Housing Map

What is the total size of the development (in hectares)?

1,068.00 ha

Of the total development size, what is the total housing area (in hectares)?

626.00 ha

How much of the total housing area is on:

Brownfield land

0.00 ha

Public sector land

0.00 ha

What are the proposed tenures of the homes to be delivered?
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Affordable sale 20 %

Affordable rent 20 %

Market sale 30 %

Market rent 30 %

Other 0 %
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Infrastructure Requirements

Please provide further details on the HIF infrastructure requirements and their link to the delivery of housing

Infrastructure
Type

Road / highway -
other

Description •Re-alignment of the Eastwick Road and new junction allowing access
to Terlings Park and Pye Corner (Item 2a) •Pye Corner bypass
including junction between north-south section and east-west section
(Item 2b) •Extension of STC from Burnt Mill Roundabout to Town
Centre (Item 3) Items are illustrated further in Appendix D

HIF Funding £67,648,000 Link to housing HIF funded Items 2a and 2b allows the developer to fund and deliver :
•Item 4& 6 - Access to Village 1 and Enhanced Sustainable Transport
Hub •Item 5 access to Village 2 The infrastructure connections
provide private vehicular and all modes access into the Gilston Area
development allowing the central access and Central River Crossing
to support the Sustainable Transport Corridor connection . This will
unlock Village 1 and 2 within Gilston. Delivery of Item 3 through the
HIF will allow the STC to be delivered in conjunction with the Central
Stort Crossing, providing the critical link through Harlow Town Centre.

Sites benefitting Gilston Area

Infrastructure
Type

Bridge Description •Expansion of Central Crossing to extend STC between Gilston Area
and Railway Station and Burnt Mill Roundabout (Item 1) •Remainder of
Eastern Crossing including River Way Bridge (Item 2c) Items are
further illustrated in Appendix D.

HIF Funding £103,550,000 Link to housing Should Item 1 be funded by the HIF, it will provide the STC link to
Harlow Town Railway Station and in conjunction with Item 3 it will form
part of the STC through Harlow Town Centre. As the HIF will fund Item
1 this will allow the developer to fund and deliver the following: •Item7
- Gilston Area STC “inner loop” connection to Villages 3, 4, 5 •Item 8-
Access to Village 7 •Item 9- Gilston Area STC “inner connection”
opening up sustainable access and highway between Village 1 and
Village 7 via Villages 5 and 6 This directly unlocks Villages, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7 within Gilston Delivery of Item 2c through the HIF will allow the
developer to fund and deliver the following: •Item 4& 6 - Access to
Village 1 and Enhanced Sustainable Transport Hub •Item 5 access to
Village 2 This will provide private vehicular and all modes access into
the Gilston Area and allow the Central Stort Crossing to be delivered
as a sustainable mode access. This will unlock Villages 1 and 2 within
Gilston

Sites benefitting Gilston Area

Please outline, in further detail, the direct link between the infrastructure scheme(s) and how this unlocks the homes

The delivery of the Item 1 - Expansion of Central Crossing to extend the STC between the Gilston Area and the Railway Station and
Burnt Mill Roundabout will help to create the direct link for the Sustainable Transport Corridor into Gilston. Item 1 in conjunction with
Item 3 provides the essential link into Harlow Town Centre and connects Gilston to the STC. This will enable developers to forward
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fund the following infrastructure items:
• (Item 7) Gilston Area STC “inner loop” connection to Villages 3, 4, 5
• (Item 8) Access to Village 7
• (Item 9) Gilston Area STC “inner connection” opening up sustainable access and highway between Village 1 and Village 7 via
Villages 5 and 6
This piece of infrastructure directly unlocks villages 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and 6,502 homes.
However, for the above infrastructure items to operate as a sustainable corridor, car free access has to be achieved. This will only be
possible following the completion of Items 2a, 2b and 2c which provide the critical private vehicular link into Gilston. They are:
• 2a. Realignment of the Eastwick Road and new junction allowing access to Terlings Park and Pye Corner
• 2b. Pye Corner bypass including junction between north-south section and east-west section
• 2c. Remainder of Eastern Crossing including River Way Bridge
This then enables developers to forward fund the following items:
• (Items 4 & 6) - Access to Village 1 and Enhanced Sustainable Transport Hub
• (Item 5) access to Village 2
As a linked piece of infrastructure these connections directly unlock Villages 1 and 2 and allow the delivery of 3,498 homes.
Overall, the HIF funded infrastructure will unlock all Villages (1- 7) in Gilston and deliver 10,000 homes.
Furthermore, the HIF funding helps to create the “rolling infrastructure fund” financed through developer contributions and this will
be used to fund other unfunded elements of the STC which will unlock further homes in the GT. For the purposes of this HIF bid, the
wider homes unlocked is treated as a wider benefit only.
As explained previously, developments within the Garden Town have a set objective to achieve 60% sustainable mode share targets
for new developments and to support transport behavioural change across the whole GT to achieve the 50% sustainable mode target
town-wide. These targets have to be met by all permitted developments. The HIF funded infrastructure helps to alleviate the capacity
limitations on housing delivery. An increase in journeys made by private car without the mode shift will result in unacceptable traffic
impacts on the road network and will therefore create a capacity limit on the number of homes that can be delivered across the GT.
Further evidence of maximum number of homes the current infrastructure can accommodate can be found in Appendix E- Transport
Modelling Information.
The HIF funding allows the STC links to be delivered as one piece of linked infrastructure which will help Gilston achieve the
sustainability target and unlock the entire Gilson Area consisting of 10,000 homes.
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Wider Development Impacts

Please provide a summary of what impact the scheme will have on the Transport Network

The Infrastructure Items 1-13 within the scheme (See list in Appendix D) provide the STC link into Gilston and provides the east-west
and north-south STC links through the GT. This will encourage the mode share target to be met and ensure that developments that
come forward are based on sustainable principles and hence achieve policy compliance.

Model runs that have been undertaken in the West Essex and East Herts VISUM model, in which trip rates have been altered between
standard, intermediate and ambitious sustainable travel assumptions. The traffic modelling (See Appendix E for further details)
indicates that the volume of traffic generated by the Local Plan level of development can only be tolerated if the ambitious targets
are met.

The transport modelling outputs indicates that a maximum of only 2,000 homes can be delivered in Gilston before additional
infrastructure improvements are required

Does the new housing development generate a need for new school places and how this will be accommodated

The Gilston Area will be built out over a 20 year period. Given this time horizon, there is uncertainty about the exact number and
timing of school places that will be required. In order to estimate school demand, the Applicants and HCC have modelled and
established a range of potential demand scenarios. The Outline Parameters and Development Specifications will include flexibility to
respond to a range of school place demand scenarios in the future. It is intended that there will be enough school places provided
on-site within the Gilston Area for every child who wants one to have a place.
The Gilston Area (all 10,000 homes) allows for a maximum of 20 Forms of Entry (FE) of primary and secondary school demand,
although the potential range of demand is from 15 FE dependent upon final built housing mix. Build out rate, demographic trends and
government policy may all affect the number of school places required to be delivered.
As part of the process of establishing detailed Village Masterplans and preparing Reserved Matters applications, the Applicant would
be able to provide HCC with the detail required to establish a project specific child-yield projection. As the Development is built out,
HCC will monitor the demand for school places. The delivery of new schools will be triggered in line with terms in the Section 106
Agreement. If school sites or floorspace are not needed, the terms of the Section 106 Agreement will also set out how the sites could
be put to alternative uses, such as housing or other community or commercial floor space.
Villages will broadly seek to meet their own Primary provision but will be reliant on up to two secondary schools within the Gilston
Area and therefore the maximum scenario for secondary school delivery will meet the needs of up to 10,000 homes. The applicants
for Villages 1-6 and Village 7 will put in place agreements to achieve co-ordination of education delivery which will be secured through
Section 106 agreements.

No attachments

How have you assessed that no new utility infrastructure (electricity capacity, water, waste water, gas and telecoms) will be
required for this scheme and future housing delivery, or, how additional utility infrastructure will be delivered without HIF
funding?

In the preparation of the Outline Planning Applications for the Gilston Area, PfP and Briggens Estate have engaged with the
incumbent utility providers to ensure that there is available capacity in the existing networks in order to serve the future
development. Where it was determined that the capacity required reinforcing, the requisite reinforcement works were determined
and built into the proposed supply strategy. The following utility providers have been engaged with:
•Electricity supply UKPN – A primary sub-station will be required in order to deliver the development. This will link in to the existing
primary sub-station to the west of Harlow.
•Gas supply National Grid– supply is available from the reduction station at Redricks Lane to the east of the development.
•Water supply Affinity Water – A connection will be required off both the existing strategic mains running north-south to the west of
the development.
•Waste Water Thames Water– Connections to the trunk main running through the Stort Valley will be required in order to supply the
proposed development and enhancements to the existing Rye Meads treatment works are currently taking place to facilitate
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development. Future reinforcement works will be provided carried out by Thames Water through the Asset Management Planning
process.
• Telecomms BT– Fibre to premises can be supplied.
The layouts for these connections will be designed and agreed with the relevant undertakers to support future reserved matters
applications.
In terms of electrical supply requirements, the undertaker has confirmed that the development can be supplied but off-site
reinforcement will be required. This will involve underground cabling from Harlow West Primary Substation and the establishment of
a new primary sub-station on the wider site to serve the seven new villages.
To inform the proposals , engagement with the relevant undertakers is ongoing and will be updated accordingly through the emerging
planning applications.

No attachments

What consideration have you given to ensuring that the health and care services locally will align with the additional homes to
be built?

•The Garden Town authorities have engaged with both Princess Alexandra Hospital, the Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and
NHS Improvement to prepare a Garden Town Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
•The Development includes 3,675m2 Gross External Area (GEA) of D1 space suitable for General Practitioner (GP) surgeries and
associated facilities. This space is distributed around the Development, located in Villages 1 and 4. An indicative size for a multi-GP
health centre with up to ten GPs is 1,800m2 GEA. Therefore, the proposed floor space could accommodate up to 20 GPs and is more
than adequate to meet the needs of up to 13 GPs with substantial additional space for auxiliary facilities.
•Provision for healthcare has also been allowed for within Village 7 in order to meet the needs of the new population and to avoid
increased pressure on existing resources within the area.
•Engagement with NHS England Midlands and East and East and North Herts and Herts Valleys CCGs established an on-site
requirement for 2,388m2 Gross Internal Area (GIA) of additional GP floorspace to meet the needs of 10,000 homes which is being
met and exceeded within the Outline Applications, providing flexibility.
•The Applicants are already in consultation with CCGs and with the Princess Alexandra Hospital Trust in order to ensure that the
future strategy for delivery of GPs on-site at the Village Masterplan and reserved matters stage would be aligned with the wider
healthcare strategy for East and North Hertfordshire and West Essex, the two local CCGs.
Further details on health and care services will be attached in Section 1.5.

Have you engaged with your Sustainability and Transformation Partnership?

The Garden Town authorities have engaged with both Princess Alexandra Hospital, the Clinical Commissioning Groups and NHS
Improvement to prepare a Garden Town Infrastructure Delivery Plan which will be maintained to ensure a coherent holistic approach
is taken to meeting all infrastructure needs, including health, across the Garden Town and overcome potential issues that might
otherwise result through the cross-border nature of the Garden Town.

Places for People have undertaken extensive consultation with Princess Alexandra Hospital Trust, East and North Herts CCG and
West Essex CCG. The Sustainability and Transformation Plan Partnership covers the Hertfordshire and West Essex catchment area.

East and North Herts CCG submitted a formal response to the Gilston Area Concept Framework Consultation. This response clearly
set out the requirement for health provision, including on-site infrastructure, expected from the development, based on its proposed
scale and location. This matter has since been discussed at several meetings with representatives of the two CCGs and their relevant
partners in the NHS.

If you have any further information to support your project overview, which has not already been captured in the above, please
include this here

The Harlow and Gilston Garden Town is an ambitious plan of growing and regenerating the former post-war new town of Harlow
through a collaborative cross-political approach being taken by three Districts and two Counties in the UK Innovation Corridor
building upon the strengths of Harlow (www.discoverharlow.co.uk) as a pioneer of technical innovation (the birthplace of fibre-optic
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telecommunications invented in Harlow by Sir Charles Kao) and as the world’s first sculpture town (home to 84 public sculptures
from world leading artists including Auguste Rodin, Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth) and addressing the challenges of worn out
1950s infrastructure and buildings, a car dominated environment, higher than average national unemployment, an imbalanced
housing market and areas of deprivation and poor health. The Vision for the Garden Town is:

“The pioneering New Town of Gibberd and Kao will grow into a Garden Town of enterprise, health and sculpture at the heart of the UK
Innovation Corridor. Harlow and Gilston will be a joyful place to live with sociable streets and green spaces; high quality homes
connected to fibre optic broadband; local centres accessible by walking and cycling; and innovative, affordable public transport. It
will set the agenda for sustainable living. It will be.... adaptable … healthy … sustainable … innovative”

A key tenet of the Vision is to drive modal shift towards active healthy sustainable travel by making walking, cycling and public
transport the most attractive choice for residents, workers and visitors. It is an exciting time for the Garden Town with over 23,000
homes allocated within the District Plans and proposals for the first 10,000 homes due to be submitted this year. Princess Alexandra
Hospital are preparing plans to reshape health provision in the town and Public Health England are investing over £400m in their
relocation to Harlow bringing over 3,500 new jobs and a further 5,000 new jobs are being created in the Harlow Enterprise Zone. The
Councils are preparing this bid for over £170M of Housing Infrastructure Funding to unlock and accelerate this growth and to use
developer contributions to create a rolling infrastructure fund which together will support the creation of a network of Sustainable
Transport Corridors and community sustainable transport hubs to deliver the proposed Garden Town Transport Strategy. he aim is for
60% of all journeys into, within and from the new Garden Villages and Neighbourhoods to be undertaken by walking, cycling and
public transport and to drive a mode shift across the whole Garden Town that will support 50% of journeys being undertaken through
active healthy sustainable choices.

The Garden Town authorities are working together with Homes England, developers, stakeholders and the community through the
Garden Town Member Board and the Garden Town Director and Officer Group to shape and deliver these plans and are eager to
partner and work with other organisations and government departments to drive positive change and explore innovation and
establish best practice.
See Appendix C and Appendix F for details.

Filename Description

Ref 1.4.4.1 Additional information on healthcare provision.pdf Additional Information on healthcare provision

Appendix A- STC and Wider Housing Map.pdf Appendix A- Wider Housing Map

Appendix B- Gilston Housing Map.pdf Appendix B- Gilston Housing Map

Appendix C- The Garden Town Vision Document.pdf Appendix C - Garden Town Vision Document

Appendix D- Wider Infrastructure Map.pdf Appendix D- Wider Infrastructure Map

Appendix F- Harlow and Gilston Garden Town Transport
Strategy.pdf

Appendix F- Harlow and Gilston Garden Town Transport
Strategy

Appendix E1- Transport Modelling Information Part 1.zip Appendix E1- Transport Modelling Information Part 1

Appendix E2- Trasnport Modelling Information Part 2.zip Appendix E2 Transport Modelling Information Part 2

List of Abbreviations.docx List of Abbreviations

List of Appendices.docx List of Appendices
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Strategic Case

Strategic Approach

How will this scheme support your long term housing and economic growth ambitions? Please refer to any development plans
and / or associated planning guidance policies

The Government designated Harlow and Gilston as a Garden Town (GT) in January 2017. The Government aims to stimulate economic
growth and create communities where there are ample job opportunities, a range of services and an integrated and accessible
transport network. Through the Garden Community programme the Government will support 23 areas which together will deliver
200,000 homes by 2050. The housing growth set to come forward as a part of the Harlow and Gilston GT will have implications at a
national scale, with the development making a significant contribution to the Government’s target of 200,000 homes by 2050. The
GT Vision underpins the aspirations of strategic allocations for development across the GT within the relevant adopted and emerging
Local Plans in the area. Refer to Appendix C for details on HGGT vision.
The scale of the proposed GT development includes over 23,000 homes with a planned delivery of at least 16,000 homes by 2033
which will trigger a need for a significant level of new transport infrastructure to sustainably deliver the growth. With this scale of
development, the GT will be a catalyst for growth across the UK London Stansted Cambridge Innovation Corridor.
The sustainable transport infrastructure, including walking and cycling measures and rapid bus transit, within this bid is central to
achieving Garden City Principles and the GT Vision while acting as an engine for growth. At present, the local road network is
congested (See Appendix F). Significant housing and employment growth planned for the area will put additional strain on the
network. Without new infrastructure and significant mode shift towards active healthy sustainable travel this will place a capacity
constraint on the future growth in the area, if not addressed as a matter of urgency. There is a significant modal shift to more
sustainable and active modes of transport, which will contribute towards the design for healthy sustainability placemaking for the
proposed development growth allowing the enhanced transport network to support this growth and also support the continued
economic growth in the area.
The Sustainable Transport Corridor (STC) network across the wider GT is required to connect new and existing housing
developments to the regenerated Harlow Town Centre, the railway station and key employment centres so that development
encourages the use of active and sustainable modes of transport from the outset by presenting this as the most attractive choice. In
order to do so the entire network is required to be delivered as early as possible in order to achieve the mode target of 60% of
journeys from/to and within the new developments and to drive the modal shift across existing neighbourhoods to the targeted
modal shift of 50% across the GT. This will require forward funding and guaranteed delivery of key components of the STC network as
outlined in this HIF bid.
Without the HIF funding support, the STC network set to come forward as a part of the HGGT will have uncertainty in relation to the
funding and delivery of some segments such as the link between Harlow Town railway station and through Harlow Town Centre. This
will result in GT not achieving the modal share target which will result constraining the level of housing growth that can be achieved in
the area.
HIF funding is therefore critical to achieving the following and these are outlined in more detail below:
• Transport infrastructure to support housing growth;
• Employment Growth; and
• Achieving the Garden City Principles and the wider regeneration of Harlow.

Significant Housing Growth
The GT has a central position in the UK London Stansted Cambridge Innovation Corridor with significant total housing growth
planned of over 23,000 units, with at least 16,000 homes to be delivered within Local Plan Period to 2033.
The Development Plans of districts within GT all identify a significant need for new homes in the Harlow area. The East Herts Local
Plan identifies a need for 18,458 homes by 2033. Additionally, 11,400 homes have been identified for the Epping Forest District
within their emerging Local Plan (2017) and Harlow’s emerging Local Development Plan (2018) identifies 9,200 homes for the area.
Refer to Appendix G for further policy details.
The Gilston Area development is located in an area where there is evidence to suggest that there is an under supply of market and
affordable housing with a very high ratio of house prices to incomes. Refer to Section 5.5.1 for more details.
Driving Employment Growth in a key UK Corridor
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The GT is strategically located at the heart of the UK Innovation Corridor (LSCC). The LSCC opens up several growth opportunities
for the area. Public Health England has chosen to locate their headquarters in Harlow and £400 million will be invested in New
Frontiers Science Park, with 3,500 new jobs introduced to the town. The Harlow Enterprise Zone which will be delivering 5,000 jobs
over 25 years is already home to Harlow Science Park, Kao Park and Data Centre Campus, and Anglia Ruskin University MedTech
Innovation Centre.
According to the emerging Harlow District Plan there is a need for an attractive mix of good quality housing options that will help
attract skilled workforce to live and work in the area. The town needs a wider mix of housing to attract and retain a wider range of
socio-economic groups that can help to provide a more sustainable economic future.
The Local Plan Evidence Base suggests that Harlow needs housing growth to support the economic growth that is required. As
evidenced above and in Section 2.6.1, there is large scale growth planned for the Harlow area. The GT development will help to
support the economic growth, which will be more sustainable through the transport interventions being brought forward.
Additionally, due to its strategic location, it will also deliver the ambitions of the LSCC and the four Grand Challenges of the UK
Industrial Strategy.
Transport infrastructure to support growth
The housing and employment growth outlined above will significantly expand the settlement area of the GT and will have impacts on
the local transport network. Essex County Council’s (ECC) Local Transport Plan (LTP3) indicated that by 2036 there is forecast (See
Appendix H for details) to be an average increase in overall traffic volume of up to 30% across Harlow’s network in the peak periods.
The HGGT Transport Strategy states that currently sections of the network, specifically parts of the A414, are either close to or are at
capacity during peak periods. Congestion on the A414 is already restricting access to Harlow and is limiting growth. The A414
currently provides the main crossing over the River Stort and railway line and provides a connection between the Gilston Area and
Harlow Town Railway Station and Town Centre. The already congested crossing is centred on private vehicle use and has very limited
sub-standard provision for pedestrians and no segregation for cycling and no bus priority.

In line with the GT principles, the GT development aims to reduce the need to travel and achieve a target of 60% of all journeys being
undertaken by an active or sustainable mode of transport to/from and within new ‘Garden Communities’ and 50% across the whole
GT. This target is one of the key objectives within the Harlow Gilston Transport Strategy (Appendix F). The Strategy sets a further two
objectives comprising supporting and encouraging a culture of active travel ensuring all journeys are safe and efficient as well as
mobility options based on a hierarchy of importance as follows:
1. Reduce the need to travel
2. Walking and Cycling
3. Public Transport
4. Private Vehicles
The Strategy suggests that the GT growth provides a rare opportunity to deliver a significant and permanent step change in travel
behaviour. It outlines the opportunity to offer good accessibility for all modes of transport with bus services being routed through the
whole town as part of integrated network, by providing bus priority on some routes and through an extensive network of segregated
footways and cycleways. Presently, 34% of travel within the town is through active and sustainable modes and this provides a solid
foundation on which the town can grow from to achieve the sustainable travel ambitions.
Infrastructure improvements associated with the delivery of the GT growth must seek to achieve the Garden City principle of
providing integrated sustainable transport, in which walking, cycling and public transport are the most attractive options. This will
ensure mode share targets can be achieved. Failure to deliver the relevant infrastructure to enable and encourage sustainable travel
will inevitably lead to a further increase in the number of trips being made by private vehicles. This will place additional pressure on
the local road network creating unacceptable highway impacts which will constrain the number of homes which can be delivered.
Obtaining HIF funding would allow the delivery of infrastructure that achieves 60% sustainable mode share for the Gilston Area and
supports the shift towards 50% sustainable mode share across the whole GT area. This would ensure that there is no network
capacity constraint on the amount of new development that can be delivered and would result in additional delivery of housing that
will also be unlocked earlier across all of the new “Garden Communities” of the Gilston Area, Latton Priory, East of Harlow and Water
Lane development sites. The delivery of the STC network would remove the capacity issues that are identified above. The full package
of sustainable transport infrastructure is set out in Appendix D.
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What is your assessment of local housing requirements in your area and how will this scheme address these needs? Please
refer to any data and evidence sources you have, including local housing need

Overall housing need: The local housing requirement for the Harlow and Gilston GT (‘HGGT’) can be drawn from the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment (‘SHMA’) documents for the West Essex and East Hertfordshire (‘WEEH’) Housing Market Area (‘HMA’)
. The overall identified housing need for the WEEH HMA from 2011-2033 is 51, 710 dwellings, equivalent to an average of 2,350
dwellings per annum (‘dpa’). WEEH is an extensive area and so it is necessary to look at each district’s Objectively Assessed Need
(‘OAN’) for housing to understand what proportion will be served by the HIF scheme. Figure 1 in the attachment shows the OAN for
each of the relevant districts.
Affordability: Upward adjustments (+6,203 units in total – see Table 1 in the attachment) were recommended for each district,
reflecting the considerable housing market pressures evident. The SHMA concluded that the full OAN should be higher than that
estimated using the 2014-based household projections alone (the demographic starting point). The uplifts were a direct response to
market signals and to align with future increases in jobs and workers . Figure 2 in the attachment shows that affordability in this area
is worse than the East of England and nationally. The exception to this being Harlow which has historically had a lower affordability
ratio in comparison to its neighbours in the East of England and the wider region but still worse than the national average.Whilst
Harlow’s property prices are lower than other parts of Essex, the house price growth in Harlow has outstripped wage increases
making properties in Harlow unaffordable for many of the district’s residents.
Affordable need: The overall affordable housing up to 2033 is approximately 13,600 dwellings . The highest level of affordable
housing need in the HMA is in East Hertfordshire (3,685 households) compared to 2,851 in Epping Forest, 3,098 in Harlow and 2,167
in Uttlesford . However, the percentage requirement in these districts compared with overall need is in stark contrast to Harlow, with
61% in Harlow compared with 35% in Epping Forest and 32% in East Hertfordshire. The need in Harlow equates to around 3,400 new
affordable dwellings over the Local Plan period. Each district has set an affordable housing requirement in policy which has been
assessed against viability: 35-40% in East Hertfordshire; 40% in Epping Forest; and 30% in Harlow.
Distribution: A Memorandum of Understanding (‘the MoU’) on the Distribution of Objectively Assessed Housing Need across the
WEEH HMA (March, 2017) was signed by the districts and supported by Essex County Council (‘ECC’); Hertfordshire County Council
(‘HCC’); and Highways England. The MoU ensures that the WEEH districts fulfil the Duty to Cooperate and meet the full OAN in the
HMA through the most sustainable pattern of development.
Based upon the Strategic Sites Assessment (and other relevant evidence), the MoU identifies sites in and around Harlow to
accommodate circa 16,100 units, provided that: ‘significant infrastructure requirements are met, including highways, sustainable
travel options, education sewerage/drainage etc.’ The HIF scheme identified will directly assist the delivery of the 16,100 units and in
particular the Gilston Area. The HIF scheme will help to deliver the upfront infrastructure delivery and promotion of sustainable
modes of transportation agreed in the MoU. The HGGT spatial distribution is transposed into the constituent Local Plans allocations,
outlined in Table 2 of the attachment.
Range of products: The SHMA includes recommendations for the housing mix for both new build market and affordable homes,
broken down by property type, size and affordable housing tenure. The East Hertfordshire, Epping Forest and Harlow Local Plans
transpose these recommendations into statutory policies to be applied across the districts, illustrated in Table 3 of the attachment.
A key principle embedded in the HGGT Vision and outlined in the National Garden City Principles (November 2018) propounds
‘Balanced, diverse and functional communities’ via the delivery of a range of homes and typologies to cater for the needs of residents
at all stages of life and all abilities. The HGGT advocates a tenure-blind mix of homes, including owner occupied, private rented,
affordable and social and shared ownership. The HGGT Housing Plan will build upon the district-wide policies and provide advice
spatially, setting out the preferred mix (size, types and tenures) and delivery recommendations for the key HGGT strategic sites and
large-scale allocations. The variety in product and dispersed spatial distribution set down in the HGGT Local Plans, Vision, Design
Guide and Housing Plan is consistent with Government’s objectives to accelerate housing delivery and the Letwin Review
recommendations to include varying types, designs and tenures located in more distinctive settings, landscapes and streetscapes on
large sites (to increase overall absorption rates and hence the overall build out rates).
Infrastructure Requirements: The WEEH districts, ECC and HCC recognise that major highways infrastructure, in addition to the
implementation of M11 J7a, is required by the end of the local plan period (2033) in order to accommodate housing growth. The
proposed River Stort crossing and A1019 junction improvement schemes will help to accommodate local housing need by alleviating
existing congestion and delay, and improving the road network’s resilience to incidents which will improve journey times and
reliability supporting the HGGT’s key economic areas, such as the Enterprise Zones. In addition, the identified junctions have
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significant potential to increase the level of accessibility by walking, cycling and public transport and therefore promote a modal shift
towards sustainable transport modes. As such, the schemes will help to realise the full potential for housing and economic growth.
The impact of the Second Stort Crossing was assessed using the WEEH VISUM transport model and found that it would result in
significant flow changes in the Harlow area, with changes along other routes also likely (including a reduction in eastbound flows and
an increase in westbound flows along the A414 west of Harlow). See Appendix I for further details on the Modelling Technical Note 3.

Filename Description

Appendix I- Transport Modelling Technical Note 3.pdf Appendix I -Transport Modelling Technical Note

Ref 2.1.2 Local Housing requirements.pdf Ref 2.1.2 Local Housing Requirements Graphs and Tables

Local Support

How will this scheme demonstrate effective joint working? E.g. with neighbouring local authorities and other local partners,
Private sector organisations, Local Enterprise Partnerships etc.

The GT brings together two County Councils (Essex and Hertfordshire) and East Herts, Harlow and Epping Forest Districts. All the
authorities have been working together to accelerate Local Plans to meet identified housing needs in an up to date SHMA and plan to
meet these needs based on sustainable growth principles.
The successful delivery of the HGGT is of significant importance to a host of different private and public partners. The HIF investment
will help to ensure that the GT development is delivered to the standard that is set out in the GT Vision document. The Harlow and
Gilston growth will bring forward the delivery of 23,000 homes by 2033 and will help to meet housing requirements across several
local authorities.
Each of the Councils have to meet the Duty to Co-operate as set out in section 33A of the Planning Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
as amended by the Localism Act 2011 and national policy on the Duty to Cooperate. Section 33A ensures that local planning
authorities, county councils and other public bodies are in continued engagement to allow Local Plan preparation to be as effective
as possible especially in relation to strategic matters. Additionally, the Local Authorities are working together with the developers
and are also collaborating with the local community to ensure that the GT development is delivered to highest quality and is in line
with Garden City Principles that are set out within the Harlow and Gilston GT Vision document.
Following the attainment of Garden Town status, East Herts Council, along with both Harlow and Epping Forest councils, were
awarded a government grant of £500,000 to support the proposals that were set out for the GT. Further grant funding of £715,000
from MHCLG was received for 2018/2019.The grant was awarded to help fund a range of technical work that was required to deliver a
large-scale project. Technical aspects of the project have been progressing as well as a number of community and stakeholder
engagement events. Technical co-operation is also taking place regarding infrastructure provision and design with regular meetings
being held between HCC, ECC and PfP and Briggens Estate, in relation to the Gilston Area.
A GT Member Board has been established with an independent Chair and Member representation from each of the GT authorities
along with the LEPS and representatives of health and business. A GT Officer Group led by the GT Director and Working Groups with
officers from a range of disciplines work jointly on a range of matters with officer representation from each District and County
Council.
A Gilston Area Steering Group has also been set up and comprises East Hertfordshire Council, Harlow District Council, Hertfordshire
County Council, Essex County Council, the Hunsdon, Gilston and Eastwick Neighbourhood Plan Group, Gilston and Eastwick Parish
Council, Hunsdon Parish Council, High Wych Parish Council, Widford Parish Council, Places for People and Briggens Estate 1 Limited.
The Steering Group meet on a regular basis to allow an open dialogue between all the relevant parties to provide a space for the
Councils, developers, parishes and neighbourhood plan group to consider issues raised, provide a steer for community engagement
and to share the broad development programme.
To support the planning approvals stage Planning Performance Agreements between EHDC, HDC, HCC and ECC and each of the
developers PfP and Briggens Estate 1 Limited, establish a shared programme of planning milestones, common objectives and
working arrangements and establishes dedicated resources to support the ambitious programme of pre-application and
post-application milestones. These milestones include the submission of Outline Planning applications for the whole 10,000 homes
of the Gilston Area and the detailed planning applications for the River Stort Crossing infrastructure works in April/May 2019 with a
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targeted determination in December 2019/January 2020.

Please demonstrate local support for your scheme (for example in Local Plans and policies)

There is very strong support for the scheme and programme of investments. The commitments of each council are set out below and
each shows a high level of commitment and ambition to deliver the Garden Town development in order to unlock growth in the area.
East Herts District Plan: The East Herts District Plan was adopted October 2018 and aims to deliver 18,458 new homes by 2033,
specifically outlining the need to accommodate strategic development in the Gilston Area. Policy GA1 sets out that the Gilston Area
will provide 10,000 homes across distinct villages, each based on Garden City Principles. A Gilston Area Concept Framework was
prepared jointly by the landowners, the Council and the community and was approved by EHDC on 25 July as a Material Planning
Consideration for the Development Management Purposes. The document sets out an illustrative masterplan for the Gilston Area to
deliver 7 villages and will act as a benchmark against which future development proposals will be assessed. The Council ran a
consultation on the Draft Concept Framework between July and September 2017 including the transport infrastructure proposals
that are seeking support via this funding bid. Policy GA2 within the Plan identifies that widening of the existing River Stort Crossing
will help facilitate the provision of a sustainable transport corridor which will connect the Gilston Area to the urban area of Harlow. It
is envisaged that this corridor will operate using the additional capacity created from dualling of the northbound and southbound
carriageways through these being dedicated to sustainable travel. The Plan also identifies the Eastern Stort Crossing as the preferred
option by Essex County Council as it provides relief to junctions along the western end of the A414 Edinburgh Way in Harlow, and
enhances access to the Enterprise Zone and links through, potentially, to the proposed new motorway junction 7a.
Harlow District Council Local Development Plan :The Harlow Development Plan was submitted to the Secretary of State for
Examination in Public in Oct 2018, with the examination taking place between 28th March and 4th April 2019. The emerging Plan has
prioritised the east of Harlow as an area for housing growth and will aim to maximise the potential for regeneration as well as
concentrate growth along major transport routes and areas where transport links can be enhanced. The emerging Plan has identified
the HGGT as a location for strategic housing growth both within and on the boundaries of the Plan Area with policy HGT1 outlining
the strategic need for the wider development and the need for the provision of infrastructure to allow sustainable growth. Policy SR1
outlines some of the infrastructure required for the GT development including the North-South Sustainable Transport Corridor and
River Stort Crossing to Eastwick Roundabout (reference SIR1-1); the East West Sustainable Transport Corridor (reference SIR1-3);
and the Second River Stort Crossing at River Way (reference SIR1-3).
Epping Forest Local Plan:EFDC Local Plan was submitted to the Secretary of State for Examination in Public in September 2018.The
Plan recognises the importance of the HGGT development and is outlined through Policy SP 4 and SP 5 with the need for the
required infrastructure delivery outlined in Policy D1.
The commitments of each council set out above show a high level of commitment and ambition to deliver the GT development in
order to bring forward transformational growth in the area.
Engagement with Local communities:A series of community engagement workshops were held between January and June 2017 and
were attended by EHDC, HCC, Neighbourhood Plan Group as well as Land Owners and Scheme Promoters. Moreover, public
consultation events were also held in Gilston, Harlow, Hunsdon and Sawbridgeworth during September 2017.
Generally through Local Plan Policies and stakeholder engagement there is evidence of strong support for the scheme.

Can you provide evidence of support for your proposal from the following:

Support Further Details

Local MP(s) Yes Engagement with the following MPs has taken place:
- Mark Prisk- Hertford and Stortford MP
-RT Hon Robert Halfon- MP for Harlow, Roydon, Nazeing, Sheering and
Hastingwood

Filename Description

Mark Prisk Letter.pdf Mark Prisk MP Letter of Support
RT Hon Robert Halfon support letter 31.01.19.pdf RT Hon Robert Halfon Letter of Support
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Support Further Details

Local community No A series of community engagement workshops were held between January
and June 2017 and were attended by EHDC, HCC, Neighbourhood Plan
Group as well as Land Owners and Scheme Promoters. Moreover, public
consultation events were also held in Gilston, Harlow, Hunsdon and
Sawbridgeworth during September 2017.

No attachments

Support Further Details

Local Enterprise
Partnership(s)

Yes Both the Hertfordshire and South East LEPs have been engaged with
regarding this HIF bid- further details are provided in the attached letters.

Support Further Details

Supporting upper tier local
authorities

Yes Engagement with the following Upper Tier Local Authorities has taken place:
- Hertfordshire County Council
-Essex County Council

Support Further Details

Supporting lower tier local
authorities

Yes Engagement with the following Lower Tier Local Authorities has taken place:
-Harlow District Council
-East Herts District Council

Filename Description

Harlow-Gilston Garden Town - HIF - letter of support
2018.02.08.pdf

SE LEP Letter of Support

HIF LEP letter of support 16-1-19.docx Herts LEP Letter of Support

Filename Description

The Rt Hon James Brokenshire MP - Housing Infrastructure Bid
- 140219.pdf

HCC Letter of Support

ECC Support Letter.pdf ECC Letter of Support

Filename Description

Harlow and Gilston Garden Town - HIF Bid 28 Jan 19.pdf Harlow District Council Letter of Support
CLLR DAVID WILLIAMS Ltr Feb 2019 EHDC.pdf East Herts District Council Letter of Support
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Support Further Details

Any other key stakeholders Yes The following key stakeholders have also been engaged with:
- Harlow Enterprise Zone
-Greater London Authority
-Harlow Gilston Letter of Support
-Places for People
-Princess Alexandra Hospital
-London Stansted Cambridge Consortium

Meeting housing policy objectives

How will your scheme support the Government's ambitions for housing, as set out in the Housing White Paper?

Local Planning Policies, HGGT Vision (2018), Design Guide (2018) and forthcoming Housing Plan require a varied housing mix and a
dispersed spatial distribution across the new Garden Communities. This is consistent with Government’s objectives to accelerate
housing delivery and the Letwin Review recommendations to include varying types, designs and tenures located in more distinctive
settings, landscapes and streetscapes on large sites (with the aim of increasing overall absorption rates and hence overall build out
rates).
Diversifying the housing market through Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs), Modern Methods of Construction (MMCs), or
Self-Build: HGGT will seek to encourage SME involvement throughout the scheme in line with the LEP policy Hertfordshire Enterprise
Leadership Programme (HELP). The GT Vision embeds innovative building design, construction and performance into the local
Garden City Principles. It is expected that the Masterplans and designs for each new HGGT community will explore and provide
opportunities for best practice in low carbon design, manufacture, construction and performance of homes and commercial
buildings. To support this aim, all adopted and emerging Local Plans include policies that encourage innovation in construction
methods and design: East Hertfordshire (DES4 Design of Development); Epping Forest (SP4 Development & Delivery of Garden
Communities in the Harlow and Gilston Garden Town; and DM9 High Quality Design); and Harlow (HGT1 Development and Delivery
of GT Communities in the Harlow and Gilston Garden Town; and PL3 Sustainable Design, Construction and Energy Usage). East
Hertfordshire (Policy HOU8 Self-Build and Custom Build Housing), Epping Forest (Policy H 1 Housing Mix and Accommodation
Types) and Harlow (H9 Self-build and Custom-build Housing) East Hertfordshire requires at least 1% of plots to be self-build for
developments over 200 units.
Making effective use of brownfield sites: All three of the Local Plans seek to maximise the use of brownfield sites for new homes and
minimise impacts on the environment. The HGGT Design Guide calls for an intensification of the town (including effective use of
brownfield sites) to support the modal shift towards sustainable travel. Development in strategic growth areas should demonstrate
how higher densities can be achieved through utilisation of brownfield sites and good design, whilst carefully considering their
relationship with adjacent neighbourhoods and settlements.
Unlocking public sector and local authority land: Redevelopment of, or a new site for, Princess Alexandra Hospital will be identified at
an accessible location, with the PAH Board now having expressed a preference for the GT site to the east of Harlow. Opportunities to
establish an innovative health care campus are encouraged in the GT Vision. This coincides with the arrival of Public Health England.
Relocation of the Princess Alexander Hospital is identified in local planning policy and will provide an opportunity for the
development of 650 homes on this significant public sector landholding. In addition, the GT Vision recognises that community assets
(including land in public ownership) must be actively managed and properly looked after in perpetuity. The best delivery models will

Filename Description

EZ HIF support letter.pdf Harlow EZ Letter of Support
GLA HIF Support.pdf GLA Letter of Support
HGGT HIF Letter of support Feb 2019.docx Harlow Gilston Garden Town Letter of Support
HIF Bid - PfP Letter of Support March 2019.pdf PfP Letter of Support
Letter to Councillor Williams.pdf Princess Alexandra Hospital Letter of Support
letter to support Gilston_GT HIF bid2019.pdf LSCC Letter of Support
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already consented or are in the current pipeline, would obtain direct benefit from the STC infrastructure. The aforementioned sites
would also have some direct influence over the routing and form of the STCs but would not financially contribution towards them.
Without the delivery of STCs, the local transport network will become congested and will not be able to mitigate the total transport
impact of the whole GT and the benefits associated with the sustainable transport infrastructure will not be realised. In an area like
Harlow it is anticipated that there will be both residential and non-residential growth over time which is also likely to occur through
regeneration, intensification and changes of use. Any developments that come forward will benefit from the proposed transport
infrastructure but these benefits cannot be fully identified and so corresponding S106 or CIL contributions cannot be acquired.
Therefore, developments providing financial contributions are unable to provide the level of funding required simultaneously across
the whole GT and in the timescales required, or are unable to provide adequate contributions to cover the full costs. As such,
infrastructure costs are unable to be allocated and co-ordinated rationally and so cause a market failure.
Contributions from developers will need to withstand tests set out in Regulation122 of the CIL Regulations, namely that they are
required for planning reasons and are directly related to the development as well as being fairly and reasonably related in scale and
kind. The latter two tests may prove difficult especially when infrastructure is effectively a ‘transport network’ where benefits are
only realised when substantial infrastructure has been delivered. Additional transport infrastructure items are also required due to
cumulative effects from various developments. These developments may be very small and would not pass the threshold required for
making a contribution. As these sites are not conditioned to any contributions they are adding to the free rider effect. The uses of
S106 agreements are constrained and places risk on the delivery of infrastructure.
Market Failure 2 - Co-ordination Failure: According to WebTAG Unit A2.2, a co-ordination failure which is associated with induced
investments occurs when “developers may under-invest in local transport improvements due to co-ordination failure, resulting in an
inefficiently low level of investment in new development.”
Connections to the wider GT development and to other key destinations comprising Rail Station and various Enterprise Zones
including the Public Health England site will also be implemented via STCs which will improve active and sustainable transport
connectivity. It is considered that these pieces of infrastructure, in combination with on-site measures, will play an integral role in
ensuring that sustainable mode share targets are achieved. If these targets are not achieved, the anticipated level of growth as a
result of the GT will not be delivered in a sustainable manner. The failure to deliver growth sustainably will lead to additional pressure
being placed on the road network and will limit the network’s capacity to support the delivery of the full allocation of 23,000 homes
at the GT.
Without the HIF funding the infrastructure will be expected to be funded and facilitated by a wide range of strategic allocation sites.
Infrastructure will need to be delivered in full and at an early stage in the development for the full benefits to be realised. If the
sustainable transport infrastructure is not delivered at the earliest opportunity, the sustainable mode share for the whole GT will not
be realised and will create capacity issues on the road network constraining the level of growth. The development will also not be in
line with the GT principles. Due to the variation of delivery trajectories along with the competing demands on funding and particularly
the delivery of other critical infrastructure at each development site in the GT, there will be a co-ordination issue. These factors
demonstrate both a funding gap issue as well as a co-ordination issue which will be addressed by HIF funding.

Filename Description

Appendix D- Wider Infrastructure Map.pdf Appendix D Wider Infrastructure Map

Additional Information

If you have any further information to support your strategic case, which has not already been captured in the above, please
include this here

Additional Information for Section 2.1.1
The Garden Town development is made up of four principal growth areas, with Garden Communities coming forward to the east, west
and south of Harlow and new villages being established to the north of Harlow. These total to 23,000 homes of which at least 16,000
homes are set to come forward within the Garden Town development by 2033 and the sites are outlined below:
• Gilston Area - 10,000 homes .
• East of Harlow- 3,350 homes
• Latton Priory- 1,050 homes
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• Water Lane area- 2,100 homes
The Gilston Area site allocation is in the ownership of two landowners. PfP own the land for six of the seven villages and will play a
master developer role, planning for and delivering strategic infrastructure required opening up the sites. Briggens Estate owns the
land for the remaining village (Village 7).
Driving Employment Growth in a key UK Corridor – Further evidence
There is a significant amount of employment growth expected in Harlow and the surrounding area and this is outlined within the
emerging Harlow Local Plan as well as the East Herts District Plan. There are a number of large employment areas including the
Harlow Enterprise Zone, Templefields industrial estate (separate to the EZ which is only part of that site) and The Pinnacles. Public
Health England are moving to the site adjacent to the Pinnacles industrial area, which will further add to the local multiplier impacts.
Harlow has the potential to grow strong economic assets especially in life sciences and other high value sectors. The life sciences
sector within the LSCC accounts for 24,700 jobs and the sector contribute to 11% of all national employment. The South East LEP
Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) 2014 suggests that there is a significant amount of growth set to come forward within the corridor.
The Enterprise Zone will attract companies from the high value sectors including life sciences. It will also have the ability to secure
over £150 million of private sector funding and will have the capacity for more than 5,000 jobs. Moreover, the Harlow Manufacturing
and Engineering Centre (HAMEC), which opened in 2017 on the Harlow College campus provides facilities that will help meet the
skills requirements that are required in the wider area.
Proposed Programme
The first phase of the proposed programme unlocks housing delivery in the GT by funding currently unfunded infrastructure of the
Sustainable Transport Corridor (STC) link between Burnt Mill Roundabout/Harlow Town Railway Station and the Town Centre (Item 3
in Appendix D) and bringing forward funding for key infrastructure, the Central and Eastern Crossings over the River Stort (Items 1and
2). This will allow the developers to fund and deliver the remaining infrastructure (Items 4 to 9) earlier, which is critical for the new
Gilston Area villages to be linked with the STC and GT. This will unlock all seven villages within the Gilston Area allowing the policy
compliant development of 10,000 homes to come forward. The ‘rolling infrastructure fund’ will be created through S106
contributions from the Gilston Area developers and from the wider GT developers. This will then be used to ‘forward fund’ other
pieces of sustainable infrastructure to complete the STC network (Items 11, 12 and 13). The STC networks will then provide the
critical links within the wider GT allowing access to all the GT growth sites, existing neighbourhoods and key locations including the
Railway Stations, Town Centre, Princess Alexandra Hospital the Enterprise Zone and to the new home of Public Health England. This
will therefore unlock further strategic housing allocations in the emerging Harlow and Epping Forest Local Plans as well as
supporting enable town centre regeneration and other economic and housing growth within the GT by adding the sustainable
transport capacity.

Filename Description

Appendix C- The Garden Town Vision Document.pdf Appendix C Garden Town Vision Document

Appendix F- Harlow and Gilston Garden Town Transport
Strategy.pdf

Appendix F HGGT Transport Strategy

Appendix G- Policy Review Table docx.pdf Appendix G Policy Review Table

Appendix H- Essex LTP3.pdf Appendix H Essex County Council LTP3
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Please refer to Appendix P for more information

Additional information

Please provide details of the proposed key contractual clauses

Filename Description

Appendix N- ECC Delivery Strategy.pdf Appendix N ECC Delivery Strategy

Appendix O- Memorandum of Understanding.pdf Appendix O- Memorandum of Understanding

Appendix P- NEC Suite Contracts Table.pdf Appendix P NEC Suite Contracts Table
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Gross Development Value

How much is the assumed Gross Development Value (GDV) for the scheme?

£3,090,000,000

Please provide a breakdown of the assumed GDV of the scheme in relation to the below:

Please provide a summary evidencing how you have assumed the GDV subject to this bid

HCC appointed AECOM HIF Bid consortium consisting of AECOM and Cushman & Wakefield to advise on aspects related to all
aspects of the Business Case inputs for the HIF Bid.
Cushman & Wakefield drew upon the Garden Town Viability Report and used comparable evidence to identify the following
assumptions to estimate the GDV:
• £398/sqft market housing (average size 986sqft)
• £257/sqft intermediate (average size 986sqft)
• £178/sqft affordable rent (average size 986sqft)

Average Unit Price of £393,000 is assumed for Gilston as part of the analysis.
Details are provided in attached Appendix T

No attachments

Please provide a cashflow for both the infrastructure and the overall development or housing scheme (if available). Please
provide details on any growth and inflation assumptions made

Filename Description

Appendix U- HGGT HIF cashflow .xlsx Appendix U HGGT HIF Cashflow

Recovery

Do you aim to recover any of the funding (to be retained locally)?

Yes

Please provide assumed profile of recovery

How will the funding be recovered?

The upfront HIF funding in combination with developer funding as explained above will result in Gilston development to come
forward.The resulting S106/ CIL contributions from the developers will result in creation of a rolling infrastructure fund .

Private sale £2,350,000,000

Rent income £0

Affordable sales income £740,000,000

Commercial income £0

Other £0

Up to 2020 £0

2020-2025 £86,519,915

2025-2030 £84,660,085

2030-2035 £0

Future years £0
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Bypass and Flood Alleviation Scheme (£35m) have been successfully delivered previously. The County Council brings experience of
major programme and project management, asset investment and collaborative working in partnerships.
The Authority also has a track record of successfully working with public and private development partners and has recently
established its own housing delivery company Herts Living in partnership with Morgan Sindell and has demonstrated that it can
achieve high standard investment management and capitalise on benefits private and public collaboration can provide.
HGGT Board & Team:
The delivery of the proposed HIF Funded Infrastructure will be overseen by the Harlow Gilston Garden Town Board (HGGTB). The
HGGTB was established as part of the governance arrangements for the delivery of the Harlow Gilston Garden Town under the HMG /
HE Garden Town’s programme in 2017. HGGT is in the process of establishing an Infrastructure Delivery Board (as part of the overall
governance board structure) which will oversee performance against programme and project delivery. The HGGT Board (through its
Infrastructure Delivery Board) will have responsibility for reporting on the agreed assurance and performance framework for the HIF
funded infrastructure programmes.
Hertfordshire County Council will retain executive authority as the accountable body for the responsible fund management and will
work closely with the HGGTB in a collaborative manner. To enable this, the existing HGGT Terms of Reference and governance
procedures are being updated and amended to reflect the position.
There is an existing HGGT delivery team that supports the board and the overall development programme. It has its own Director and
team. The delivery of the HIF funded projects will be overseen by the established senior officer group drawn from the constituent
councils, augmented with additional reach-back capacity as needed.
Although Hertfordshire County Council will have responsibility as the accountable body including for financial assurance, the HGGT
Board will have formal governance oversight of progress and performance in delivery of the HIF Projects and associated housing
delivery, including reporting back to Homes England.
This will include provision for the accountable body to be represented on the HGGT Board (most likely as the HCC s151 or a deputy)
to ensure that the project delivery is supported from a financial, governance, and value for money perspective and also to enable
proper delivery of the responsibilities of the accountable body.
The Board will also provide strategic leadership and oversight to the Garden Town project; it will set and steer the project’s direction
and monitor progress, review the project’s direction and objectives on an annual basis. The Board will also have responsibility and
authority for the overall delivery of the project through the work-streams, and ensuring there is effective community and stakeholder
engagement. Homes England are also represented on the Board.
The HGGT Board has broad political representation and an independent chair. The attached diagram identifies the representative
governance on the HGGT Board (Members from two County Councils, two LEP's, three districts and the Independent chair as well as
a representative from Homes England).
The project and programme management, assurance and reporting arrangements will be agreed with Homes England and will form
part of the assurance framework developed for this project in line with the governance structure established above.
HGGT Sponsorship:
Programme sponsorship within the HGGT organisation involves providing top-level endorsement to the rationale and objectives of a
particular programme, championing its implementation and ensuring appropriate programme governance is implemented.
For HGGT, the project sponsors are the HGGT Board – recognising that HCC are the accountable body and the Lead Authority for the
HIF projects. The HGGT Board as a collective is responsible for ensuring that the programme meets its objectives and delivers the
projected benefits. Whilst there will be no delegation of executive functions from HCC to HGGT it is intended that the Board will have
responsibility for project and programme assurance monitoring and reporting to HE on the HIF projects.
Working with Partners:
HCC recognises the key to successfully delivering the project is to work closely in partnership with Government Departments,
Homes England, other Local Authorities, private landowners and developers, i.e. PfP and Briggens Estate, and transport bodies in a
coordinated way to deliver the desired outcomes. The scheme will provide the land, transport infrastructure necessary to make the
Gilston area more accessible, linking it to surrounding communities and enabling development to deliver 10,000 new homes.
Much of the land in the scheme is owned by the developer partners PfP and Briggens Estate and is the subject of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) being developed between the Authorities and the developer partners. The MoU is a key framework tool which
will set out the working arrangements for the delivery of the HIF funded projects and associated housing going forward. The MoU will
build on the joint working arrangements and planning performance agreements already in place.
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The assurance framework that will be developed by the partners for approval by HE will confirm the detail of the programme progress
and any additional performance reporting that will be put in place for the delivery of the HIF funded projects. Since the HGGT Board
structure is already established and operating under the HMG/HE Garden Towns programme, the delivery of the HIF funded
infrastructure will be a work stream within the wider HGGT delivery programme, overseen by the HGGT Board and HGGT
Infrastructure Delivery Board when established.

Please provide details of the authority's resourcing for the proposal

For HCC, additional capacity has been procured to support the development of the bid. On-going programme and project
management support will be required to manage delivery of the projects once confirmed. These resources will be procured on a
secondment or interim basis working with the HGGT delivery team. Oversight of progress, assurance and reporting to the HGGT
Board on behalf of the accountable body and the councils will be the responsibility of a dedicated Programme Manager with
appropriate seniority and experience from HCC’s Environment and Infrastructure Department.
Additional resources necessary to deliver the components of the HIF infrastructure projects and programme will be procured by the
councils and partners as necessary, according to the agreed programme. The dedicated programme manager/project lead will be
appointed at the earliest opportunity upon confirmation of funding being available to enable programme mobilisation without delay.
In the interim the HCC and wider partner project team engaged on the HIF submission will continue to move mobilisation and
delivery plans forward over the summer.
There will be a mixture of areas to be resourced, including land & property, planning and legal. Initial priority will be the programme
lead and support to get mobilisation underway. At key stages of the programme, specialist inputs will be required. The local
authorities and partners will look to support the programme's mobilisation with pace. Any necessary recruitment will be fast tracked
and streamlined processes will be used wherever possible, commensurate with assurance and procurement responsibilities. A
significant resource and delivery structure is already established and being augmented through the HGGT delivery team. Being able
to resource this project through existing partnership working, secondments and using established contractual arrangements across
the project and partners will facilitate a greater pace of mobilisation and delivery. HCC along with the HGGT would look to forward
fund recruitment of additional capacity necessary to support mobilisation.
PPAs have been agreed between EHDC, HDC, HCC and ECC with PfP and Briggens Estate respectively to establish the agreed
milestones for planning approvals as set in 7.1.1 including the allocation of dedicated resources to support the planning approvals
stage. This includes: for EHDC & HDC a dedicated Project Officer (in post) to lead the planning approvals process for the Gilston
Area Villages and River Crossings; a jointly appointed dedicated lead River Crossings planning case officer (in post) to support the
River Crossings planning approvals for both Local Planning Authorities in accordance with working arrangements agreed by an MoU
for these cross-boundary applications; a dedicated Principal Planning Officer (in post) to support a continued pre-application process
to support future stages of planning approvals for the Gilston Area Village Masterplanning and Infrastructure and Housing Reserved
Matters; and a dedicated Senior Planning Officer and a dedicated project Co-ordinator; for HCC a dedicated Growth & Infrastructure
Officer (in post) and a dedicated Transport Officer to support the planning approvals and pre-application processes; for ECC a
dedicated Transport Officer (in post) and a dedicated Planning Officer (under recruitment) to support the planning approvals and
pre-application processes. Consultant support has also been commissioned, through the co-operative arrangements of the Garden
Town including a joint Garden Town Legal Advisor (appointed) and a joint Garden Town Land Assembly Advisor.

Please attach an organogram depicting the governance structure and/or roles and responsibilities within the authority

Filename Description

Ref 7.2.1 HGGT Delivery Team Structure and HGGT Board
Composition.pdf

HGGT Delivery Team Structure and HGGT Board Composition

Project management arrangements and project plan

Please provide details of the overall project management delivery arrangements for the project, including any challenges or
constraints to delivery of the project

Management Team:
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Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) and Essex County Council (ECC) have significant experience in the delivery of strategic
infrastructure projects.
HCC’s delivery experience includes:
HCC has a strong track record in scheme delivery of large infrastructure schemes, including:
• A505 Baldock Bypass (£34m)
• Royston Rail Crossing (£4m)
• Hatfield Station Interchange (£3.8m)
• Currently delivering A602 Improvements (£20m)
• Currently delivering A120 Hadham Bypass and Flood Alleviation Scheme (£35m)
ECC’s delivery experience includes:
• A414 Dualling between M11 Junction 7 and Southern Way;
• First Avenue Sustainable Transport Corridor;
• A414 Clock Tower Junction Improvements
• Ongoing delivery of M11 Junction 7a
The Garden Town Board with representatives from HCC and ECC has been set up to support and oversee the delivery of HGGT. The
developer partners PfP and C&PBriggens Estate are committed to the delivery of the individual Garden Town components including
infrastructure delivery. A governance framework and board is already in place for the garden town that would be used for these
projects. An Infrastructure Delivery Board and associated support structure is being established by the HGGT.
HCC are the accountable body but delivery is expected to be through the partners under the governance of the HGGT Board. Project
and programme management will be part of the HGGT delivery work, under a lead Programme Director / Project Manager reporting
to the HGGT Board. This arrangement reflects the partnership approach and nature of the HGGT project. An assurance framework
addressing performance, programme and project management will be agreed with HMG/HE and this will be monitored by the HGGT
Board on behalf of the partners and the accountable body. Existing programme and project management processes for the delivery
stage will be rolled forward (from the HIF bid preparation stage) over the coming months.
The detailed programme and project management arrangements for delivery of the HIF infrastructure will also build on the work and
structures already in place and undertaken by partners engaged on planning and delivery of the components of the GT. Specific
assurance and programme/project management components required for the HIF projects will be put in place over coming months,
at risk if necessary. Assurance arrangements will be agreed with HE and Hertfordshire County Council under the accountable body
responsibilities and then via MoU's with the other partners (e.g. Essex County Council, East Herts DC, Epping Forest DC and Harlow
DC as necessary within the programme of works).
All the local authority partners are represented on the HGGT Board, as well as on the senior officer steering group. They are all
supporting the delivery of the HGGT. The HIF projects programme delivery will be part of the infrastructure delivery approach that
has already been established.
At the core of the finalised Programme Management Methodology will be the Infrastructure Programme Execution Plan (PEP). It will
provide the key information necessary to successfully execute the Infrastructure delivery funded by HIF by detailing the 6 key
questions for the management of the Programme – who, what, where, when, why and how.
For these sections we will ensure the following will be addressed:
“who”– we will detail the key stakeholders, the project governance and authorities, organisation structure and key personnel roles
and responsibilities and how these will relate to governance and delivery partners. It will include a RACI matrix and detail
communications strategy and plans;
“what” – a description of the HGGT infrastructure and housing programme, and what risks and opportunities should be considered as
part of the scheme;
“where” – detailed plans for the projects, taking in consideration the land ownership and 3rd party land affected/required for the
scheme, together with acquisition and assembly strategy;
“when” – integrated detailed and summary programmes and key milestones, their monitoring and reporting regimen;
“why” – details of the strategic business case describing the objectives and desired benefits, how they will be tracked, and the
rationale for the project.
“how” – details how the project will be managed, including - change management, communications management, risk management
strategies, information management, procurement and contract strategies, cost plans and management, procurement and delivery
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strategies.
Governance Framework:
An assurance framework addressing performance, programme and project management will be agreed with HMG/HE and this will be
monitored by the HGGT Board on behalf of the partners and the accountable body.
Existing HGGT governance framework will be used with adjustments needed to address the HIF delivery assurance approach that
would be agreed with HE. The intention would be to work within the governance framework set up for the HGGT incorporating
delivery governance under the emerging Infrastructure Delivery Board. The HGGT Board has member representation from the five
local councils as well as an independent chair. Although HCC would be the accountable body, delivery is expected to be undertaken
by others and a framework to address programme and performance management within this structure would be developed as part of
the assurance and reporting arrangements. HGGT is part of Homes England already established national Garden Towns Programme
with existing reporting and delivery arrangements. The HIF projects would be incorporated into the established delivery and
governance structure of the HGGT.
A programme and project lead will be appointed on behalf of the partners to establish management protocols and oversee delivery.
They will be responsible (with others) for the overall programming and mobilisation of delivery across the partners. There already
exist recognised programme management and project delivery approaches used by the upper tier authorities. These will be used to
inform the approach set out in the assurance framework that will be developed for the delivery of the HIF infrastructure projects.
Significant work has already been undertaken on infrastructure delivery across HGGT.

Please summarise your project delivery plan to deliver the infrastructure, this should include your anticipated land ownership /
control strategy

HGGT are appointing a Land Assembly Advisor to lead a joint Land Assembly Team (LAT) and prepare a Land Assembly Strategy (LAS)
to advise and lead on the assembly of land for the authorities or to monitor and mediate where necessary where land assembly is led
by a developer or other landowner. The HGGT and local authorities are working with the PfP to secure necessary land and rights to
implement the HIF projects (whether by agreement or through formal processes), the Land Assembly Advisor and LAT will represent
the authorities in this process including land referencing, identifying prioritisation of assembly and working to the LAS to ensure that
land acquisition is undertaken in a co-ordinated matter. Where necessary the Land Assembly Advisor will directly monitor, act as
mediator in the negotiation of access and land assembly where led by the developer and ensure the Councils positions are protected
both in respect that the land assembly will allow delivery of the HIF projects as well as running parallel processes for the potential
use of Compulsory Purchase Orders so that this can be expedited if required according to a master programme linked to the delivery
of those projects.
Land owners have been identified and listed for each Infrastructure element and are outlined in Appendix V, which is attached in
Section 7.8.1 .

Please provide details of your project delivery plan to deliver the homes unlocked by the infrastructure. Please detail any
expected controls or levers you will put in place to ensure the delivery of housing comes forward on the sites

Arrangements will be put in place between the partners that tie infrastructure and housing delivery commitments together. This
could take the form of legal agreements and/or MOU’s and the precise approach will be confirmed shortly.
Planning:
Statutory local planning authorities have put in place a framework that addresses all necessary planning requirements to ensure the
development is acceptable and will secure planning permission. This includes a Local Plan, masterplan, infrastructure plan and legal
agreements that tie s.106 and other cross boundary measures into a seamless framework that supports delivery.
East Herts District Council (EHDC) is the local planning authority for the Gilston Area, which includes all land allocated for the
10,000 homes, for key infrastructure (Items 1, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11 and 12), and the northern elements of the River Crossings (part of Items
2, 3 and 8). EHDC has an adopted District Plan which includes all necessary policies to support in principle this growth and
infrastructure and has approved the Gilston Area Concept Framework document as a Material Planning Consideration which sets out
a masterplan for the Gilston Area. EHDC has worked collaboratively with the developers for a number of years to support a
pre-application process and has prepared a PPA (as set out in response to 7.2.2) which includes agreed milestones for the planning
process including submission of first applications in April/May 2019 with targeted determination in December 2019 and decision
notices and legal agreements in January 2020. Harlow District Council and both Hertfordshire and Essex County Councils are also
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parties to the prepared PPA and to its programme reflecting their roles as important statutory consultees to these applications.
Harlow District Council (HDC) is the local planning authority for the southern elements of the River Crossings (part of Items 2, 3 and
8) and for the STC between Burnt Mill roundabout/Harlow Town Railway Station and through the Town Centre (Item 4), other related
infrastructure (Item 9) and the wider network of STC’s (Items 13, 14 and 15). HDC is undergoing examination of its District Plan which
includes all necessary policies to support in principle this infrastructure and the wider Garden Town growth. EHDC and HDC along
with Hertfordshire and Essex County Councils have prepared an MoU which sets out the officer and member working arrangements
for the planning process relating to the Gilston Area allocation of 10,000 homes and the River Crossings, this includes working
practices to co-ordinate and co-operate on the cross-boundary planning applications all of which are considered to be supported in
principle under both the existing and emerging policy basis.
This collaborative approach to pre-application engagement and co-ordinated approach to the application stage are considered to
improve the quality and likelihood of success of the applications.
A clear programme for planning approvals has been established with the developers which includes a multi-stage consent process
than ensures continual progress can be made in an efficient and effective manner in order to accelerate delivery of housing. This
process is set out further in Appendix W and attached in Section 7.8.1. The process in Appendix W demonstrates that the Plan Making
stage has been completed and is now supported by an adopted Gilston Area Concept Framework which establishes the illustrative
masterplan and the concept delivery framework for the Gilston Area, including the River Crossings.
The Outline application stage is therefore able to proceed on the basis of approving outline parameters and completing the
appropriate consideration of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation with all matters being reserved except for access.
Preparation of a Charter SPD, Engagement Strategy and Monitoring Framework will establish holistic high level supplementary
guidance that bridges the policy framework of the District Plan, the Concept Framework and the Garden Town Vision and will be used
to set clear targets for the Village Masterplanning stage.
Strategic conditions approvals will follow Outline stage including Village Masterplans for each of the 7 villages, which can be brought
forward as each is Village approval is necessary reducing the scale of masterplan approvals to discrete new communities of between
700 and 2,000 homes. Design Coding will accompany Village Masterplanning to establish distinct character for each stage and clear
principles around the scale and appearance of the development in each village. The Masterplans and Design Codes will establish a
clear framework of guidance for Reserved Matters to assist an efficient and effective approvals process for the appearance of
buildings and placemaking stage.
The multi-stage planning approvals process will seek to overlap throughout so that this iterative process runs to a significantly
reduced programme. This has considerable benefits through providing opportunity for ‘proof of concept’ by detailed design helping
to shape the framework above. Examples of this are in relation to the Concept Framework being used to shape the District Plan
policy, the Gilston Charter SPD will be prepared in parallel with the first Village Masterplans and first Reserved Matters will be
progressed in tandem with Village Masterplanning and Design Coding. This helps establish confidence that each stage is fit for
purpose and therefore approval.
The Village by Village Masterplanning and Design Coding approach allows flexibility and future-proofing into the process by allowing
Village form and approaches to change to respond to external influences such as advances in Modern Methods of
Construction/Off-site construction and changes in technology such as electric and autonomous vehicles. For a 20 year project the
flexibility this multi-stage approvals process and Village by Village Masterplanning and Coding brings is very valuable and minimises
risk of having to revisit previous approvals through amendments to existing permissions.
EHDC have set up the Gilston Area Steering Group with representatives of the Councils, the developers and the local community and
are preparing an overarching Engagement Strategy, these build upon existing engagement in the plan making and pre-application
stages to establish a framework for continued community engagement at all stages of the planning process.
Design Quality will be supported both through the up to date policies in the newly adopted District Plan and the multi-stage process
of layering up iteratively the design detail through parameters, masterplans, design codes and finally detailed reserved matters. This
process will be supported through the collaborative approach of the Garden Town with the guidance of the Garden Town Vision
document and Design Guide and by the Garden Town Quality Review Panel which provides independent critical friend design support.
The five authorities of the Garden Town have jointly appointed a single Legal Advisor through the Garden Town to prepare Section 106
agreements, the co-ordination of this through a single jointly instructed body is considered a prudent approach to ensuring legal
agreements are expedited efficiently and effectively.
Timely Land Assembly:
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The land required to deliver the homes is owned by the development partners PfP and Briggens Estate. Land assembly will be
required to support certain elements of the delivery of infrastructure identified within the HIF bid. The land ownerships have all been
identified and PfP will be the applicant for the planning approvals process and the commissioning body for the delivery of that
infrastructure working with the local planning authorities and the County Councils. PfP have commenced their land assembly
strategy and will report progress of this to the Garden Town authorities. As set out in 7.3.2 HGGT are appointing a Land Assembly
Advisor to lead a joint Land assembly Team and prepare and deliver a Strategy for the effective and timely assembly of land by the
authorities and the monitoring and mediation where land assembly is led by developers. The Land Assembly Strategy will protect the
authorities’ position in respect of the potential for their, or another agency, to use Compulsory Purchase powers and run in parallel
such measures that are deemed necessary to ensure this can be expedited according to a clear programme that identifies and
prioritises land assembly.
Housing Delivery:
EHDC cannot predetermine the proper planning approvals process for the Gilston Area housing sites but it has worked with the
developer and other stakeholders including statutory consultees and the community through a collaborative process in the
preparation of the Plan, the Concept Framework and the forthcoming applications. EHDC has also set out a clear and logical
programme for the planning approvals process, above, which together with the collaborative engagement places the projects in the
best position to improve their quality and likelihood of success. EHDC will engage with the developers to establish appropriate
planning conditions including to ensure proposals are implemented in a timely manner in accordance with paragraph 76 of the NPPF.
EHDC will work with partners to monitor the implementation of approvals to support timely delivery. Policy DEL4 of the adopted East
Herts District Plan requires (I) that the Council will draw up an action plan setting out key milestones for the delivery of the site,
including masterplanning, phasing of infrastructure and submission of planning applications, and monitor its progress on an annual
basis; and (II) the annual rate of housing completions at the Gilston Area will be considered as part of District wide monitoring, in
accordance with the provisions of Policy DEL3. Policy DEL3 requires (I) that should delivery of housing in any given monitoring year
falls below 110% of the annual requirement, the Council will consider implementing all or some of the following measures to bring
forward development:
•Working with developers and infrastructure providers to remove obstacles to the delivery of sites;
•Seeking alternative sources of funding if problems with infrastructure provision is delaying development of key strategic sites;
•Consideration of the potential to increase density on allocated sites;
•Consideration of the ability to deliver strategic sites earlier in the Plan period; and
•Working with other authorities under the Duty to Co-operate to address any unmet needs.
EHDC will meet the above both through the Annual Monitoring Report arrangement and through a bespoke Monitoring Framework
that will be prepared for the Gilston Area project. The S106 for the applications and the strategic conditions relating to phasing will
establish clear programmes against which the progress can be monitored in accordance with Paragraphs 73-75 of the NPPF through
the AMR and Gilston Monitoring Framework. This will ensure that risks to delivery can be identified swiftly in order for appropriate
action to be considered. Actions will likely be informed through a co-operative process of engagement with the developer and other
stakeholders.
The high housing need and demand in the District provides reasonable confidence to EHDC that timely delivery will be possible and
that the site is well places to weather impacts of an external or unforeseeable nature. If necessary EHDC will consider actions to
unlock or accelerate delivery where this is shown to not be meeting the trajectory including working with developers and
stakeholders to remove obstacles, seek external financial support, although noting that HIF is expected to remove the largest
potential obstacle identified by the authorities and developers. If necessary EHDC will work with partner authorities including Harlow
District Council and Hertfordshire County Council through HTS Group and Herts Living, respectively, their private limited companies
to consider if these Council owned development companies can help deliver or remove obstacles.
Should obstacles to delivery prove insurmountable to overcome through agreement with the relevant parties consideration will be
given to the use of Compulsory Purchase Orders. On 21 September 2017 EHDC set out agreement to the principle of using the
Council’s Compulsory Purchase Powers in respect of land required to support development in the Gilston Area. This demonstrates
the importance that EHDC gives to the delivery of the Gilston Area allocation at both officer and member level and establishes a clear
willingness to use all the tools that the Council has available to it to support delivery where necessary.

Please summarise your maintenance strategy for ongoing costs for the scheme
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HCC will adopt new highways and related structures within Hertfordshire under its normal highways asset management criteria and
regulations. Future maintenance requirements will be considered at design and delivery stages. HCC will work with ECC to ensure
that maintenance requirements are fully considered in accordance with best asset management practice.

Project milestones

Please attach an outline delivery programme for your proposal and the key milestones required to achieve it

Filename Description

Appendix X- Project Programme.pdf Outline Delivery Programme

Please list planning references for the infrastructure works

No planning references currently exist.
Pre-application engagement is ongoing, with the intention to submit the two village development outline applications and the two
river crossing full applications in April/May 2019, with public consultation commencing in May 2019.

Please list all statutory powers or consents required and already obtained to deliver the HIF works

- Full planning permissions for each of the Crossings
- A HCC Highways Act promoted CPO for the land required for the Crossings
- A confirmed CPO for each Crossing or agreements with the relevant landowners
-Potential environmental consents for works affecting landfill site on Eastern Crossings

Stakeholder management

Please summarise how the key delivery partners will work together effectively

Scheme delivery will require close collaboration and joined up strategic planning between the various local authorities and
stakeholder and the developer partners have co-developed the HIF bids. Given the close working relationship between the public and
private sector, it is considered that a sound delivery team is in place. It is envisaged that the initial works for the existing and new river
crossings will likely be delivered by Places for People. Wider works on the STC would be delivered by Essex and/or Hertfordshire
County Council. Essex Highways, (a combination of ECC and Ringway Jacobs) will deliver the STC scheme from Burntmill
Roundabout through Harlow Town Centre. However, all parties will be working collaboratively on the phasing, procurement and
delivery strategy of the works and will agree the party/parties best placed to lead on each element.
Appropriate contractual arrangements will be put in place between the Accountable body and delivery agencies or parties (e.g.
Hertfordshire County Council, Essex County Council or the developers) where this is necessary under and relevant public finance,
highways or Town and Country Planning legislation requirements.

Please provide actual or estimated dates for the following infrastructure delivery milestones:

First infrastructure planning permission granted 31/01/2020

Last infrastructure planning permission granted 30/09/2022

All land assembly completed (if required) 30/09/2022

Project infrastructure works started 30/06/2022

Project infrastructure works completed 30/09/2024

Please provide actual or estimated dates for the following housing delivery milestones:

First residential units commenced 01/01/2021

Last residential units commenced 01/01/2034

First residential completion 31/12/2022

First residential completion 31/12/2040
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An MOU has been developed to confirm the on-going relationships between the parties in the delivery of the HIF programmes and
projects. An MOU for the cross-boundary approach to the Consideration and Determination of Outline Planning Applications for the
Gilston Area allocation and the Detailed Planning Applications for the River Stort Crossings has been signed between East Herts
District Council, Harlow District Council, Hertfordshire County Council and Essex County Council.
All key parties including the local authorities and developers will continue to input resources as required. This is also supported by
the Gilston Garden Towns Steering Group, who are aware of and supportive of the proposals.

Please summarise how you will work with the other key stakeholders to ensure project success (i.e. local residents /
businesses)

Stakeholder engagement and public consultation will be key processes and milestones for the scheme. Early engagement and
scheme buy-in are important to determine what is likely to be deliverable (particularly where the scheme may be more challenging to
deliver, such as requiring land or property acquisition) and to gain support for the scheme. A communication and engagement
strategy will be developed at the outset to outline how stakeholders will be involved throughout the scheme and to provide a
schedule for promotional activities such as workshops and forums. Stakeholders will include council officers, elected
representatives, key businesses and organisations and community groups, and regular communication will take place to keep
stakeholders apprised of scheme progress and key issues
In January 2017, East Herts council, along with Harlow and Epping Forest councils, were awarded a government grant of £500,000
to support proposals for a Garden Town at Harlow and Gilston with a further £175,000 awarded in July 2017. Further grant funding of
£715,000 from MHCLG was received for 2018/2019. The grant was provided to help fund the significant amount of technical work
required to deliver this ambitious project. Since January there has been significant progress on technical aspects of the scheme along
with community and stakeholder engagement events. Governance of the garden town project is through a garden town steering
group, comprised of the three districts (East Herts, Harlow and Epping Forest) and two county councils (Hertfordshire and Essex)
and enacted via project team and 15 workstreams.
A series of community engagement workshops have been held between January and June 2018, these were attended by East
Hertfordshire Council Hertfordshire County Council, Neighbourhood Plan Group and Landowners / Site Promoters. Public
consultation events were also held in Gilston, Harlow, Hunsdon and Sawbridgeworth between May and September 2017.
In addition to these community engagement events, a Gilston Steering Group has been set up and a series of meeting have been held.
The Steering Group consists of East Hertfordshire Council, Hertfordshire County Council, Essex County Council, High Wych Parish
Council, Widford Parish Council, Places for People and Neighbourhood Plan Group.
Technical co-operation is also taking place on infrastructure provision and design with regular meetings between Herts CC, Essex CC
and the landowner’s consultants. Meetings have also been held with the Train Operating Company, bus operators and Network Rail.
A key stakeholder group for this scheme is the local bus operators. Early discussions have already been held with the main bus
operator about the aspirations / vision within Harlow, and they are understood to be receptive towards working as part of a
partnership arrangement.
As part of the development of the Harlow & Gilston Garden Town, East Herts Council along with input from the various stakeholders
has developed a Gilston Area Concept Framework. The purpose of the document was to support the strategic Site Allocation in the
emerging East Herts District Plan for 10,000 homes in the Gilston Area. The Council ran a consultation on the Draft Concept
Framework between Monday 24th July 2017 and Friday 8th September 2017 including the transport infrastructure proposals that we
seeking to support via this funding bid.
A Stakeholder and Communications VISION document has recently been prepared to raise the profile of the Sustainable Transport
Corridor scheme. It provides key information to stakeholders about the local and political context and sets out what the scheme is
seeking to achieve.

Project assurance

What are your project assurance processes, such as gateways reviews, to ensure project delivery against the business case?
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HCC are the accountable body but delivery is expected to be through the partners under the governance of the HGGT Board. Project and programme management will be part

of the HGGT delivery work, under a lead Programme/Project Manager/Director reporting to the HGGT Board. This person would in all likelihood employed by HCC on behalf of

the partnership. The PM approach put in place will be agreed with the partners and HE through an assurance framework that will be developed once HIF funding is confirmed.

For more information how this is going to be achieved, please refer to sections 7.2.1 and 7.3.1.

Please provide details of your proposed internal monitoring approach for the scheme

Same as Section 7.6.1 . The detailed descriptions of periodic monitoring regiment will be developed and detailed in the PEP.
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Risk Management

Please outline key risks to delivery and mitigations including known delivery constraints and blockages

Number 1 Likelihood Medium low Impact Medium low

Description Land Acquisition & Assembly: Third party land is required to allow delivery of infrastructure and development,
in particular the second Stort crossing. Challenges to the compulsory process or complications in land
assembly could lead to overall programme delivery delay and complications. There are also risks of negotiated
acquisition cost and/or compensation being higher than anticipated.

Mitigation Comprehensive Land Assembly Programme is to be produced highlighting key stages for negotiation,
acquisition and assembly of land to facilitate the delivery of infrastructure and development. Negotiation with
key landowners and occupiers should be conducted as early as possible. Negotiation tactics should be
established with impact mitigation for all interests considered. Successful negotiations create the opportunity
to secure land at lower cost and more quickly than through compulsory means. Should negotiation not be
possible, HCC / EHDC have the ability to use its statutory powers to purchase the land. Specialist advice is
being sought to ensure land can be acquired and assembled in a reasonable time and without “ransom”.

Number 2 Likelihood Medium low Impact High

Description Planning Approvals and Consents Delayed or Refused: Despite the council’s close involvement in the planning
of the proposed works, the council will require the developer partners to go through due process to obtain
planning consent. As such there is a material risk that if the application is not acceptable, it could fail to
achieve the recommendation of officer and/or ultimately be refused.

Mitigation The planning strategy should be agreed between HCC, the developer partners and the planning authority at
the outset. Substantial pre-application work with planning officers should be allowed for to ensure the
proposed works are understood by the planners and meet policy requirements. An approach using PPAs is also
proposed to ensure the approval process is carried out expediently.

Number 3 Likelihood Medium high Impact Medium high

Description Proposals crossing Network Rail Infrastructure: The proposals include crossing of Network Rail infrastructure
so there is a risk they may seek a share of the value of the land that is being unlocked.

Mitigation The complexity of delivering structures over Network Rail land is inherently difficult this has been mitigated to
a certain extent by PFP through early engagement and utilising structural engineers that are used to working
with Network Rail.

Number 4 Likelihood Low Impact Low

Description Ground Conditions: The ground on which a section of the Second Stort Crossing is located is 'made up' so
there are some unknowns about how this will be accommodated.

Mitigation Early ground investigations to be commissioned where possible, together with strategy to overcome
unfavourable conditions in the design process, preventing delays.

Please outline your approach to managing risk

HCC are the accountable body but delivery will be through the partners under the governance of the HGGT Board/Infrastructure
Delivery Board. Project and programme management is already part of the HGGT delivery work, and the HIF projects will work within
the established approach, under a lead Programme/Project Manager/Director reporting to the HGGT Board. This person would in all
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likelihood employed by HCC on behalf of the partnership. The PM approach for the delivery of the HGGT is already in place and will be
used to address risk management requirements for the HIF funded projects.
The effective identification of risks and their mitigation or rigorous management is critical to the success of the STC Programme; not
just from a commercial perspective, but ensuring deliverability and confidence in delivery for Homes England. The Core Programme
team of Herts and Essex County Councils, the Garden Town Authorities and Places for People will will operate a structured approach
to risk management from the outset that will identify and capture mutual risks and then report back to the STC Programme Board
which will comprise senior representatives of each partner.
The development of the detailed infrastructure proposals for the Gilston element of the STC has taken place over a period of the last
10 years and Places for People has adopted a consistent and robust approach to risk analysis and management processes from the
initial stages of the project to:
•Identify and quantify the risk (in terms of impact and probability)
•Allocate the most appropriate mitigation strategy – whether managing it effectively as Master Developer, transferring it to a partner
best able to manage in terms of the contracting arrangements or insuring it
•Monitoring residual risk within the project and ensuring strong management and reporting is in place
This has guided the approach to the HIF submission and will guide legal documentation and also the supply chain/contractual
arrangements that sit beneath the Project Team for the delivery of the works in the required timescales.
Wherever possible, the approach will be to pass risk on to those partners and supply chain members best able to manage it, through
formal contractual arrangements. Any residual risk remaining within the partners will be managed on behalf of the shareholders by
the appointed management team or through management agreements with one/both partner(s)
The Risk Register summarises the key “upstream” (e.g. land assembly/CPO/legal/planning) and “downstream” (e.g. delivery –
time/cost/quality) risks associated from these projects.
The effective identification of risks and mitigation strategies will be undertaken by the dedicated project management team and will
continue to be a fundamental part of the project management systems and management. This team will provide support to the STC
partners in the context of operational risk and Site specific risks. Both risks and opportunities will be considered at dedicated risk
and opportunity workshops.
Risks of all types will be assessed, such as development, financial, programme and political. A project risk register has been created
using Places for People’s established and successful risk management system which will be independently monitored by PfP’s
Business Assurance and Audit teams. The implications of the risk, both prior to and after mitigation, are identified in terms of
probability and impact on timeframes, cost and quality. A clearly identifiable RAG (Red, Amber & Green) system is used to actively
manage risk, with owners allocated to each risk. The system employed is very robust and has already been successfully utilised and
iteratively improved by Places for People over a number of years and applied on all of their major developments.

Please attach a copy of your current risk register for the scheme

Filename Description

Appendix Y- Risk Register.pdf Risk Register

Additional information

If you have any further information to support the Management Case for your project, which has not already been captured in
the above, please include this here

Additional Information- Ref. 7.7.1
The main risks can be categorised as delay risk and cost risk, as summarised in the attached table. Whilst management controls can
be put in place to manage the delay risk, the cost risk, aside from the contract with the contractor, will be more difficult to manage. -
Third party land needs to be acquired to deliver the river crossings. PfP will, with the support of the Garden Town Land Assembly
Team, engage with the individual landowners to try and acquire the necessary land by private treaty once EHDC and/or one of the two
County Counties resolve to use CPO powers to deliver the scheme (both river crossings and the STC) if necessary. EHDC has already
resolved to use CPO to support the delivery of the Central Crossing, but this resolution needs to be refreshed and/or replaced by a
new resolution in light of the revised scheme / STC Programme for the Garden Town.
In the event of any delay on the Eastern Crossing that would take its delivery outside of the HIF funding period, the partners can
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advance alternative parts of the STC in its place.
The early involvement of contractors and the timely procurement of detailed site investigations will help mitigate programme and
cost over-runs.

Filename Description

Appendix W- Programme of Planning Approvals.pdf Appendix W Programme of Planning Approvals

Appendix V- Land Ownership table.pdf Appendix V Land Owenership Table
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Project Sign Off

Please set out how you have considered your duties under the Equalities Act 2010 (Public Sector Equality Duty) and State Aid
risks

HCC have considered the equalities implications of the proposals being submitted. The Equality Act 2010 requires the County
Council when exercising its functions to have due regard to the need to (a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and
other conduct prohibited under the Act; (b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it and (c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it. The protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010 are age; disability; gender
reassignment; marriage and civil partnership; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion and belief, sex and sexual orientation. The
Council will ensure proper appreciation of any potential impact of our decisions on the County Council’s statutory obligations under
the Public Sector Equality Duty. An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) has not been undertaken at this stage. However, future
decisions around the implementation of the works comprising the bid may require assessment as part of the Implementation Plan.
Please see State Aid risks outlined in the letter attached.

Please attach your Section 151 officer sign off for your proposal

Filename Description

HGGT S151 sign off and State Aid Advice.pdf S151 sign off and State Aid Advice
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compensatory habitat improvements and potential floodplain enhancements along the River 
Stort. The compensatory habitat improvements should be directed at restoring the Fiddlers 
Brook which is in a very poor condition and likely to degrade further as a result of the new 
development and associated infrastructure.   
 
The final design would need to be modelled with the ‘Higher Central’ and ‘Upper End’ climate 
change allowances, and this must demonstrate the flood risk will not be increased elsewhere. If 
there were any increased risk of flooding to the surrounding areas as a result of the revised 
modelling we would be unlikely to accept the proposal. As stated during the meeting, any 
revised flood modelling work would need to be reviewed by our Modelling and Forecasting 
Team and their current review timescales for modelling work is 8-12 weeks.  
 
Any increased footprint within the 1 in 100 year plus 35% flood extent will need to be 
compensated for on a level-for-level, volume-for-volume basis in the first instance. As discussed 
during the meeting there should be ample space on-site to provide any floodplain 
compensation. Flood risk also needs to be considered and mitigated for the temporary and 
enabling works, for example, stockpiled materials and plant should avoid being located in Flood 
Zone 3. 
 
I hope this clarifies our position, and assists you with the design work going forward.  I look 
forward to receiving the meeting minutes when available.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Planning Specialist 
 
Direct dial 0203 025 5560 
Direct e-mail HNLSustainablePlaces@environment-agency.gov.uk 
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8 January 2018 
 

 
AECOM 
AECOM House 
179 Moss Lane 
Altrincham 
WA15 8FH 
 
 
Dear  
 

Proposal: Second pre-application proposal for new Central Crossing bridge and Eastern 
Crossing bridge over River Stort, associated with new Garden Town Gilston development 
Location: Central and Eastern Crossing, River Stort, Fifth Avenue & River Way, Harlow 
Waterway: River Stort 
 

Thank you for your consultation. 
 
The Canal & River Trust (the Trust) is the guardian of 2,000 miles of historic waterways across 
England and Wales.  We are among the largest charities in the UK.  Our vision is that “living 
waterways transform places and enrich lives”.  We are a statutory consultee in the 
development management process. 

The Trust has reviewed the meeting minutes and other information sent to us for comment.  
Based upon the information available we have the following comments to make: 
 
Ecology 
We note the requirement for an ecological survey and habitat loss mitigation for the 
construction of the new bridges, this should be conducted with suitable enhancements for the 
loss of habitat.  We consider that this project should seek to enhance the River Stort's aquatic 
and terrestrial habitat. There is mention of hedge planting in an area of dead space, and this 
should be exclusively native species, preferably a mixed hedge (multiple species). 
Furthermore, installation of bat boxes beneath the bridge structure could aid in mitigating loss 
of habitat. 
 
Lighting beneath the bridges is described as low luminance LED lighting, and the Bat 
Conservation Trust's 'Bats and Lighting' report should be used to select the correct lighting for 
this site. Lighting on the top of the bridge should be focused onto the road area, with no direct 
light spill onto the surface of the water, as this can have a seriously detrimental effect on 
aquatic fauna.  

Our Ref CRTR-PLAN-2017-23933  
Your Ref N/A 
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Drainage 
We acknowledge your comments regarding drainage from the bridges, which should be 
positive.  We would also reiterate that the existing drainage problem from the existing bridge 
at the Central Crossing should be rectified in the proposals so that there is no leaking onto the 
towpath.   
 
Any proposed discharge of drainage into the river would require further discussion and the 
formal consent of the Trust. 
 
Central Crossing 
We are pleased to note the amendments to the design in response to some of our comments. 
The existence of the original highway bridge and the visual appearance of this means that 
options are somewhat limited as we agree that new and original structures should probably 
complement each other, so whereas we would not usually be supportive of metal parapets, it 
seems to be appropriate in this location, where it should match that of the existing structure. 
It is unclear whether the parapets are to feature an internal vehicular parapet and a lighter-
weight pedestrian barrier to match the existing bridge, or a combined vehicular/pedestrian 
parapet on the outer edge of the bridge.  Our preference would be for the former, so that the 
parapets on each bridge accord with one another.  
 
We agree with the interpretation of our discussions regarding the extension of the bank 
protection along both banks of the proposal. We still have some concerns about the tunnel 
effect the additional bridge deck crossing will impose on the waterway and towpath.  
 
The wet abutment and flat soffit are welcomed, and I hope that we will be able to contribute to 
the eventual finish of the abutment and approach walls, as these are likely to be very 
susceptible to graffiti as seen at the existing abutment.  
 
We are concerned about the inclusion of palisade fencing between the existing and proposed 
structures, as this will be visually intrusive and not concordant with the canal corridor. A 
coloured ‘paladin’ fencing is the minimum quality which should expect, although a low wall 
matching the material of the abutment and surmounted with less intrusive fencing might be 
more appropriate. The ‘offside’ (non-towpath side) gap is less important but, again, should 
strive for better visual quality than palisade fencing.  
 
Eastern Crossing 
Of the two proposed bridges, the Eastern Crossing would have the most significant impact on 
the River Stort.  We are still concerned about the alignment not being perpendicular to the 
navigation and remain to be convinced that there is no scope to realign the exit from the 
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roundabout to deliver a crossing that is much closer to perpendicular. It would appear that 
there is an opportunity to rotate this exit by a few degrees clockwise, and by starting the 
horizontal curve from the north bank, should move the main east-west alignment onto the strip 
of land between the two water bodies. This would bring the carriageway further to the 
northeast (parallel to the navigation) before turning south towards the roundabout, avoiding 
the long, linear waterbody completely and reducing the angle to the roundabout (and possibly 
the requirement for a visibility splay, which creates a wider deck). We would seek to minimise 
the width of the bridge deck over the waterway as far as possible. We currently still don’t fully 
appreciate the reasoning for the sight line strip at the southern end of the interaction with the 
roundabout.    
 
There is insufficient information on the detailed visual appearance of the Eastern Crossing to 
give particularly detailed advice, but we are encouraged to see that the piers on the river span 
have been realigned from the earlier design, allowing the opportunity for this natural feature 
to be given ‘special’ status.  
 
The structure for this span appears to be steel beams, rather than concrete, so this will require 
careful detailing to avoid some of the issues we have already mentioned above that we are 
seeking to design out of the proposed Central Crossing.  
 
There is also no detail as to the appearance of the springing structure from the roundabout, 
which could be quite evident once the vegetation is removed to facilitate the crossing. We 
would welcome the opportunity to work with you with regard to detailing of the navigation span 
and piers to ensure that the finishes, appearance and detailing are appropriate and robust.  
 
As this is a completely new structure there is potential to explore different materials and 
parapet finishes but we would continue to make our usual recommendations with regard to 
flat soffits, surface treatments, detailing to visually reduce the impacts of the leading edge, 
and appropriate designed parapets (not visually intrusive or too utilitarian).  
 
Despite the existence of a hedge line along the back of the towing path, we are keen that the 
proposals include the enhancement of this with additional planting where possible, to reduce 
the visual impact of the potentially intrusive, raised approach structure to the north of the 
navigation. The navigation currently enjoys a relatively rural feel, and this should be protected 
as far as is practicable, with means of mitigating against the visual and noise impacts of the 
new road and bridge structure investigated as widely as possible to preserve the amenity of 
users of the navigation corridor. 
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For your information, though I believe you are already aware, please refer to our “Code of 
Practice for Works affecting the Canal & River Trust”: https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/business-
and-trade/undertaking-works-on-our-property-and-our-code-of-practice 
 
Other matters 
We would also still refer you to our previous letter dated 9 August 2017, for our other 
comments, which are still relevant, such as towpath access and towpath improvements. 
 
Land Ownership Matters 
You also asked about the process for seeking land ownership consent for the proposed 
bridges, and I emailed you separately about this, with details from our Estates team. 
 
 
I hope these comments are helpful. Should you have any further queries please feel free to 
contact me. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

  
Area Planner - London 

Telephone: 0203 204 4409  E-mail: @canalrivertrust.org.uk 
 





If the road bund is built on Parndon Lock Meadows then the area of habitat lost will need to 
be compensated for. This will be equally applicable to any habitat lost, but we know that this 
area has good potential to be restored to floodplain habitat. 
 
We do not have much knowledge of the existing road crossing and whether it could be 
improved for wildlife. Otters are definitely known to be using this area, and any 
opportunities to make river corridors more accessible should be taken. One of the maps of 
road improvements that you sent to us shows a variety of works proposed by Essex County 
Council to facilitate traffic movement through Harlow. Point 1 provides a good opportunity to 
address a known otter movement constraint. The primary cause of premature death for 
otters is being hit by cars. With traffic set to increase considerably then it would be tragic if 
the knock on impact is to make the area unviable for successful otter colonisation.  
 
Of interest, my biodiversity colleague also mentioned a plan to reintroduce watervoles to 
the Stort valley. This appears to be a plan led by the Essex Wildlife Trust.  
 
All impacts on the River Stort floodplain need to be considered as a whole, and mitigation 
and compensation provided. The most sustainable way of protecting the important nature of 
the floodplain would be to secure continuous management throughout the grassland 
habitats. In the meeting grazing was mentioned. From Hunsdon Mead up to Pishiobury 
Park to the north, there are some areas of grazing. In isolation this is of limited value, but as 
part of a wider scheme it could have an incredibly positive impact on the floodplain habitats. 
There are numerous groups and interested parties that I am sure could come together to 
help make this work, and help to keep the Stort as one of our best continuous river 
floodplains in the area.  
 
As soon as I can I will make the Hunsdon Mead Diffuse Water Pollution Plan available to 
you, as mentioned in our meeting.  
 
 
Pole Hole Quarry 
The eastern link is passing through/over a Landfill with multiple Environmental Permits. Any 
development would need to comply with these permits and their requirements. Some of the 
landfill areas are very old and will require highly detailed intrusive investigation to properly 
characterise the waste mass and risk posed to the environment.  
  
The proposal includes the excavation of previously disposed waste. Any waste arising from 
this activity will need to be tested at a very high frequency and sent to an appropriate class 
of landfill. They cannot be reused on site due to the variability of the deposits. 
  
The proposal also includes the construction of an embankment over previously disposed 
waste. This will compress the landfill material and squeeze out contamination which may 
impact the environment. It may also lead to differential settlement along the route of the 
bypass. 
  
The proposal will disrupt the landfill and may require leachate extraction and treatment 
before discharging to the watercourse. This may be a long term commitment (60-150 years) 
to ensure pollution does not occur. 
  



As I explained in the meeting the topography used for the calculations is out of date. The 
levels should be in line with the latest planning permission for the re-grade of the land at 
Pole Hole Farm. 
  
Changes to surface water system may pose a significant risk to the groundwater and 
should be examined in detail. No storage of surface water should occur above the waste 
deposits as it may pose a risk of contaminant mobilisation. Any proposal to pile through 
landfill is likely to be unacceptable as it will create pathways for contamination to pollute 
groundwater, surface water and the wetlands to the south. 
 
 
I have received and will respond to the email that sent regarding water quality. 
Please contact me if any further queries arise,  
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Direct dial:  
E-mail: SPHatfield@environment-agency.gov.uk 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   1.1 General 
 The Gilston Area forms part of the wider growth within the Harlow area that is anticipated to deliver circa 16,000 homes by the end of the plan period (which includes 3,000 homes in the Gilston Area) and a further 7,000 in the Gilston Area post plan period. The Gilston Park Estate comprises 8,500 homes within the overall total of 23,000 homes. To serve this wider growth, Hertfordshire and Essex County Councils have identified the need for additional strategic infrastructure including additional capacity across the Stort Valley.  
 This Options Report has been prepared in support of the detailed planning application submitted by Places for People for the Eastern Stort Crossing (ESC). The ESC provides capacity improvements between Eastwick Road and River Way, inclusive of the realignment of Eastwick Road between Pye Corner and the junction of A414 with Fifth Avenue, as part of proposals to facilitate the proposed development at Gilston Park Estate and support growth planned across Harlow.  This ESC Options Report identifies the highway scheme recommendations assessed in developing the current scheme, as reflected in the detailed drawings prepared to accompany the planning application for the ESC.  
 Refer to Appendix A for the detailed planning application drawings and schedule of the submitted drawings. 
 The ESC comprises three new highway link roads referred to as Roads 1, 2 and 3; the realignment of Eastwick Road between Pye Corner and Fifth Avenue; three new roundabouts; a traffic signal-controlled junction and highway structures spanning Fiddler’s Brook, the Stort Valley and the East Anglia railway at River Way. Additional unadopted minor pedestrian footbridges are proposed at Fiddler’s Brook and to replace two poorly maintained footbridge decks between the Stort Navigation and River Way.  
 The proposed highway works are shown on drawing and VD17516-EC-GA-100, 101 and 101.1 and referenced as i. Road 1: which includes the realignment of Eastwick Road between Fifth Avenue and Terlings Park, continuing as new highway east from Eastwick Road/Terlings Park junction to the Central Roundabout, spanning Fiddler’s Brook; 
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ii. Road 2: which links Eastwick Road east of Pye Corner to the Central roundabout; and  iii. Road 3: which links River Way northwest to the Central roundabout, crossing the Stort Valley inclusive of the River Stort and the Stort Navigation (canal). 
 Road 1 has been designed mindful of future capacity demands and to reflect the expectation that traffic travelling between the A414 and destinations east of Harlow will use the ESC to connect to Edinburgh Way rather than use the Central Stort Crossing (CSC). Road 1 includes improvements and the realignment of Eastwick Road between Fifth Avenue and Terlings Park to accommodate such increased traffic and comply with appropriate geometric design criteria. 
 Highway connectivity between the proposed new Road 1 infrastructure and the existing highways which serve the residents of Pye Corner (along Eastwick Road) and Terlings Park (south of Eastwick Road) has been subject to significant scrutiny and public consultation, resulting in the proposed traffic signal controlled staggered junction and toucan crossing layout proposed where the ESC alignment passes between Pye Corner and Terlings Park.  As part of the traffic signal-controlled junction proposals, a footway from Pye Corner is provided along Eastwick Road to the pedestrian crossing facilities, linking to the 5m cycleway/footway corridor along the south side of the ESC Road 1. 
 There are two locations where highway bridge structures are required. Road 1 is required to span Fiddler’ Brook in the locality of Terlings Park. Road 3 is required to span the River Stort Navigation to the south east where the road links with the existing highway at River Way.   
 Retention of the existing Grade II Listed Fiddlers’ Brook footbridge has been achieved through design considerations of the ESC alignment. Restoration of the existing footbridge will ensure a long period of future use and prevent the current decline in condition affecting the structure.  
 Proposals maintain existing pedestrian connectivity either side of Fiddler’s Brook footbridge between Terlings Park and Pye Corner, offering pedestrian segregation from the upgraded ESC public highway and if preferred, the opportunity for pedestrians to avoid crossing the ESC at-grade at the new signal-controlled junction. Sufficient headroom below the new Road 1 highway Fiddler’s Brook highway bridge structure has been provided to retain use of the existing PROWs connecting Terlings Park to Pye Corner and between the Stort Valley to the south and Gilston Park Estate to the north. 
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 Road 3 is located within the River Stort flood plain and has been subject to extensive consultation with primary stakeholders including the Environment Agency (EA) and the Canal and River Trust (CRT). The alignment of Road 3 has been designed to minimise the physical and visual effects where the road spans the Stort Navigation and adjacent towpath on structures, particularly on wildlife and minimising loss of flood storage within the flood plain. The north-western section of Road 3 is entirely above existing ground and is supported by steel arch culverts with overlying fill across the valley for the purposes of conveyance of flood water and connectivity of wildlife below the new highway.  The south-eastern section of Road 3 is on a bridge structure where spanning the Stort Navigation and River Stort, removing impact on the navigable canal, the adjacent towpath and reflecting the existing road levels at the south connection to River Way. 
 Facilities for pedestrians and cyclists have been fully explored with proposals reflecting SUSTRANS best practice guidance. Segregated 5m wide footway/cycleway facilities plus buffer zones are provided for the full extent of the ESC between Fifth Avenue/Central Stort Crossing and River Way. A new cyclist/pedestrian bridge over the railway line adjacent to the existing River Way road bridge enables the 5m wide segregated footway/cycleway to continue south of the ESC to join existing segregated cycleway/pedestrian facilities.  
 Road 1 has been designed mindful of potential Essex CC aspirations to extend the dual carriageway at the A414/Fifth Avenue junction east to connect to M11 Junction 7A. The horizontal and vertical alignment for Road 1 has been designed to enable the road to be widened to dual carriageway by adding a westbound carriageway, the currently proposed Road 1 becoming the eastbound carriageway. The Central Roundabout has been designed to accommodate a future addition of a westbound carriageway to form a dual carriageway alignment, should this be required. The proposed Fiddler’s Brook road bridge carrying Road 1 has been detailed to accommodate a dual carriageway without further upgrade works to the structure or further impacts on Fiddler’s Brook. The dual carriageway is not required to support the Gilston Park Estate development, though may form part of long term strategic provisions to meet the demands of planned growth across Harlow.  
 A design period of circa 2 years has been identified with 18-24 months recommended for construction of Road 1 and Road 2, and a 24 month period for the construction of Road 3.  
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 Road 1 and Road 2, once constructed, will function as a bypass to Pye Corner and enable Eastwick Road traffic to be re-routed away from Pye Corner and the village of Gilston. Eastwick Road is proposed to be closed as part of traffic calming to remove through traffic from Pye Corner and Gilston. The proposed scheme includes the closure of Eastwick Road to the east of Pye Corner, with vehicular access provided via the new traffic signal controlled staggered junction.  The removal of through traffic will improve the environment within the heart of Gilston and enable significant public realm enhancements to be considered. 
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2 SCOPE OF REPORT 2.1 Introduction  
 Places for People (PfP), the Applicant, is submitting an outline planning application to East Hertfordshire District Council (EHDC), for a residential-led development of 8,500 new homes across six distinct villages (the “Village Development”) on 950 hectares of land in the south-east of the district, directly north of the A414 and Eastwick Road, referred to as Gilston Park Estate The outline planning application has all matters reserved, save for three “Strategic Accesses” into the Gilston Park Estate (the “Central Access” to Village 1, the “Eastern Access” to Village 2 and the “Western Access” to Village 6). The application includes a series of standards and specifications provided as development parameters and design principles which will act as a framework to guide the detailed design of future master-planning and reserved matters applications.  
 The Applicant is also submitting two separate full detailed planning applications for infrastructure that supports the Village Development as well as wider growth across East Herts and Harlow. One application proposes enhancements and widening to the existing vehicular crossing over the River Stort (known as the “existing Eastwick Crossing”) to create the “Central Stort Crossing”. The proposals deliver additional high quality vehicular, public transport, cycle and pedestrian capacity connecting the A414 Eastwick Road with the A414 Edinburgh Way via Fifth Avenue.  
 The other infrastructure application is for the creation of a new crossing over the River Stort, to the east of the existing Eastwick Crossing, referred to as the “Eastern Stort Crossing”. This strategic infrastructure item connects Eastwick Road to the eastern end of the A414 Edinburgh Way via River Way and provides more direct connectivity to new Junction 7a on the M11 for east/west traffic on the A414. The crossing will also provide high quality pedestrian and cycle facilities and link to the Eastern Access. The crossings straddle the administrative boundaries of East Herts and Harlow, and therefore the applications will be submitted to both EHDC and Harlow District Council (“HDC”). 
 Together the applications for the Village Development, Central Stort Crossing and Eastern Stort Crossing are referred to as “the Development”, and the land within the three red line boundaries as “the Site”.  
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 The “Gilston Area” has been identified in the East Herts District Plan as a site allocation for 10,000 homes. It comprises the Gilston Park Estate (owned by PfP) and the “Briggens Estate”, owned by City & Provincial Properties (“CPP”), which represents a 7th village. 
 The Applicant is submitting the outline planning application to define the vision and design quality intended for the Village Development and to demonstrate that all technical matters have been fully assessed and addressed in the development proposals. The principles defined in these applications will guide future master-planning and detailed design, undertaken with key stakeholders and the local community. The Gilston Park Estate will be a high-quality and attractive development, delivering much needed local housing in sustainable communities for East Herts, which will also support the regeneration of Harlow. 
 Three possible route options were referred to as the Western, Central and Eastern Crossings as identified in Policy GA2 of the adopted EHDC District Plan. Following testing and consideration with feedback from the highway authorities on their preference, two routes were identified to support development of Gilston Area and wider growth across Harlow, being the Central and Eastern Crossings. To reflect the crossings being deemed major infrastructure delivery works, detailed planning applications are submitted for each in addition to the outline planning application for the Village Development. 
 It is expected that the residential build out of the Gilston Area as well as strategic growth across Harlow will be linked to the delivery of the crossings through planning conditions or a legal agreement.   
 The two crossings will be designed to be in full compliance with the design standards operated by the local highway authorities. These design standards are contained within Highways England’s “Design Manual for Roads and Bridges”, referred to as DMRB and as amended by any specific amendments introduced by the highway authorities.  
 The route alignment and form of bridge structures to be included as part of the Detailed Application submissions for the two crossings have been developed to reflect external constraints, initial consultation responses from 2014 and more recently, pre-application consultation responses in 2017, 2018 and 2019.  
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 An Options Report has been prepared for the CSC and ESC which summarises the highway alignments and bridge structure options considered. Each report describes the proposed scheme forming the detailed planning application submission and includes a set of the Detailed Application drawings as developed to reflect external constraints, stakeholder consultation responses and pre-application public consultation feedback. 
 The Options Reports are intended to act as a source of information to demonstrate the factors considered when preparing the detailed proposals and complement the EIA documentation. 
 This Option Report deals specifically with the ESC. 
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3 ALIGNMENT OPTIONS – ISSUES AFFECTING THE CHOICE OF ROUTE ALIGNMENT  3.1 Introduction 
 The evolution of the ESC highway layout and the influencing factors that determined the current layout as shown on the General Arrangement layout drawings VD17516-EC-GA-100, 101 and 101.1 are described in this Section. Refer to Appendix A for the detailed application drawings.  
 Information, constraints and consultation which influenced the location and type of highway structures proposed in the current scheme is contained with Section 4 of this Report. 
 The proposed highway alignment is compliant with DMRB and the geometric requirements of the highway authorities. 3.2 Consultations  
 The proposals for the ESC have developed from a detailed scheme layout prepared in early 2017, in order to seek feedback from a) public consultation, b) highway authority liaison relating to traffic modelling, non-vehicular access and public transport provisions; and c) statutory consultee feedback from the EA and CRT.  
 Consultation with Network Rail, as a statutory consultee, commenced in 2018 as the proposals evolved to introduce a cyclist/pedestrian bridge over the railway in the vicinity of River Way.  
 The following text describes the development of the ESC resulting from pre-application consultation between early 2017 and early 2019. 
 The following stakeholders were contacted in order to develop the highway proposals. Full details of all consultations carried out are set out in the EIA. i. Environment Agency (EA) 

• The Stort Valley is a Flood Zone 3 area (FZ3) and significant liaison has been held with the EA to consider the impacts to potential loss of flood storage within the valley flood plain due to the introduction of the ESC.  
� Preliminary proposals for Road 3 were to span the Stort Valley on a structure in order to minimise impact on the flood zone.  The viaduct structure spanned the full width of the valley to accommodate the alignment of Road 3 which was circa 650m long and up to 12m 
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above ground level. Further assessment was undertaken of the impacts of the bridge structure affecting flood storage in order to minimise the presence of columns supporting the structure. Modelling of the flood plain identified depths of flood water for the 1 in 1000 event year storm event between 0.3m and a maximum of 1.4m within the valley, the variance reflecting the slightly undulating ground profile. Typically under the proposed highway structure, the flood depth was circa 0.3m to 1.0m. Assessment of bridge column spacings and deliverable lengths of bridge beams to site were reviewed in order to assess the spacing of bridge piers and loss of flood storage. Flood modelling undertaken identified minimal loss of storage and resulted in no material adverse impact to the flood storage capacity of the flood plain. 
� The significant extent of the bridge structure and associated bridge height as a result of spanning the whole valley led to considerations being given to reducing the overall length of the bridge structure and considering other options for conveying Road 3 across the remainder of the Stort Valley. The bridge was necessary to span the Stort Navigation and River Stort and form a new road junction with River Way (River Way being circa 6m above the valley floor). 
� A meeting was held on 6th March 2018 with the EA to present the proposals for use of box culverts to supplement the use of the elevated road bridge to convey the highway across the Stort Navigation and River Stort. The accompanying road levels were significantly reduced where the road was supported on concrete box culverts, away from the river crossings. The use of culverts presented a much less visible road crossing of the Stort Valley, whilst maintaining the through flow of flood water and opportunities for the movement of wildlife. The EA reviewed and responded under letter dated 14th March 18 with several points of concern, namely; i. Continuity of the functional flood plain ii. Landscape visual connectivity for wildlife, the public and maintaining previous open views iii. Protection of existing habitats iv. The lowered road causing increased noise and pollution harm to wildlife 
• The EA requested that the proposed culverts be increased in height which would offset many of their concerns. The EA also requested that the bridge structure length associated 
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with the use of concrete box culverts be increased in combination with a reduction in the use of culverts. 
� Detailed consideration of the EA’s response of March 2018 was undertaken in the form of optioneering various other solutions. The current proposal (as put forward to the EA in October 2018) was developed to address EA’s concerns regarding the limited open internal height offered by concrete box culverts and the preference to lengthen the bridge structure. The current scheme incorporates the use of semi oval steel section (thin walled) culverts with associated embankment fill material placed between and above the culvert profiles, thereby maintaining the level of Road 3 well above valley ground levels. The increased internal opening height of the semi oval steel culvert sections proposed, being 4.24m and 5.36m, assists with maintaining visual connectivity through the culverts for wildlife within the valley. Public access through the culverts will be restricted to avoid unsociable behaviour. The use of fill material above the culverts enables the introduction of a landscaped finish which will over time, enable the culvert openings to be overgrown and naturalised. The volume of lost flood water storage resulting from the use of the semi oval steel section culverts was quantified and a replacement storage volume has been provided in the form of localised ground reprofiling (lowering) within the footprint of the culverts, thereby avoiding the need for replacement storage to be created elsewhere.  
� Further discussion with the EA regarding mitigation works has identified proposals to provide a landscaping scheme along the Fiddler’s Brook watercourse corridor which is described within the EIA as part of the overall development landscaping provisions for the Village Development planning application.  
� The existing ground cover vegetation below the footprint of the Road 3 proposed culverts on the valley floor is of little ecological value, being of recent origin following gravel extraction activities.  It is therefore of little intrinsic value in itself. Road 1 of the ESC crosses part of Fiddler’s Brook Marsh. The development proposals include compensation for ecological loss through the creation/enhancement of habitat in other parts of the Stort Valley including the Fiddler’s Brook corridor.  Enhanced mitigation measures were discussed at the meeting with the EA on the 6th March 2018 which form part of the Gilston Park Estate Village application and which the EA would see as contributing to betterment within the Stort Valley.  
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ii. Canal and River Trust (CRT)  
• An ongoing dialogue has been maintained with the CRT mindful the ESC viaduct bridge structure spans the Stort Navigation close to River Way. CRT previously developed and produced a document for HS2 which is intended to be used by designers as a good practice guide when considering new structures which span canals.  
• The horizontal alignment of Road 3 is required to satisfy DMRB horizontal radii criteria for the design speed of 60kph (30mph) whilst being constrained by the need to tie in at River Way (southeast extent of ESC) and the middle roundabout where Roads 1, 2 and 3 converge. The vertical profile for Road 3 accommodates the existing highway levels of River Way and the requirement to satisfy EA criteria relating to height of Road 3 across the Stort Valley. Whilst headroom provision below the new bridge structure which spans the Stort Navigation is not overly constrained, the presence of existing hedgerows abutting the canal corridor along with shrubs and trees in the vicinity of the new bridge have been considered in order to maintain the visual feel of the canal corridor for canal users and the public using the towpath.  
• Submission of the highway proposals for Road 3 to CRT resulted in ongoing dialogue to look to best protect the rural vista of the canal corridor whilst taking account of CRT concerns relating to the form of the bridge structure passing overhead. Joint site inspections have been undertaken between CRT staff and the Applicant’s team (including planning, landscaping, heritage, environmental and highway advisors) to understand specific preferences of CRT and to agree how such preferences could be accommodated. Updated proposals incorporating CRT requirements have been circulated with CRT.  
• Technical bridge requirements to span the Stort Navigation canal and associated visual and physical impacts were reviewed during joint site visits with CRT and in subsequent exchanges of correspondence. The proposals were developed to protect amenity use to canal users and avoid adverse visual intrusion, informing the bridge proposals as follows; i. the orientation of bridge piers flanking the canal;  ii. the use of column piers rather than long solid wall piers to maintain openness,  iii. avoidance of a tunnel structure effect, 
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iv. minimise isolation with the surrounding vegetated areas, v. provision of bird netting to avoid birds being able to gain access to flat surfaces, causing adverse impacts from droppings and the massing of larger birds in close proximity to canal users passing below. 
• Additional mitigation discussions with CRT to enhance facilities for user of the tow path by walkers includes replacement of deteriorating decks, parapets and associated approach ramps for two existing footbridges located between the Stort Navigation and River Way, thereby improving amenity value.  
• The proposed scheme drawings prepared for the Detailed Application incorporate the provisions agreed with CRT to be included as part of the scheme proposals.  iii. Highway Authorities – Essex County Council (ECC) and Hertfordshire County Council (HCC)   
• ECC and HCC, as statutory highway authorities, own and maintain the existing adopted highway infrastructure, with ECC’s adopted highway boundary generally being south of the River Stort, HCC’s highway region being north of the River Stort. The River Stort also denotes the boundary between EHDC and HCD planning authorities. Both ECC and HCC will become responsible for owning and maintaining new highway infrastructure forming the ESC, once designed and constructed to the highway authority’s satisfaction. The proposed ESC spans both highway authority boundaries and as such, all liaison, dialogue and meetings relating to highway works have included both highway authorities. Indeed, it has been the intention during consultation to obtain joint statements from the highway authorities in order to avoid conflicting responses that might lead to difficulties reaching agreement on overall provisions for highway works. This has also applied to discussions relating to traffic modelling, public transport considerations and provisions for non-vehicular users. 
• The full extent of traffic assessment discussions influencing the ESC detailed layout have taken place continually from 2013 and continue to evolve. Several key meetings have been held with both highway authorities in which the full extent of highway and structure proposals have been described and feedback received. With regard to the ESC, mindful of the authorities potential long term aspiration to extend a dualled highway 
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from the A414/Fifth Avenue junction eastwards to eventually connect to M11 Junction 7A, the alignment of Road 1 has been significantly amended since early 2017 to accommodate such provision in order to avoid subsequent disruption and abortive works.  
• Footway and cycleway proposal initially included a 3m footway/cycleway along the full extent of the ESC when detailed layout drawings were circulated in 2017. More recent discussions with both highway authorities identified their preference for a 5m wide segregated footway/cycleway and this has been accommodated in the current scheme. The proposals to deliver a 5m effective width segregated cycleway/footway corridor are accompanied by landscaping proposals.  
• Proposals for new bridge structures have been developed to accommodate the proposed highway and cycleway/pedestrian requirements. Material choice has been informed to reflect key stakeholder requirements (EA, CRT and NR) whilst mindful of future maintenance requirements, such as headroom, access and minimising routine maintenance input. It is expected that ECC will adopt the full extent of the Road 3 viaduct for maintenance purposes. 
• A description of the detailed highway layout drawings forming the Detailed Application is given in Section 3.3. 
• An independent Quality Review Panel (QRP) was appointed by the planning authority to review the scheme proposals. A QRP Presentation and discussion took place on 22nd February 2019 which highlighted the opportunity to further enhance landscaping and cycleway/footway provisions.   iv. Network Rail (NR) 
• Evolving considerations in 2018 to improve pedestrian and cycle connectivity south of River Way resulted in a cyclist/pedestrian bridge being proposed which offers significant betterment to the existing provisions at the existing road bridge where River Way spans the railway line. The proposed cyclist/pedestrian bridge is located adjacent to and west of the existing River Way road bridge, spanning over the railway line to offer a segregated route that avoids the restricted footways on the existing River Way road bridge.  
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• NR has been consulted on the proposed new bridge and liaison has been undertaken to set out the bridge provisions and to demonstrate the bridge can be delivered without adverse impact on NR infrastructure. Dialogue continues with NR and includes the preparation of plans to confirm clearances, land ownership, operational headroom and width clearances to rolling stock and impacts on the overhead electric cable infrastructure.  
• Detailed liaison with NR will continue to programme all works impacting on NR including procurement of the River Way cyclist/pedestrian bridge over the railway.  
• Dialogue with NR is to continue up to and through the detailed design and tender period to ensure delivery of infrastructure affecting the railway network is fully assessed and requirements agreed with NR relating to lead in prior to key stages in the process of gaining NR review/sign off of programme, planned possessions, design liaison, NR review periods, advance payments to NR and other aspects controlling the procurement programme.   v. Public consultation  

• The existing nature of Eastwick Road where it passes through the residential area of Pye Corner to the north and provides the only vehicular access to Terlings Park to the south will be altered to accommodate the new alignment of the ESC as it passes between both Pye Corner and Terlings Park. Eastwick Road in its existing form carries significant traffic, with higher than appropriate traffic speeds. Existing traffic using Eastwick Road has caused severance to both sides of this small community, adversely impacting on the character of the village.  
• A significant extent of public consultation has therefore progressed with residents of Pye Corner, Terlings Park and the wider Gilston Area in order to understand their concerns and identify solutions that are deliverable and sustainable. 
• A public meeting was held on the 21st May 2018 to discuss the proposed junction, potential stopping up of Eastwick Road associated with removing through traffic from Pye Corner and impact on local roads, from which feedback was reviewed in order to best capture local views on the proposed highway access provisions around Pye Corner and Terlings Park. This feedback was disseminated and amended access layouts and provisions specifically relating to non-vehicle movements were presented at a Community Transport Workshop on 7th July 2018. The 
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responses from the workshop have informed the development of the current junction proposals serving Pye Corner and Terlings Park, described more fully in Section 3.3. vi. Statutory Service Undertakers  
• Existing services located within existing highway or on land required to accommodate the proposed highway works will be affected and require assessment for protection or diversion.  
• An assessment of affected major services has identified several service diversion requirements to accommodate the proposed highway works, including a partial realignment of a trunk foul sewer in the Stort Valley. Such service diversions are identified within the EIA and will be progressed in the detailed design period, following planning consent, which is normal protocol. 
• Localised Statutory Services protection works or local service diversions will be required where the new highways connect to highway and such local diversions will be developed as part of the detailed design process. 3.3 ESC Route description – alignment options and constraints  

 General  3.3.1.1 The ESC is made up of three new roads. 3.3.1.2 Road 1 connects Fifth Avenue/Central Stort Crossing (CSC) in the west, eastwards to the new Central Roundabout, from which Roads 2 and 3 head north and southeast respectively.  3.3.1.3 Road 2 heads north from the Central Roundabout connecting to Eastwick Road east of Pye Corner at a new roundabout, which forms the new access to Gilston Park Estate Village 2.  3.3.1.4 Road 3 heads southwest to connect to River Way at a new roundabout, passing over the Stort Valley and providing onward connectivity with Edinburgh Way and links to the M11.  3.3.1.5 Once constructed, Road 1 and 2 will enable Eastwick Road traffic to bypass the village of Pye Corner.  3.3.1.6 Road 3 crosses the Stort Valley and the associated flood plain at an elevated level and spans the Stort Navigation canal on a viaduct structure. A new roundabout junction is detailed on River Way which is at a similar level to the bridge structure spanning the Stort Navigation.  
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 Road 1 Route Description 3.3.2.1 The extent and provisions of Road 1 are shown on the General Arrangement layout drawing numbers VD17516-EC-100-GA (as amended) and VD17516-EC-100.1-GA (as amended). 3.3.2.2 The existing Eastwick Road is a single two-lane carriageway of rural character with the national speed limit being in place from the existing A414 roundabout junction at Fifth Avenue to the Terlings Park junction. A 30mph maximum speed limit commencing at the Terlings Park junction, follows Eastwick Road northeast, through the local residential area of Pye Corner, after which the speed limit returns to the national speed limit. 3.3.2.3 It is proposed that Road 1 will have a maximum speed limit of 40mph along its full length. A 30mph speed limit is proposed along Eastwick Road where it passes through Pye Corner between its junction with the ESC Road 1 to the point Eastwick Road is stopped up, adjacent to the Road 2 roundabout east of Pye Corner. 3.3.2.4 The typical cross section of Road 1 consists of a 7.3m wide carriageway and two 1.0m hardstrips, with a 2.0m wide footway and 0.5m wide soft verge on the north side, a 5.0m wide segregated footway/cycleway with a minimum 0.5m soft verge on the south side. Proposed earthworks slopes have been detailed at 1 in 3 (where in cut) or 1 in 2.5 (where on embankment).  The 1.0m wide hard strips adjacent to the carriageway are provided to reflect the possible future use of Road 1 as part of a dual carriageway whereby an “Urban” cross section dual carriageway includes 1m hardstrips either side of the running lanes. 3.3.2.5 Road 1 comprises a realignment of Eastwick Road between the CSC and Terlings Park junction in order to provide a compliant alignment for a potential dual carriageway alignment and to introduce environmental benefits adjacent to Terlings Park; and a new section of highway, east of Terlings Park junction. 3.3.2.6 The following text describes Road 1 from west to east. 
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3.3.2.7 The realignment of Eastwick Road to form Road 1 complies with a DMRB compliant horizontal geometric alignment. The carriageway having been realigned northwards affords the opportunity to introduce enhanced landscaping between Terlings Park, the adjacent 5m cycleway/footway and the new alignment for Road 1. The increased separation of Road 1 from Terlings Park reducing road traffic impacts adjacent to Terlings Park.  Relocating Eastwick Road to form Road 1 further to the north, the un-trafficked extent of Eastwick Road will be left in-situ and modified for use by pedestrian and cyclists as part of introducing the 5m wide segregated footway/cycleway provision, whilst maintaining access to existing properties in the vicinity of Burnt Mill Lane. 3.3.2.8 Burnt Mill Lane will be extended north from its existing junction with the existing Eastwick Road to form a new, all movements at-grade T-junction with Road 1. An uncontrolled crossing point is proposed across Burnt Mill Lane to provide a safe crossing for pedestrians and cyclists who use the new 5m segregated footway/cycleway facility along the south side of Road 1. A 20mph speed limit is proposed for Burnt Mill Lane to reflect its intended shared use status. Burnt Mill Lane is intended to operate as a Quite Lane and thereby encourage pedestrian and cyclist use for journeys to Harlow Town railway station and Harlow centre. Details relating to the intended use for Burnt Mill Lane to complement the HGGT sustainable transport corridor facilities provided by the CSC are described in the CSC Options Report.  3.3.2.9 Terlings Park residential estate currently has a priority junction with Eastwick Road which permits all vehicle turning movements. The proposed horizontal realignment of Road 1 at the Terlings Park junction requires modification of the existing Terlings Park junction. The proposed Road 1 alignment also changes the form of connectivity with Pye Corner. Access to both Terlings Park and Pye Corner is provided by introduction of a new staggered traffic signal-controlled junction as part of Road 1. The staggered junction enables previous traffic flows which passed through Pye Corner to be conveyed by Road 1, thereby avoiding passing through Pye Corner. 3.3.2.10 The Road 1 alignment continues on a new carriageway east of the staggered junction providing access to Terlings Park and Pye Corner, passing over Fiddler’s Brook on a new highway bridge and continuing east over a former landfill site before joining the Central Roundabout. Significant optioneering has taken place to in order to select an alignment for Road 1 inclusive of the staggered junction footprint that minimises impacts to Pye Corner and the Terlings Park residential development, whilst providing an appropriate bridge location to span Fiddler’s Brook and avoiding physical impacts on the adjacent listed Fiddler’s Brook footbridge. 
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3.3.2.11 Detailed consideration has been given to the interface between the existing highway network at the junction of Terlings Park, Eastwick Road, and Pye Corner, resulting in the proposed traffic signal-controlled junction offering safe and controlled pedestrian and cyclist at-grade crossing facilities of the realigned Road 1. Grade separated pedestrian facilities are also offered to enable local movement by footpath, passing below the new Fiddler’s Brook road bridge carrying Road 1 and connecting to local footpaths within Terlings Park. The existing Fiddler’s Brook footbridge is being retained to reflect its listed status and to provide a segregated pedestrian crossing facility of Fiddler’s Brook at low level, away from the highway, connecting via public rights of way to the Gilston area in the north and Stort Navigation tow path and other informal pedestrian routes crossing the Stort Valley to the south. 3.3.2.12 The proposed staggered signal-controlled junction will provide two lane approaches along Road 1 and single lane approaches on the two minor roads linking into Terlings Park and Pye Corner. To cater for pedestrian and cyclists movements, the signal-controlled junction includes toucan facilities across the access into Terlings Park and across the ESC, to the east side of the signalised junction. An uncontrolled crossing is proposed across Eastwick Road which forms the north arm of the junction, to reflect this route being less desirable and with no specific pedestrian movement desire line.  3.3.2.13 A 2m wide footway is provided along the north verge of Road 1 to cater for pedestrians wishing to walk between Village 1 access, Lime Tree Avenue and Pye Corner, linking into the uncontrolled pedestrian crossing of the north arm of the signalised junction at Terlings Park and Pye Corner.  3.3.2.14 To improve pedestrian facilities and linkage between the existing public rights of way that are east of Fiddler’s Brook and Terlings Park, a new footbridge is proposed over Fiddler’s Brook, located to the south of Road 1. This will not be an adopted highway structure and will add to the existing informal means of pedestrian access into Terlings Park from Pye Corner using PROW passing below the new Road 1 Fiddler’s Brook road bridge. Environmental mitigation landscaping works are being implemented in the Fiddler’s Brook corridor which will provide a pleasant environment for pedestrians. 3.3.2.15 A Toucan crossing is proposed across Road 1 on west side of the Central Roundabout, providing a safe, controlled crossing of Road 1 for users of the proposed 5m wide segregated footway/cycleway network travelling between Roads 2 and 3.  
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3.3.2.16 PROW 31 passes over the former landfill site and connects Pye Corner in the north to River Stort in the south.  A minor diversion of the PROW is proposed via the new toucan crossing facility across the west arm of the Central Roundabout, to provide a safe and controlled means of crossing Road 1. The diversion connects the existing PROW 31 route north and south of Road 1 to the toucan crossing. 3.3.2.17 The proposed Central Roundabout consists of a 60m outer diameter (ICD) roundabout and a circulatory carriageway width of 9.0m, with two lane approaches on all 3 arms and tapered single lane exits. 3.3.2.18 Road 1 vertical profile is constrained by the requirement to be at grade with the proposed Central Stort Crossing to the west and at the Terlings Park / Eastwick Road junction. East of Terlings Park Junction, the ESC vertical alignment takes into account the topography of the area, whilst providing a DMRB compliant vertical alignment.   3.3.2.19 Terlings Park junction has been the subject of much consideration and public consultation to arrive at the proposed signalised junction.  The original proposal promoted the use of a 4 arm 48m ICD roundabout on Eastwick Road, maintaining much of the existing highway. However, such a roundabout would not accommodate a potential future dualled carriageway alignment without major impact on adjacent properties and loss of habitat from the vegetated area surrounding Fiddler’s Brook. 3.3.2.20 A Public workshop held on 7th July 2018 for local residents explored all possible alignment choices in detail with both horizontal and vertical road alignments considered, with associated junction option layouts prepared. An independent report produced in August 2018 summarised the findings from this event and is appended to the “Statement of Community Involvement” application document. 3.3.2.21 The junction proposals prepared for the Public Workshop are included as Appendix B and include: i) Junction options for Terlings Park / Pye Corner and the alignment of Road 1; ii) Cyclist/pedestrian bridge options to enhance non-vehicular movements across the ESC; iii) Placing ESC Road 1 on bridge over Terlings Park/Pye Corner/Eastwick Road junction; iv) Placing ESC Road 1 in tunnel below Terlings Park/Pye Corner/Eastwick Road junction; v) Alternative ESC alignment north of Pye Corner. 
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3.3.2.22  A proposal to construct an underpass beneath Terlings Park / Eastwick Road junction to allow Road 1 traffic to flow unobstructed below Terlings Park junction was prepared and presented at public consultation. Furthermore, an alternative overpass Road 1 alignment which conveyed Road 1 on a bridge over the Eastwick Road / Terlings Park junction was also presented for consideration.  Both options intended to retain the existing junctions between Terlings Park and Pye Corner with connectivity provided to the ESC Road 1 (for westbound traffic) and Road 2 (south bound traffic) via the North Roundabout 2 at the north extent of Road 2.   3.3.2.23 The underpass and overpass options were discounted following feedback from the consultation process as the residents felt either of the layouts would isolate them from the new highway network and introduce significant adverse environmental impact to local residents and the local environment. Construction of the bridge or tunnel option to convey Road 1 as a grade separated road from Eastwick Road would impact in the vicinity of Fiddler’s Brook, the tunnel option alignment clashing directly with the Fiddler’s Brook bed level.  3.3.2.24 Fiddler’s Brook, local pedestrian access needs and the PROWs have been influential factors is establishing the vertical profile of Road 1. A minimum head room clearance of 2.8m to the underside of the proposed bridge structure has been applied where PROWs pass below, with an allowance of 1.9m depth for the bridge structure.  Fiddler’s Brook road bridge falls from south to north, resulting in headroom above PROWs at the south extent of the bridge greater than 4m. 3.3.2.25 The vertical profile of the section of Road 1 which spans from Terlings Park junction to the Central Roundabout has deviated little from the initially circulated alignment. The Road 1 profile along this section of road is dictated by the Terlings Park junction level and clearance over Fiddler’s Brook. Eastbound, Road 1 takes a vertical profile generally following ground levels across the former landfill site including areas of cut and fill to reflect the undulating existing ground levels before connecting to the Central Roundabout. The Central Roundabout finished level reflects surrounding ground levels. 
 Road 2 Route Description  3.3.3.1 Road 2 alignment is detailed on General Arrangement layout drawing number VD17516-EC-100-GA (as amended). 
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3.3.3.2 The typical cross section of Road 2 consists of a 7.3m wide carriageway (no hardstrips being required), a 2.0m wide footway and 1.5m wide verge on the east side and a 5.0m wide segregated footway/cycleway with 1.5m verge on the west side. Proposed earthworks slopes have been detailed at 1 in 3 to reflect Road 2 being predominantly in cutting and 1.5m verge widths have been provided on both sides to accommodate filter drains, which will intercept cut slope rainfall runoff before over-running the footways. 3.3.3.3 It is proposed that Road 2 will have a maximum speed limit of 40mph along its full length.  3.3.3.4 Road 2 runs from the Central Roundabout for 310m in a north westerly direction, over the former landfill site. At the north extent, Road 2 connects to the proposed North Roundabout, which is located on Eastwick Road, east of Pye Corner.  3.3.3.5 The proposed North Roundabout consists of a 50m outer diameter (ICD) roundabout and a circulatory carriageway width of 9.0m, with two lane approaches on all 3 arms and tapered single lane exits.  3.3.3.6 Once installed, Road 1 and Road 2 will function as a bypass of Pye Corner for users of Eastwick Road. In response to local resident concerns regarding expected increased traffic flows passing through Pye Corner, Road 2 North Roundabout will not provide a vehicular connection on its west side with Eastwick Road. 3.3.3.7 A turning head is proposed on Eastwick Road where it is to be closed, west of the North Roundabout, such that the only means of vehicular access to Pye Corner will be limited from the new staggered signalised junction at Terlings Park. This provision will remove through traffic and significantly reduce the adverse environmental effects associated with traffic in the vicinity of Pye Corner. 3.3.3.8 Uncontrolled pedestrian crossings are provided across each arm of the three arms forming the Road 2 North Roundabout. Pedestrian and cycle connectivity is provided between the 5m wide segregated footway and cycleway on the west side of Road 2 and North Roundabout with Village 2, Pye Corner to the west of the North Roundabout and Eastwick Road east of the North Roundabout. 3.3.3.9 Road 2 provides direct access to the Gilston Area Village 2 via the North Roundabout. 
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3.3.3.10 Village 2 access from Eastwick Road will be required before completion of the ESC and specifically the Pye Corner bypass scheme (Roads 1 and 2). In the interim and ahead of procurement of either Road 1 or Road 2, a priority junction will be formed between Eastwick Road and Village 2 to the north. The priority junction will be absorbed into the North Roundabout when Road 2 is constructed.  3.3.3.11 Road 2 has no structures which impact on vertical alignment proposals. However, the vertical profile is governed by connection to Eastwick Road at the North Roundabout and to the Central Roundabout to the south. The vertical current profile has been designed to assist with surface water drainage of Road 2 towards outfall locations close to the proposed roundabouts.   
 Road 3 Route Description  3.3.4.1 Road 3 alignment is detailed on General Arrangement layout drawing number VD17516-EC-101-GA (as amended). 3.3.4.2 The typical cross section of Road 3 consists of a 7.3m wide carriageway (no requirement for hardstrips), with a 2.0m wide footway and verges on the north side, a 5.0m wide segregated footway/cycleway with verges on the south side and earthworks at 1 in 2.5 where on embankment, to minimise impact of loss of flood storage within the flood plain.  A 0.5m hard verge buffer strip is provided to the rear of footways and cycleway/footways where located on a bridge deck. 3.3.4.3 It is proposed that Road 3 will have a maximum speed limit of 40mph from the Central Roundabout, which will be reduced to 30mph on the approach to the River Way Roundabout.  3.3.4.4 Road 3 runs from west to south east for approximately 650m, commencing at the Central roundabout to the west and connecting to the proposed River Way Roundabout to south east.  3.3.4.5 Design evolvement has progressed since early 2017 to consider options to reduce the length of the viaduct structure spanning the Stort Valley, including the use of culverts and overlying fill material to support Road 3 at a lower and less visually intrusive elevation.  Refer to Section 3.2 relating to key stakeholder consultation. The road crosses the Stort Navigation and the Stort Valley flood plain using a combination of a new bridge structure where spanning the Stort Navigation and River Stort; and steel pipe arch culverts with surrounding fill once remote from the Stort Navigation. Conveying Road 3 at an elevated level above the Stort Valley on bridge and on culvert, minimises the loss of flood plain and segregation to the movement of wildlife across the valley.  
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3.3.4.6 The proposed River Way Roundabout consists of a 4 arm 50m outer diameter (ICD) roundabout and a circulatory carriageway width of 9.0m, with two lane approaches on all four arms and single lane exits. 3.3.4.7 The roundabout links the proposed ESC to River Way which provides connectivity to A414 Edinburgh Way to the south.  3.3.4.8 A toucan crossing is proposed to the west and north arms of the River Way Roundabout, with uncontrolled crossings to the south and east arms. The west toucan crossing forms part of the 5m segregated footway/cycleway corridor along the west side of the ESC. The north toucan crossing provides a controlled crossing of Road 3 at the River Way Roundabout for those wishing to access Temple Meads / Enterprise Zone places of employment. The vertical alignment of Road 3 has evolved since 2017 at which time a bridge structure was detailed to span between the Central Roundabout and River Way, a distance of over 650m. The depth of the flood water based on a flood design level of 40.4m AOD, below the proposed Road 3 alignment, is typically 0.4m deep over 80% of the length of the Road 3 crossing, increasing to an average of 0.8m over the remaining 20% extent. As part of continuing liaison with the EA since 2017 to look toward a more sustainable solution for Road 3 to cross the Stort Valley, a combined use of a road bridge where spanning the Stort Navigation and large diameter steel walled culverts with overlying embankment fill for the remaining west extent of Road 3 has been discussed in some detail, this option forming the current scheme.  3.3.4.9 Refer to Section 3.2 “Consultations” for further details relating to the evolvement of the use of culverts.  3.3.4.10 Liaison has been ongoing since 2013 to share and reach agreement on the output of flood modelling undertaken with regard to the presence of Road 3 within the flood plan. The modelling identifies a minimum loss of flood plain when a bridge structure is provided, the loss of storage reflecting for the presence of piers supporting the bridge beams. Modelling has continued to be updated for amendments made to the extent of proposed bridge structure across the valley as depicted by the evolving highway proposals forming the current Road 3 scheme. Refer to Vectos drawing VD17516-EC-107-BE for the longitudinal section along Road 3 which details the road profile relating to the bridge and embankment fill placed over the steel culverts. 
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3.3.4.11 As part of the current scheme proposals, the volume of lost storage within the flood plan arising from the presence of the large thin walled culverts and bridge piers has been quantified as 1,455 cum. Existing ground levels under the footprint of Road 3 (CH 240 to 410) are higher than the surrounding ground levels by approximately 0.5m. This area corresponds to the proposed footprint extent of the culverts. The proposed use of culverts as detailed on VD17516-EC-107-BE demonstrates that lowering of the higher ground levels within the footprint of the culverts (shown as a red dashed boundary) by 0.25m will enable additional flood storage to be provided equivalent to that lost due to the presence of the current Road 3 proposals. It is noted that ground levels could be lowered a further 0.25m in the same location to provide further increased flood plain storage capacity. The ground levels lowered to offset the presence of Road 3 in the flood plain, remain above surrounding ground levels, removing concerns of flood water ponding without being able to discharge freely as storm water dissipates. 3.3.4.12 A minimum 4m headroom clearance for maintenance access between the underside of the bridge beams and ground levels is deemed necessary for safe man entry. The initial Stort Valley bridge scheme proposed to the EA which including the use of thin walled steel culvert sections (with an interface location between bridge and culverts at Ch480) provided a minimum 4m headroom at the lowest point of the bridge (Ch 480).  3.3.4.13 Maintaining a headroom clearance of 4m will also assist with daylight entering the area below the bridge deck, avoiding the area below becoming sterile. Responding to the EA’s request to increase the length of the bridge as a compromise to the use of culverts across the remaining Stort Valley, an option was considered to extend the bridge deck west to Ch420 (an additional 60m of bridge deck in lieu of steel culverts). In relocating the interface to Ch420, ground levels were higher than at Ch480 by approximately 1m, requiring the road levels to be raised to maintain the 4m headroom clearance deemed appropriate for maintenance access. 3.3.4.14 As a consequence of raising road levels to accommodate the bridge/culvert interface at Ch420, the footprint of the culverts and associated earthworks was increased and overlapped the adjacent naturalised gravel pit (pond) on the south side. The horizontal alignment of Road 3 was therefore adjusted and moved northwards as could be accommodated whilst complying with DRMB horizontal design radii criteria. The horizontal re-alignment to prevent Road 3 culverts and earthworks clashing with the naturalised pond resulted in the section of Road 3 above the Stort Navigation being realigned. The resulting alignment of Road 3 above the Stort Navigation is at an angle closer to 90 degrees, which is deemed beneficial by CRT to canal users. 
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3.3.4.15 The structures are discussed in Section 4.  3.4 Alignment standards 
 DMRB standards have been adopted for the 70kph and 60kph design speeds for the ESC as follows: i) TD 9/93 “Highway Link Design” for design speed, sight distance, horizontal alignment, super-elevation and vertical alignment; ii) TD 16/07 “Geometric Design of Roundabouts” for the geometric design if roundabouts; iii) TD 27/05 “Cross sections and Headroom” for dual carriageway cross section, including carriageway and central reserve;  iv) TD 42/95 “Geometric Design of Major/Minor Priority Junctions” for visibility standards, deceleration and merge lanes and junction radii; v) Traffic Signs Manual Chapters 1 (Original), 3, 4, 5 and 7; vi) The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016. 3.5 Pedestrian and Cycleway provision 
 Eastwick Road currently has no pedestrian or cycle provision between the A414 junction with Fifth Avenue and Burnt Mill Lane, the existing rural single two-lane carriageway having grass and dense vegetation along each verge of the carriageway.  
 A footway is present between Burnt Mill Lane and Terlings Park along the south side of the Eastwick Road, varying in width between 2.0m and 1.2m over its length. There is no footway provision along the side road of Burnt Mill Lane until south of the River Stort, where an existing footway links with the existing east footway on A414 Fifth Avenue.  
 Continuing northeast along Eastwick Road and over Fiddler’s Brook, the south footway deviates from the carriageway alignment and crosses the Grade II Listed Fiddler’s Brook footbridge before linking with PROW29 and PROW30. The footpath provision varies in width and quality of surface, the maximum width being 1.2m.  
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  The footway continues along the east side of Eastwick Road through Pye Corner to the end of the row of terrace houses at Pye corner, where it terminates, a grass verge continues eastward. A further footway is provided on the west side of Eastwick Road within Pye Corner linking to Gilston Lane.  
 The following provides a summary of the design evolution for the provision of footways and cycleways delivered as part of the ESC scheme;  i) The early 2017 scheme proposals included a 3.0m wide shared use footway/cycleway along the north side and a 2.0m wide footway on the south side of Roads 1, 2 and 3 which make up the ESC, with uncontrolled crossing points on each arm of each roundabout;  ii) Design evolvement in 2017 and 2018 resulted in the extension of Road 1 west to the junction of Fifth Avenue/A414 in 2018. The pedestrian/cycle infrastructure proposals were improved to include a 5m wide segregated footway/cycleway to connect westwards with the Village 1 and Central Stort Crossing segregated footway/cycleway provision. From the A414/Fifth Avenue junction, the 5.0m wide segregated footway cycleway followed the south side of Road 1, the west side of Road 2 and the south side of Road 3, providing a 5m wide segregated footway and cycleway linking Village 1 and Village 2 to Pye Corner, Terlings Park and onward to River Way. A new Toucan crossing facility incorporated into the proposed Central Stort Crossing/A414 signalised junction enables pedestrians and cyclists from Village 1 to cross the new CSC/A414 junction to reach the segregated facility on the south side of Road 1. Additional to the 5m segregated footway/cycleway facility on Road 1, 2 and 3, a 2.0m wide footway is provided on the opposite side of each road. He 5m segregated cycleway/footway includes a buffer set back from the kerbed edge of carriageway and a soft verge to the back for landscaping, except on bridge deck, where 0.5m hard surface buffers are provided; iii) Whilst initially intended to continue the segregated cycleway/footway facility along the south side of the new alignment of Road 1 between the CSC and Terlings Park / Pye Corner junction,  an improved amenity value is provided by locating the 5.0m wide segregated facility along the extent of Eastwick Road no longer used by  vehicular traffic. A raised platform is provided where the cycleway/footway crosses Burnt Mill Lane to afford priority to pedestrians and cyclists. Landscaping is provided between Eastwick Road and the realigned Road 1 to enhance the environment for cyclists and pedestrians and to assist in measures to minimise the effects of road traffic using Road 1 from Terlings Park residents; 
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iv) As part of the wider provisions to be delivered to support the Village development, Burnt Mill Lane is intended to become a shared surface route to improve pedestrian and cyclist linkage with Harlow and Harlow Town Railway Station, whilst maintaining vehicular access to residents. A 20mph speed limit Order is proposed to be introduced along Burnt Mill Lane between Road 1 and the CSC and a raised table is provided for the 5m wide cycleway/footway crossing of Burnt Mill Lane at both Road 1 and CSC; v) The proposed traffic signal-controlled junction at Terlings Park/Pye Corner includes Toucan crossing facilities across the south and east arms to reflect the route of the 5m segregated footway/cycleway along Road 1 and the designated at-grade pedestrian and cycle link to Pye Corner. The signalised crossing facilities provide for pedestrian and cycle movements from Pye Corner and the Gilston Park Estate Villages to Terlings Park, the Stort Valley and Harlow to the south. This at-grade facility offers a safe and controlled means of crossing the ESC; vi) The proposed alignment of Road 1 cuts across the current footpath which links Terlings Park with Pye Corner via the existing Fiddler’s Brook footbridge. Road 1 also passes above the PROWs linking Pye Corner with the Stort Valley. A number of options have been considered to retain a pedestrian link which is grade-separated from Road 1, between Pye Corner (north of Road 1) and Terlings Park and the Stort Valley (south of Road 1). Options considered included; 
• A cyclist/pedestrian bridge over Road 1 located between Terlings Park junction and Burnt Mill Lane, with a new footway connection from the north side of the cyclist/pedestrian bridge connecting to the 5m cycleway/footway south of Road 1. This option was ruled out as introducing too long a diversion route and being remote from the desire line, along with the adverse physical presence of illuminated approach ramps and stairwells in the vicinity of Terlings Park,  
• The retention of the Grade II Listed Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge and inclusion of the adjacent footways to form part of pedestrian facilities linking to local PROWs and maintaining connectivity from Pye Corner to Stort Valley, 
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• The relocation of the Fiddler’s Brook footbridge to a location south of the proposed Fiddler’s Brook road bridge with associated new footway links between Terlings Park and Pye Corner via a new footway connection to the 5m cycleway/footway which passes below the new Fiddler’s Brook road bridge,  vii) To inform consideration of these options, a specialist study was undertaken by Woods Hardwick to assess the condition and structural integrity of Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge; considering a) if retained in its current location, b) the likely impacts of Road 1 construction on future integrity and c) the possibility of relocating the footbridge intact, to a new location, south of the proposed new Road 1 road bridge. (Refer to Appendix C for Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge study report). The findings of the study confirmed the risk of structural failure during relocation by moving the bridge in sections was high and that if retained in the current position, routine maintenance would allow the structure to continue to perform safely and effectively to convey pedestrian movements. viii) The proposed scheme retains Fiddler’s Brook footbridge in situ where it connects via steps with the proposed signal-controlled junction pedestrian facilities on Road 1. The north approach footway to Fiddler’s Brook footbridge maintains connectivity to the PROWs within the Stort Valley. The PROWs can be accessed either from Pye Corner via the east approach footway to the Fiddlers Brook footbridge and from Terlings Park via the Road 1 signal-controlled junction and the steps down to Fiddlers Brook footbridge.  ix) The scheme includes an additional footbridge provided over Fiddler’s Brook to the south of Road 1, which will link Pye Corner and the existing PROWs east of Fiddler’s Brook to the footpath network within the Terlings Park estate, providing a direct access for residents in Terlings Park to the PROWs. x) The east approach to the retained Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge retains connectivity to the existing PROWs which cross the Stort Valley. The Road 1 vertical alignment design provides 2.8m headroom below the new Road 1 road bridge spanning Fiddler’s Brook in order to maintain use of the two existing PROWs whilst providing access to the additional footbridge south of Road 1. 
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xi) At River Way Roundabout, toucan crossings are provided across the west and north roundabout arms. The west arm toucan crossing will provide continuity of the proposed 5.0m wide segregated facility on the west side of Road 3. The north arm toucan crossing will provide a controlled means of crossing Road 3 for users wishing to access the industrial park to the east. Uncontrolled crossing points will be provided across the south and east arms of the roundabout to link with the existing footway infrastructure.  xii) The inclusion of a 5.0m wide segregated facility along River Way and over the existing railway bridge has been the subject of much consideration. Improvements to road and pedestrian/cycle facilities within the confines of the existing bridge structure over the railway are not possible. The existing carriageway width on the bridge has been identified by ECC as requiring an increase of circa 100mm to provide a carriageway width of 7.3m to better cater for existing HGV movements Such carriageway widening would result in an associated reduction in available footway width over River Way bridge, the footways already being narrow and constrained in use by the presence of secondary vehicle restraint barrier. Refer to Section 4 for further details relating to the structure. xiii) To overcome the above restriction, a new cyclist/pedestrian bridge (see Section 4) is proposed over the railway, located on the west side of the existing River Way road bridge, thereby continuing provision of the 5m wide segregated footway/cycleway facility to the south side of the railway line. South of River Way cyclist/pedestrian bridge, the existing west side footway along River Way is to be upgraded to include a 5m wide cycleway/footway link to existing pedestrian and cycle provisions on A414 Edinburgh Way.  
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4 STRUCTURE OPTIONS  4.1 Description of proposed structure options, including form of construction  
 The existing highway network of Eastwick Road has few structures along the length that are affected by the ESC.  i) Eastwick Road is conveyed over Fiddler’s Brook by a shallow depth concrete box culvert which is not affected by the proposed ESC works, ii) The south footway of Eastwick Road is offset from the highway and makes use of the listed Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge where the footway crosses the watercourse, Fiddler’s Brook footbridge being formed from two independent but abutting brick arches with brick sidewalls, located on concrete footings with an in-situ, bitumen surfaced walkway and timber handrails. The footbridge and associated approach footways are retained in the proposed scheme. 
 The following summarises new structures to be provided as part of the ESC. i) The proposed Fiddler’s Brook Road Bridge conveys Road 1 above Fiddler’s Brook and reflects the needs of the ESC whilst accommodating the cross section and vertical alignment of a potential future dual carriageway upgrade should this be promoted by the highway authorities to accommodate the wider growth of Harlow. The ESC is designed to form the eastbound carriageway of the potential future dual two lane all-purpose rural carriageway alignment, such that minimal disruption is necessary should the upgrade to dual carriageway be required.  ii) There are no highway structures associated with Road 2. iii) Road 3 is almost entirely elevated on structures, being located within the Stort Valley which functions as a flood plain. The proposed scheme includes the Stort Valley bridge structure with an overall span of approximately 240m, located at the southeast extent of Road 3, spanning the Stort Navigation, River Stort and joining to River Way approximately 6m above the valley floor. West of the bridge structure, thin walled steel section oval culverts are proposed, surrounded and overlaid with granular fill, to convey the remainder of Road 3 towards the Central Roundabout for a distance of approximately 370m. 
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iv) Road 3 connects to River Way at a new roundabout, immediately north of the existing River Way railway bridge which carries the River Way over the East Anglia Cambridge to London railway line. The existing railway bridge is limited in width and coveys a carriageway and adjacent footways, the carriageway width and footways over the bridge being below standard in width.  A new cyclist/pedestrian bridge is proposed west of the existing railway bridge to continue the 5m wide cycleway/footway to reach the existing footway south of the existing road bridge. Minor adjustment to kerblines are proposed to the railway bridge (owned by ECC) to increase the existing road width. v) Two existing privately maintained footbridges which connect the River Stort Navigation towpaths with River Way are beyond their serviceable life. It is proposed to replace the deck and parapet on each bridge with improvements to the approaches to both bridges. 
 The following sections describe the bridge forms considered for each structure. The bridge elevation detailed application drawings are included in Appendix D, along with Road 3 crossing options.  4.2 ROAD 1 - Fiddler’s Brook Crossing 
 Design Considerations 4.2.1.1 The proposed new structure general arrangement is shown on Vectos drawing number VD17516-EC-105-BE (as amended).  4.2.1.2 As discussed in Section 3, the horizontal alignment of Road 1 has considered a number of variations during the design process. Key design parameters for the bridge include the road layout of the junction serving Terlings Park and Pye Corner, the road crossing of Fiddler’s Brook and the presence of the existing listed Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge. 4.2.1.3 In the initial scheme circulated for consultation in 2017, the ESC Road 1 terminated at a proposed roundabout junction on Eastwick Road. At the time, the bridge structure was designed for a 7.3m wide single two-lane carriageway, which included an element of widening for two lane approach to the roundabout at Eastwick Road. The road cross section also had provision for a 3.5m wide footway/cycleway to the north and a 2.5m wide footway to the south of Road 1.  
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4.2.1.4 The original structure had an overall span of 78m between abutments with three rows of supporting piers between abutments and a maximum deck width (parapet to parapet) of 31.0m. The minimum headroom clearance below the structure was set at 2.8m above Fiddler’s Brook standing water level.  4.2.1.5 The flood level for a 1 in 1000 year event has been determined as 40.4m AOD, which informed the design of the structure and vertical profile.   4.2.1.6 As part of ongoing consultation with the highway authorities, proposals for the ESC evolved to consider the potential aspirations by the highway authority to introduce a dual carriageway eastward from the A414 at the junction with CSC, which could eventually extend to the M11 Junction 7. Subsequent consideration to facilitate delivery of a potential future dial carriageway materially altered the alignment and design of the ESC and has influenced the choice of alignment and form of junction at Terlings Park/Pye Corner. Road 1 has been aligned such that it could form the eastbound carriageway of a potential future dual carriageway provided by others to reflect future growth plans across Harlow. The form and layout of the Road 1 junction at Terlings Park/Pye Corner has been chosen to minimise environmental impact on Terlings Park and Pye Corner residents whilst the Road 1 vertical alignment accommodates the junction connectivity with Terlings Park and Pye Corner necessary and facilitates pedestrian and cyclist access below Fiddler Brook road bridge. 4.2.1.7 The proposed structure has been designed to accommodate the future width of a 2-lane dual carriageway, including the 5.0m effective width (6m between kerb and parapet) segregated footway/cycleway on the south side with a 2.0m wide footway on the north side. The provision or justification of a dual carriageway is outside the remit of this application and is not proposed as part of the ESC.  4.2.1.8 The bridge deck width between parapets is 43.4m at the west abutment and 34.6m at the east abutment, reflecting the proposed horizontal Road 1 centreline curvature of 255m radius and the requirement for driver’s forward visibility to be maintained and not restricted by the parapet.    4.2.1.9 The bridge span along its centre line between abutments is 85m in length, supported by 2No. supporting piers. The piers are located to avoid impacting on Fiddler’s Brook and any requirement for diversion of the two PROWs (29 and 30) on the east side of the brook. The abutments are located to avoid where possible encroaching within the extent of the flooded width of Fiddler’s Brook (reflective of a flood level of 40.4m AOD).   
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4.2.1.10 Extended wingwalls will be used to minimise the use of embankment to minimise environmental impacts in the book area and due to constraints presented by existing features on both the north and south sides of the bridge.  
 Choice of materials 4.2.2.1 Material choice for the new bridge has been reviewed internally to reflect good engineering practice and reflects advice from CRT guidance on bridge structures above canals and watercourses. 4.2.2.2 Mindful of the available headroom above general ground levels and the PROWs, the presence of steel beams projecting below the bridge deck would be unsightly and might lead to anti-social behaviour. A smooth soffit finish was deemed be advantageous in this location which would be suitably provided by the use of a composite concrete deck/beam arrangement with no voids between underlying concrete beams. The deck and beam arrangement shall be located on concrete abutments. Concrete column piers are proposed to minimise the visual presence of the piers, avoid creating an enclosed space for users of the PROWs and to minimise the impact on Fiddler’s Brook at times of flooding. 4.2.2.3 Alternatively, an integral concrete deck, beam and abutment structure shall be provided avoiding the use of joints or bearings, significantly reducing future maintenance requirements. Pier provision is to reflect the above proposals. 4.2.2.4 Details of the finish treatment to the abutments, piers, concrete edge beams and deck soffit will be informed by the early bridge design process to provide a surface resistant to graffiti. 4.2.2.5 An un-adopted footbridge is proposed to be located south of Fiddler’s Brook Road Bridge to enhance connectivity to Terlings Park across Fiddler’s Brook to connect to the PROWs and via new footways to Pye Corner. Details for this footbridge shall be determined during the detailed design period. 4.3 Road 2 – No highway structures identified 4.4 Road 3 - River Stort Flood Plain Crossing 
 Design Considerations 
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4.4.1.1 The initial proposals circulated in 2017 for consultation purposes detailed an elevated bridge structure to span the flood plain between River Way and the Central Roundabout. The elevated bridge structure length was approximately 650m long, typically between 6m and 10m high above the valley floor, rising to approximately 12m above valley level at the highest point of the structure. Immediately northwest of River Way, the bridge structure spans the Stort Navigation / River Stort, thereafter continuing westwards to carry the ESC highway at an elevated level across the remainder of the Stort Valley until reaching the Central Roundabout located on the raised ground formed by the former landfill site. 4.4.1.2 This proposal was detailed on drawing VD17516-EC-107-BE rev C. 4.4.1.3 An ongoing review of the ESC provisions identified a 650m long bridge structure as excessive, such a large structure not being necessary to avoid loss of flood storage in the Stort Valley. Flood modelling was used to assess the impact on flood storage if a shorter bridge structure was used in conjunction with culverts supporting the remainder of Road 3 at an elevated level across the flood plain. The proposed change to a shorter bridge in association with the use of culverts to support the remainder of Road 3 was shown to be immaterial to the capacity of the Stort Valley to accommodate flood plain storage.  4.4.1.4 Options were prepared to consider opportunities to reduce the extent of the elevated bridge structure in combination with the use of culverts.  
 Initial Option - Use of concrete box culverts and bridge structure 4.4.2.1 Proposals were detailed to retain the section of elevated bridge structure sufficient to span the Stort Navigation and River Stort and thereafter to consider the use of 2m high x 5m wide concrete box culverts to carry the highway across the flood plain. The box culverts would run perpendicular to the road alignment and consist of individual precast concrete box sections, circa 2m long assembled in line below the footprint of the road and supporting earthworks.  
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4.4.2.2 The flood level in the valley during the 1 in 1000 year storm event is 40.40m, with the existing valley ground levels being between 39.00m and 40.80m, resulting in a typical 1 in 1000 year flood depth of 0.40m above ground level in the vicinity of the proposed use of box culverts. The provision of box culverts would accommodate the 0.4m depth of flood water within the 2m high box culverts. An assessment of lost flood storage due to the presence of the culvert side walls was quantified and by lowering existing ground levels and thereby culvert bed levels, additional storage volume is created within the culverts to mitigate any loss of flood plain storage caused by the presence of the box culvert side walls. 4.4.2.3 The proposed road alignment for the road was lowered to minimise the road construction build up above the box culverts and minimise “visual presence” of the road crossing within the valley from local and distant views.  4.4.2.4 Following a meeting on 6th March 2018 to present to the Environment Agency the proposals for use of box culverts to supplement the use of the elevated road bridge to convey the highway across the Stort Navigation and River Stort, the EA subsequently responded under letter dated 14th March 18 with several points of concern, namely that: i) The use of box culverts to support Road 3 on shallow embankment resulted a pathway between each side of the road which was unattractive to mammals and other wildlife; ii) The presence of the highway on a low embankment (supported on box culverts) was visually intrusive and would form a visual barrier to longer views across the valley.  The lowered road surface would be accompanied by lowered street lighting which the EA deemed more likely to spread light on adjacent valley floor. Use of the proposed culverts should therefore be reduced in extent. iii) The loss of flood storage and mitigation measure of localised lowering of ground levels/box culvert invert levels below the footprint of the extent of box culverts would require confirmation. 
 Amended Option – Use of large culverts and bridge structure 4.4.3.1 In responding to the EA’s comments above, the following changes have been introduced and are detailed on drawings: 
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i) Road and Culvert/Bridge Elevation  VD17516-EC-BE-107 rev F; ii) Culvert cross sections    VD17516-EC-SK029 rev B; 4.4.3.2 Culvert size i) Use of much larger culvert units has been introduced to replace the previously proposed concrete box culverts. Steel section culverts will be delivered in panels and bolted together on site with fill material placed below, around and above them to support the road construction above; ii) The steel section culverts offer increased headroom and permit significantly more light to enter the culverts, whilst also minimising the length of the culvert soffit through use of a truncated end profiles, reflecting a 1 in 2.5 side slope profile to the culverts and overlying fill material supporting Road 3 at an elevated level of typically 5m above valley floor levels;  iii) The increased culvert internal height accompanied an overall increase in cross sectional area offering a much-improved pathway for mammals and other wildlife. Public access is not to be facilitated through the culverts. 4.4.3.3 Visual and Environmental Impacts i) The EA raised the concern that a continuous row of concrete box culverts up to 2m high would be visually intrusive. Landscaping proposals to accompany use of the concrete box culverts were to include use of low-level hedgerow planting (up to 2m in height) which would shield the culverts from view. When combined with planting of the embankment fill material placed above the culverts, the road presence would be much reduced; ii) Unlike the use of concrete box culverts which were intended to abut each other continuously across the flood plain, the steel section culvert cross section is semi oval. The use of semi oval steel section (thin walled) culverts and the associated fill material placed between and above the culvert profile will assist with introducing a landscaped finish which will over time, enable the culvert openings to be overgrown and naturalised. Being steel shell structures, there is very little visible “hard” evidence of the culvert “structure” being present. 
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iii) The images included on the proposed long section drawing detailing the use of the steel section culverts do not include topsoil or landscaping (VD17516-EC-107-BE-Rev). The fill material surrounding the thin walled culverts and the fill above the culverts supporting the road construction will include provision of topsoil on the finished slope faces to support landscaping. Refer to the Landscaping application drawings prepared by Grants for the landscaping proposals. iv) The use of larger cross section culverts also resulted in the road level being further raised by several metres above the ground level within the Stort Valley. This enabled street lighting to be raised higher above the valley floor, addressing a further concern of the EA that light spillage onto the valley floor would affect foraging mammals;  v) The use of LED full cut off lanterns for highway street lighting was discussed with the EA at a meeting on the 6th March 2018. LED lighting minimises the impact of street lighting on bats and is proposed to be used for all highway lighting on both crossings. LED luminaires present a significant improvement over the use of non-LED lighting to wildlife and offer a significant maintenance benefit whereby energy levels are significantly lower than for other forms of luminaire and bulb life is exceptionally long, minimising maintenance frequency and thereby minimising risk to workers using platform access to change bulbs. Lighting columns will be attached/bolted to the bridge structure parapet and planted between culvert sections where located off the bridge deck. The method of fixing lighting columns onto the bridge structure will be developed as part of the detailed design process. 4.4.3.4 Flood Storage Mitigation i) The accompanying long section drawing VD17516-EC-BE-107 rev F details the proposed steel section culverts and the associated finished road levels. The drawing also illustrates the area of existing ground proposed to be lowered below the footprint of the culverts by approximately 250mm, resulting in the culvert inverts being similarly lowered, thereby increasing storage provision below the established 1 in 1000 flood level. The drawing illustrates the areas of fill placed between the culvert sections and which is unavailable for storing flood water. This lost storage volume is offset by the increased flood storage volume created by the lowering referred to above. It is noted that the high ground levels identified for local lowering can be lowered by a further 250mm in order to increase existing flood storage capacity, should this be necessary.  
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ii) The profile of the steel section culverts offers the opportunity to infill the culvert bed/invert with material retained from the existing ground in the same local area, thereby re-stablishing and maintaining a surface familiar to mammals and other wildlife, providing a naturalised bed to the culverts. The culvert cross section has been set such that the narrowest gap between adjacent culverts is set at existing ground level, minimising the loss of flood storage volume. 
 Further considerations to reduce the extent/provision of culverts 4.4.4.1 The current proposals accommodate the EA’s request to increase the bridge span as mitigation for accepting the use of culverts to partially span the Stort Valley. The bridge/culvert interface was therefore relocated from Ch480 to Ch420, increasing the bridge span from 180m to 240m, representing approximately 42% of the Road 3 length across the Stort Valley. 4.4.4.2 The vertical alignment of the ESC has been amended to reflect the use of steel section culverts between Ch80 to Ch420. This includes amendment to the road levels on the elevated bridge structure between Ch420 and Ch660 to reflect a minimum headroom clearance of 4m provided for maintenance access and man entry. 4.4.4.3 A minimum 4m height for headroom between the underside of the bridge beams and ground level has been accommodated. Maintaining a minimum 4m of headroom at the lowest point of the bridge (at the abutment/culvert interface location at Ch420) will assist increasing light entering the area below the bridge deck to avoid the area becoming sterile.  4.4.4.4 Moving the bridge/culvert interface westwards from Ch480 to Ch420, resulted in higher road level above the culverted section (to maintain the 4m headroom parameter below the deck for maintenance access), resulting in widening of the culverts to support the raised and thereby widened embankment fill slope profile. To minimise the impact of Road 3 on adjacent naturalised lakes and ponds formed from previous gravel extraction operations, the horizontal alignment of Road 3 was adjusted northwards. 4.4.4.5 A typical cross section of the culvert arrangement is shown on Vectos drawing number VD17516-EC-111-XS (as amended). 
 Choice of materials - culverts 
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4.4.5.1 The semi oval culverts are formed from structural grade corrugated steel (varying thickness), which are pressed, punched and hot-dip galvanised.  4.4.5.2 The corrugated steel panels are secured together on site by nuts and bolts, which are hot dipped galvanised.  4.4.5.3 The steel culvert design life is 120 years and the products will have sector type approval certificates in accordance with DMRB CD375 or as amended.  
 Choice of materials – Stort Valley Bridge 4.4.6.1 Material choice for the new Stort Valley Bridge has been considered to reflect good engineering practice and advice from CRT regarding good practice guidance on bridge structures above canals. 4.4.6.2 The new bridge shall employ weathered steel beams to support the concrete deck. The deck and beam arrangement shall be located on concrete abutments. To minimise pier spacings and maximise deck beam spans, it is expected that the weathered steel beams will be delivered to site and bolted together to form longer deck beams than could be delivered to site by road. Following liaison with CRT with regard to maintaining amenity value, it is agreed to include the use of bird netting to prevent birds from perching on the beams, especially above the canal and towpath.  4.4.6.3 Alternatively, an integral concrete deck, beam and abutment structure may be provided avoiding the use of joints or bearings, significantly reducing future maintenance requirements. Whilst a concrete soffit finish offers a clean and smooth finish, it is considered that weathered steel will be less visible to users of the canal and tow path below, being generally dark and thereby minimises the presence of the bridge when approaching along the canal and towpath. 
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4.4.6.4 Bridge parapets will be designed to current standards and include a 1.5m minimum height parapet fixed to the stringcourses at the edge of the deck of the new bridge, in the interests of safe use by cyclists. The parapet material choice has been considered in detail. Whilst open rail bridge parapets with close spaced aluminium grill mesh would be a typical parapet provision above pedestrian routes below, CRT advice suggests the use of solid parapets directly above the canal, extending beyond the existing screening provided to both sides of the canal by dense vegetation, shrubs, hedges and trees. This localised solid parapet treatment would remove the constant moving vista of passing cars and pedestrians along the bridge, noting higher goods vehicles and similar would still be visible above the solid section of parapet. Agreement was reached with CRT that final design decisions should be agreed at the commencement of the detailed design process. 4.4.6.5 Details of the finish treatment to the abutments and deck soffit will be informed by the early bridge design process to provide a surface resistant to graffiti.  4.4.6.6 Further to site visits held with CRT to consider the visual impact of the bridge in relation to the canal crossing, the different types of pier that could be used were discussed and reviewed by CRT. Whilst existing hedgerow follows the north side of the canal and dense vegetation and tree canopy cover lies to the south side in the vicinity of the bridge, CRT concurred with the use of open column type piers to avoid a tunnel environment which might arise from the use of solid wall type piers either side of the canal.  4.4.6.7 The remainder of the Stort Bridge is expected to be supported on two or three concrete columns at each pier location, to minimise presence and lost flood storage volume, were solid walls to be used as piers. 
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4.5 Road 3 – River Way crossings over the East Anglia Mainline Railway line   
 Road 3 connects to River Way at a new roundabout, immediately north of the existing River Way railway bridge, which carries River Way over the East Anglia Cambridge to London railway line. The existing railway bridge is limited in width and conveys a carriageway and two adjacent footways, the carriageway width over the bridge being slightly less than 7.3m wide.  The existing constrained footway widths are narrow and further reduced in effective width by the presence of wide Trief vehicle containment kerbs installed to prevent vehicle impacts reaching the existing bridge parapets which are sub-standard. The remaining useable footway width is further reduced by the presence of pedestrian guardrail barrier, installed to offset pedestrians sufficiently from the upstanding Trief kerbs (and associated trip hazard). 
 Appendix D includes previous periodic bridge assessment reports commissioned by ECC.  
 The existing footway south of River Way road bridge is constrained between the road and third party land to both sides, continuing south of River Way road bridge with an approximate width of between 1.5m to 1.8m which continues to Edinburgh Way Roundabout. 
 Footway and cycleway connectivity south of the ESC towards A414 Edinburgh Way would be significantly improved by extending the 5m footway/cycleway provision across the railway line and on to Edinburgh Way to connect to existing segregated cycleway and footway facilities.  
 To avoid terminating the ESC 5m wide cycleway/footway provision north of River Way road bridge due to restrictions imposed by the existing River Way road bridge, a new cyclist/pedestrian bridge is proposed west of the existing railway bridge with a clear width between parapets of 6m to convey the 5m wide cycleway/footway provision. The 5m cycleway/footway with associated 0.5m wide buffer strips is continued southwards to Edinburgh Way by proposed widening into third party land. An upgraded toucan crossing is provided at the west arm of Edinburgh Way Roundabout to connect to existing segregated cycleway/footway facilities along the south side of Edinburgh Way. 
 Provision of the new cyclist/pedestrian bridge over the railway at River Way enables the west footway on the existing River Way road bridge to be closed. Removing the need for the west footway provision on the River Way road bridge permits the present footway width to be reduced. In turn, this facilitiates widening of the carriageway on the existing River Way road bridge by slight relocation of the existing Trief vehicle containment kerbs, sufficient to meet ECC’s preferred width of 7.3m.  
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 River Way road bridge is owned by ECC and is an adopted highway structure. ECC has previously commissioned several bridge assessments to be carried out of the River Way road bridge to assess bridge strength, remaining serviceable life and to considered opportunities for carriageway and/or footway widening. River Way road bridge carriageway widening has been recommended in the bridge assessment reports commissioned by ECC. However, the adverse impact on the adjacent footway widths on the bridge deck has prevented ECC from implementing such recommendations.  
 ECC is intending to commission a further bridge assessment report of the existing River Way road bridge in the near future and will consider the structural impacts of relocating the existing kerbs to widen the carriageway width to 7.3m.  If widening of the carriageway width by slight kerbline adjustment is not deemed viable, due to either loading conditions on bridge beams being unacceptable or practical reasons arising from relocating the kerbline, the existing carriageway width will be retained, whilst the adjacent west footway may still be closed, making use of the new cycleway/footway bridge.  
 Liaison will continue with NR and ECC until the commencement of the detailed design period in order to develop the preferred type, form and choice of material for the cycleway/footway bridge structure. Preliminary bridge alignment proposals are included on the application drawings in Appendix A and in Appendix D. 
 There is no known adverse impact on NR infrastructure below the existing road bridge associated with proposals to widen the existing carriageway or in providing a new cycleway/pedestrian bridge. Detailed design of the cyclist/pedestrian bridge and modifications to the existing road bridge will be progressed at the detailed design stage.  4.6 Geology 

 The EIA includes the “Phase 1 Geotechnical and Geo-environmental Desk Study Report – River Stort Crossing Options” dated 2015, prepared by AECOM to assess the ground conditions for the identified crossing options. Site investigation has not been undertaken at this time along the highway corridor or at the proposed bridge/structure locations.  
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 Further intrusive geotechnical investigation will need to be undertaken to determine ground conditions and ground material properties to inform the foundation design process for the structures along the crossing, to classify materials to be used in the highway works and to prepare the Geotechnical Design Report(s).  
 Structural foundations are currently expected to include abutments and mid span piers located on piles mindful of the following criteria: i) Piles are expected to extend down to the London Clay or Lambeth Group. ii) Ground water is shallow (between 2m to 4m below ground). iii) The valley ground surface is likely to unstable and saturated. 4.7 Loading and lateral clearance 
 All highway structures shall be designed to withstand loading defined within DMRB and conform to current standards. 
 Headroom clearances for structures will comply with DMRB, noting that;  i) River Way cyclist/pedestrian bridge over the railway will comply with headroom and lateral clearance requirements set by Network Rail. 4.8 Environmental constraints  
 All environmental aspects are covered within the EIA, inclusive of specific impacts relating to Stort Navigation (canal) amenity value, flood storage loss (due to footprint of new structures and embankments), landscaping and visual intrusion. 
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5 ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT 5.1 Construction Access  
 The ESC Road 3 is located within the Stort Valley (which has former uses for gravel extraction) and across a former landfill site below Roads 1 and 2, east of Fiddler’s Brook. 
 Construction access is required from the public highway of Eastwick Road, Pye Corner, and River Way. Separate agreements may be negotiated for use of private existing means of access serving the former landfill site.  
 Highways works are proposed in close proximity to existing residential development which will form part of the scope informing any method statement preparation and all traffic management proposals. 
 The roads which will serve the construction sites are of suitable size and geometry to accommodate road legal construction plant. Burnt Mill Lane and Gilston Lane will not be permitted site access routes or construction traffic access routes. 
 Much of the construction can be undertaken off line of the public highway, which will present little disruption to the travelling public. The Contractor will be required to prepare Construction Management Plans which will identify site access layouts to provide construction traffic access off the public highways and when the new construction works interface with the public highway such as at new connection junctions.  
 The highway and bridge construction works will include site clearance and topsoil strip, possible demolition works, bulk earthworks, drainage installation, new carriageways, new footway/cycleways, street lighting, vehicle restraint barriers, signage, road markings and traffic signal control at respective locations, bridge foundations, substructure (abutments and piers) works and superstructure (deck) works. Diverted or new Statutory Undertakers services shall be installed during the construction of the highway and bridge works. Landscaping proposals are detailed on the landscape drawings prepared by Grant Associates. 
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 The bridge structures consist of abutments on piled foundations, located either side of the spanned features. The decks span between the abutments will be supported on underlying weathered steel (Stort Crossing bridge) or concrete (Fiddler’s Brook, River Way) beams to support the deck. Alternatively, where a concrete soffit finish is required, a composite beam/deck construction may be provided removing the requirement for bridge joints and bearings. The bridge beam and deck construction shall be constructed using cranes located at the abutment sites, working either from existing ground levels or following completion of placement of embankment fill between the bridge structures. 
 Construction works within the former land fill site and within the Stort Valley shall require specific details to be provided to the key stakeholders (as shall be identified during the design process) by the contractor relating to management of waste materials and proposals for safe working within flood zones, respectively.  
 There are 4 separate PROWs affected by the ESC, each will be given due consideration within the construction planning, design and management process. Temporary closures and diversions shall be determined as part of the detailed design process with the contractor being required to programme and request additional requirements as determined from the contractor’s programme. 5.2 Temporary traffic constraints and requirements  
 Construction access points will be located at distinctive and controlled locations with appropriate traffic management in place to enable construction traffic to leave and join the public highway with as little disruption as possible to the public. Diverge and merge areas will be surfaced to minimise dirt and debris being carried onto the public highway due to dirty wheels/vehicles leaving site.  
 A temporary speed limit may be required on Eastwick Road, where currently the national speed limit applies, on the approach to construction site entrances, for the safety of both the travelling public and construction personnel. Such temporary TRO applications will require an appropriate lead in period following formal submission to the highway authority for review and legal process. Permanent TRO applications will be prepared and submitted during the design period for permanent changes in speed limit, such legal orders to effect changes in existing speed limit coming into force on completion of Road 1 and 2, there being no proposed change in speed limit at River Way, once connected by Road 3. 
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 Where the highway construction of proposed improvements takes place on the public highway such as for the construction of the realigned Eastwick Road, the reconstruction of Eastwick Road and Terlings Park access at the proposed signalised junction; the extension of Burnt Mill Lane; the North roundabout of Road 2; and works at River Way, appropriate traffic management plans and method statements will be developed sufficiently in advance to enable all works to be programmed from the commencement of works.   
 The River Way cyclist/pedestrian bridge over the railway will require a significant level of lead in to agree with Network Rail the procurement of the bridge structure, including booking rail track possessions and close working access for construction of the bridge foundations, abutments, central pier (if required) and deck, advance payments to Network Rail and general provisions relating to NR overhead electric cable infrastructure as may be required, subject to detailed design and booking of outages to the power lines. 5.3 Construction Phasing and timescale  
 Construction phasing has been considered in terms of the likely build programme and whether temporary construction access requirements may result in environmental impacts additional to the effects of the permanent works footprint. 
 The first phase of construction is envisaged to be Road 1 and Road 2, to promote early delivery of the Pye Corner Bypass. The preliminary estimated construction period is 24 months.  
 Road 3 will be constructed in line with an agreed programme, with an estimated construction period of 24-30 months.  
 Appendix E includes preliminary construction phasing plans.  5.4 Bridge Maintenance Boundaries 
 The two highway authority boundaries of Essex County Council (ECC) and Herts County Council (HCC) are typically delineated by the River Stort, with ECC owning and maintaining highway infrastructure to the south of the River Stort. Where a bridge structure spans a watercourse which represents a County border and highway maintenance boundary, it is often the case that one of the two highway authorities takes overall responsibility for maintaining the structure and the highway on the structure.  
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 The majority of the new ESC infrastructure falls within the boundary of HCC, inclusive of Fiddler’s Brook road bridge, the culverted section of Road 3 and part of the Stort Navigation Bridge. River Way road bridge, River Way cycleway/footway Bridge and part of the Stort Navigation Bridge are located within the boundary of ECC. It is expected that one highway authority will take overall responsibility for the Stort Navigation bridge to avoid maintenance responsibility conflicts part way across a single bridge structure, such details to be confirmed as part of the detailed design process. The River Way cycleway/footway bridge will be maintained by ECC. 5.5 Bridge Material Choice 
 When assessing the choice of materials for the construction of the bridges, consideration was given to the extent and frequency of maintenance. Concrete structures are generally deemed to require low maintenance input whilst painted steel structures attract a high level of maintenance, reflective of the need to undertake regular visual inspections for paint deterioration/repair, inspections on welds and bolts and general condition. More recently, the use of weathered steel for bridge beams has become prevalent which is left unpainted. The weathered steel will rust but includes additional material thickness to offset future deterioration through rusting. The choice of weathered steel for highway structures is supported by designers and maintaining authorities in circumstances where the visual effects of rusting are less onerous and in order to reduce future maintenance needs. 
 The River Stort bridge includes the use of weathering steel beams whilst the Fiddler’s Brook Bridge includes the use of either concrete beams or concrete composite deck, as detailed in Section 4.  
 The River Way cycleway/footway bridge material choice remains to be determined, though stainless or galvanised steel rather than painted steel (if not concrete) would minimise need for repainting during the life of the structure. 
 VD17516-CC-BE series drawings located in Appendix D include detailed plans and elevations of the proposed bridges. 5.6 Design Life, Operation and Maintenance  
 The highway is intended to operate with resurfacing maintenance of the pavement undertaken at staged intervals or as necessary to reflect wear. The pavement surfacing design life, for the purpose of calculations, will be taken as 20 years with two replacements for a 40-year overall design life applicable to new roads, in accordance with DMRB HD 24/06 or as amended.  
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 New carriageway street lighting is to be provided which will consist of 10m or 12m high columns supporting full cut off, LED luminaires, providing minimal visual intrusion to wildlife including bats, which is a key consideration in respect of all highways forming the ESC. Street lighting proposals will include the replacement of the existing and outdated highway lighting infrastructure within the extent of affected existing highways where new junctions are to be formed. Existing means of highway currently result in significant lighting spillage to the surrounding area, whereas the use of full cut-off LED luminaires will result in a material reduction in lighting spillage. Use of LED technology luminaires significantly increases bulb life whilst reducing power demand, thereby reducing operational costs whilst increasing maintenance intervals between bulb replacements. The opportunity to introduce contemporary style and exemplar materials when selecting lighting columns and lanterns will be explored during the detailed design period Full details relating to the visual impacts arising from street lighting is considered separately within the “Lighting” section of the EIA.   
 The structures will have a design life of 120 years (IAN 124/11) with the exception of bearing plates which will have a design life of up to 50 years, subject to the choice of bearing and on the basis of a regular maintenance regime being implemented. Bridge deck joints, where used, are usually replaced more frequently than 50-year intervals, depending on type specified. 
 Concrete of high quality and high grade will be specified to reflect the design life of 120 years afforded to reinforced and tensioned concrete beam structures and assist to prevent moisture ingress and discolouration of finishes. Vandal resistant surfaces and finishes shall be identified during the design period. 5.7 Design Standards 
 The proposed ESC shall be designed and procured in accordance with the DMRB or as amended by design standard requirements of HCC and ECC highway authorities. 
 The ESC proposed highway cross sections are in accordance with TD27/05 “Cross sections and Headroom” for a rural all-purpose road classification. The rural classification reflects the assessment procedure of TA 46/97.  
 A review of all appropriate DMRB standards shall be undertaken at commencement of detailed design to inform the design process and incorporate requirements relating to the operation and maintenance of the ESC. 
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5.8 Constraints & Departures from Standard  
 The vertical and horizontal link alignments of the ESC have been established in accordance with DMRB TD 9/93 for a 70kph design speed, with a 60kph design speed used at River Way. The proposed speed limit strategy is shown on Vectos drawing number VD17516-EC-140. 
 Terlings Park, Fiddler’s Brook, and the properties at Pye Corner on Eastwick Road present constraints for Road 1 in respect of achievable horizontal and vertical curvature. A compliant road alignment above 70kph design speed would require land take of adjacent properties for the purpose of demolition to make way for highway infrastructure. The design speed of 70kph is appropriate for the ESC mindful of the junctions provided with the existing highway and adjacent 5m wide segregated footway/cycleway provided with each road. 5.9 Adapting for future infrastructure developments  
 The proposed two-way single carriageway of Road 1 has been designed as a dual carriageway, to meet the potential future aspirations of the highway authority. The Road 1 carriageway follows the alignment of what would be the eastbound carriageway of the dual scheme. This enables Road 1 highway infrastructure to be retained as part of a potential future dual carriageway scheme, with only minimal alterations required and minimum adverse impact on the public.  
  The Central Roundabout ICD and circulatory carriageway has been sized to accommodate a potential future dual scheme, to minimise the amount of alteration required to the new infrastructure.  
 It is understood that the potential future dual scheme aspirations could introduce a fourth arm to the Central Roundabout to enable the dual carriageway to continue in a north easterly direction toward High Wych / Sawbridgeworth. The Central Roundabout geometry has been designed to accommodate a fourth arm with a dual carriageway cross section. 
 The potential future dual scheme is to be delivered by the highway authority, if and when required.  5.10 Utilities  
 Existing services are detailed in the Utilities Chapter of the EIA and on AECOM drawing number 60286648_SK005 (as amended). 
 The ESC footprint will encounter the following utility services; 
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i) 33kVA overhead electricity cables, which currently cross above Eastwick Road and run parallel to the road within land required for Road 1. The overhead cables cross Eastwick Road in the locality of the existing listed Fiddler’s Brook footbridge and head south towards the River Stort. The intention is to divert the overhead infrastructure which is located within the highway/development footprint to run underground; ii) 11kVA overhead electricity cables, which head north from Burnt Mill Lane across Eastwick Road. The intention is to divert the overhead infrastructure which is located within the highway/development footprint to run underground; iii) 75mm to 125mm potable water distribution main located in the south verge along Eastwick Road, terminating at the row of terrace properties on Pye Corner but, continuing north to Gilston Park on a separate main. It is possible that this main requires protection works rather a diversion as a result of the proposed ESC; iv) A foul water trunk sewer is located to the south of the Eastern Crossing, running from west to east roughly following the alignment of the River Stort. Road 3 will cross over the sewer, potentially in the location of the bridge structure where piles foundations are proposed. The main will be diverted to provide a perpendicular crossing beneath Road 3.  
 New / diverted services will be installed to the guidelines provided within NJUG Volume 2 document.  
 The new bridge structures will include service corridors and ducting for known services with spare ducting for potential future uses. 5.11 Surface Water Discharge 
 The strategy for the discharge of surface water runoff from the ESC is set out below. The provision of the following four stages of collection prior to discharge to watercourse is intended to provide a minimum of two stages of treatment: i) Type 1    To be applied in combination with Type 2, 3 and 4 as the first stage of surface water   capture and conveyance  from the paved highway, Kerbs/trapped gullies /     Combined Kerb & Drainage block (CKDB) with sump outfall on highway, with deck    drainage, sumped collection points and down pipes on bridges; 
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ii) Type 2   Piped network with catchpits (attenuated where necessary) including the use of a    vortex separator/interceptor (as LLFA/highway authority preference) prior to outfall   from piped system into wetland; iii) Type 3           Swales and/or unlined ditches, provided along the toe of embankments,     discharging embankment slope runoff to watercourse/wetlands. Bridge deck down   pipe discharge points outfalling to catchpits before discharging to swales and/or    unlined ditches, discharging to watercourse/wetlands iv) Type 4          Wetland / pond inclusion at the downstream end of the swales, prior to discharge    into River Stort / Stort Navigation / existing ditches / existing adjacent ponds, as    appropriate. 
 A HAWRAT (DMRB HD45/09) water quality assessment has been undertaken to consider the level of pollutants likely to be found within the highway runoff, reflective of predicted traffic flows.  The assessment suggests two levels of treatment are likely to be required. Whilst the existing carriageway runoff level of treatment is currently undefined, the proposed stages of collection and discharge mentioned earlier will satisfy the requirements of CIRIA C753 SuDS Manual when applied to carriageways forming the ESC. 
 Surface water falling onto the bridge deck surfacing is to be conveyed along the bridge structure using ductile iron deck drainage channels, discharging via down pipes at regular intervals to ground level outfalls. Design of the deck drainage unit internal dimensions may limit the need for regular down pipes. 
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 Catchment area runoff plans have been provided which identify the areas of carriageway and footway/cycleway runoff to be conveyed by a piped drainage network to suitable outfalls. These are included in Appendix F.  Due to the provision of footways/cycleways on both sides of the ESC, over-the-edge runoff from carriageway surfacing to swales located in the verges is not feasible. The widened embankment provided to support the new northbound carriageway lies within the Flood Zone 3 (FZ3) and efforts have been implemented to minimise embankment footprint. Embankment widening to accommodate a swale within the verge additional to the cycleway/footway provisions at the top of the embankments would impact on flood storage loss within the FZ3. The use of swales part of the surface water discharge treatment process is likely to be primarily located along Road 3 as a means of treatment for discharges from the bridge deck drainage down pipes. The Road 3 carriageway supported by culverts will be drained and discharge treated using a combination of Type 1, 2 and 4 solutions.  
 Calculations have been undertaken to assess the volume of storage required to accommodate surface water runoff from the impermeable surfaces of a) the net increase in impermeable surface area for the Eastern Stort Crossing and b) impermeable surfaces on existing amended highway, should discharges from the existing carriageways affected by the Works not be attenuated. The calculations and Catchment Area drawings are located in Appendix F. A piped network may also be used to provide attenuation if deemed appropriate, using flow control devices to limit discharge rates into the swales. 
 As part of the treatment process of surface water runoff from the impermeable highway surfaces, consideration to inclusion of ponds or wetland areas has been assessed, along the length of the new road links, prior to discharge to watercourse (such as the River Stort, Stort Navigation or watercourse). Creation of a pond or wetland can be detailed for swales discharging into River Stort/Stort Navigation. With regard to Road 3 surface water discharges via swales into the Stort Navigation, further consideration will be given during detailed design as to the opportunity to include a pond or wetland without adversely impacting on the existing feature. The detailed design process should assess the viability of utilising the existing wetland feature to form part of the highway runoff treatment process and if deemed negative, the flow conveyed within the swale shall be discharged into the Stort Navigation without inclusion of a further pond or wetland. 
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5.12 Health and Safety  
 Health and Safety matters will be overseen by the Principal Designer and Principal Contractor during the design and construction stages of the scheme. H&S Files shall be provided to the maintaining highway authorities detailing maintenance requirements and specific maintenance tasks. 
 The design of the highway and structural improvements shall fully consider both buildability and future maintenance access requirements in order that identifiable risks are reduced where reasonably possible. 
 Whilst procurement of the road and bridge works is not considered to be specifically complex, there are several key areas of interface with the public throughout the construction period, namely: i) Network Rail cyclist/pedestrian bridge works being undertaken above and adjacent to a live, electrified railway; ii) River Stort (Navigation) and Fiddler’s Brook bridge works above water; iii) River Stort (Navigation) bridge interaction with users of the tow path and canal; iv) Construction works generally interfacing with the public using existing highways and footways; v) Construction traffic use of public highways; vi) All works impacting on flora and fauna. 
 Liaison with NR when preparing the River Way cyclist/pedestrian bridge Feasibility drawings and supporting documentation has identified the need for a significant lead-in period both to undertake design input but more so to establish track possessions and book accordingly. H&S processes will be implemented to reflect the stringent criteria operated by NR to facilitate advance works relating to the overhead electric cable and other associated works before commencement of the ESC highways contract. 
 The proposed ESC scheme shown on the detailed application plans contained within Appendix A will be subject to a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit (RSA1).  
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5.13 Detailed Application Drawings 
 The detailed application drawings setting out the recommended proposals for the route alignment and non-motorised user facilities are identified on the following drawings; VD17516-EC-100-GA, VD17516-EC-100.1-GA, AND VD17516-EC-101-GA, which are located in Appendix A. 
 Supporting information consisting of photographs is located in Appendix H. 
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6 LIST OF DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTS ACCOMPANYING THE REPORT  
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Appendix A – Detailed Application Drawings (as amended) 
• VD17516-EC-100-GA    Eastern Crossing – General Arrangement (1 of 3) 
• VD17516-EC-100.1-GA    Eastern Crossing – General Arrangement (2 of 3) 
• VD17516-EC-101-GA    Eastern Crossing – General Arrangement (3 of 3) 
• VD17516-EC-102-LS    Longitudinal Section (Road 1) 
• VD17516-EC-103-LS    Longitudinal Section (Road 2) 
• VD17516-EC-104-LS    Longitudinal Section (Road 3) 
• VD17516-EC-108-RL    Red Line Boundary 
• VD17516-EC-110-XS    Typical Cross Sections (Road 1 and 2) 
• VD17516-EC-111-XS    Typical Cross Sections (Road 3) 
• VD17516-EC-112-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 16.5m Articulated (Terlings Park Junction) 
• VD17516-EC-113-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 10m Rigid (Terlings Park Junction) 
• VD17516-EC-114-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 16.5m Articulated (North Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-115-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 10m Rigid (North Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-116-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 16.5m Articulated (Central Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-117-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 10m Rigid (Central Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-118-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 16.5m Articulated (River Way Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-119-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – 10m Rigid (River Way Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-133-TR    Vehicle Swept Paths – Burnt Mill Lane Ghost Island Junction 
• VD17516-EC-120-VS    Proposed Visibility (Terlings Park Junction) 
• VD17516-EC-121-VS    Proposed Visibility (North Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-122-VS    Proposed Visibility (Central Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-123-VS    Proposed Visibility (River Way Roundabout) 
• VD17516-EC-130-EX    Existing Layout (1 of 3) 
• VD17516-EC-131-EX    Existing Layout (2 of 3) 
• VD17516-EC-132-EX    Existing Layout (3 of 3) 
• VD17516-EC-140-SP    Proposed Speed Limit Strategy – CSC and ESC 
• VD17516-EC-141-SP    Existing Speed Limits – CSC and ESC 
• VD17516-EC-150-GC    Roundabout Geometry – River Way 
• VD17516-EC-151-GC    Roundabout Geometry – Central 
• VD17516-EC-152-GC    Roundabout Geometry – North 

 
Appendix B – Terlings Park Junction Options 

• VD17516-EC-SK035    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Roundabout (Option 1) 
• VD17516-EC-SK036    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Junction (Option 2) 
• VD17516-EC-SK102    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Junction (Option 2A) 
• VD17516-EC-SK102.1    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Junction and   

       Footbridge (Option 2B) 
• VD17516-EC-SK102.2    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Junction and   

       Alternative Footbridge (Option 2B) 
• VD17516-EC-SK103    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Underpass (Option 3) 
• VD17516-EC-SK104    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Overpass (Option 4) 
• VD17516-EC-SK105    Eastern Crossing Single Carriageway with Overpass (Option 5) 
• -       Terlings Park Public Workshop Presentation Drawings 

 
Appendix C – Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge Report 

• -       Fiddler’s Brook Footbridge study report 
 
Appendix D – Bridge Elevations (detailed application) and Road 3 options 

• VD17516-EC-105-BE    Proposed Structure Elevation at Fiddler’s Brook 
• VD17516-EC-106-BE    Proposed Structure Elevation at River Stort (Navigation) 
• VD17516-EC-107-BE    Proposed Culverted Elevation across Flood Plain 
• -       Road 3 crossing options 
• 70055883-DRG-001     River Way Footbridge GA 
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• 70055883-DRG-002     River Way Footbridge Elevation 
• 70055883-DRG-003    River Way Footbridge Land Take 

 
 
Appendix E – Construction Phasing Plans 

• VD17516-EC-124-PH1    Phase 1 of 7 – Form Construction Accesses 
• VD17516-EC-125-PH2    Phase 2 of 7 – Site Clearance 
• VD17516-EC-126-PH3    Phase 3 of 7 – Initial Earthworks and Bridge Abutments 
• VD17516-EC-127-PH4    Phase 4 of 7 – Complete Bulk Earthworks and Bridge Decks 
• VD17516-EC-128-PH5    Phase 5 of 7 – Earthworks Completion 
• VD17516-EC-129-PH6    Phase 6 of 7 – Carriageway, Footway and Verge construction 
• VD17516-EC-130-PH7    Phase 7 of 7 - Completion 

 
Appendix F – Drainage Catchment Areas (as amended) 

• VD17516-EC-500     Proposed Catchment Areas (1 of 2) 
• VD17516-EC-500.1    Proposed Catchment Areas (2 of 2) 
• VD17516-EC-502     Proposed Impermeable and Permeable Areas (1 of 3) 
• VD17516-EC-502.1    Proposed Impermeable and Permeable Areas (2 of 3) 

VD17516-EC-503     Proposed Impermeable and Permeable Areas (3 of 3) 
 
Appendix G – Photographs 

• Various Photographs     
 
Appendix H 

• Walking Cycling Horse Riding Assessment Report 
 

Appendix I – Stage 1 Road Safety Audit 
• Revision 0      Road Safety Audit Stage 1 Report    
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APPENDIX A – DETAILED APPLICATION DRAWINGS 
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